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AN ENVIRONMENTAL FRAME OF REFERENCE:
GOLF COURSE DESIGN IN OUT-OF-PLAY AREAS
David J. Kiss
(ABSTRACT)
Golf courses are part of the built environment. As such, they relate to the landscape and have
impacts on the larger environment. This paper explores those relationships and impacts. Growing
environmental awareness coupled with the projected construction of 400 courses per year in the
United States, can produce significant impacts for both the golf industry and the environment.
The aim of this thesis is to create an environmental design frame of reference for approaching
out-of-play areas on the golf course. An extensive literature review identifies the major
environmental issues involved. Interviews with three leading golf course architects explore those
issues through soliciting opinions and experiences. Site visits to nine golf courses built by these
architects correlate the initial findings to physical form. Through triangulating the three research
vehicles, the literature review, interviews, and site visits, a frame of reference for out-of-play
areas begins to take shape. Interpretations made and conclusions reached lead to an
understanding that the relationship between golf and the environment is not a simple balancing
act. An interplay of sometimes conflicting forces emanating from both golf and the environment
determine the eventual configuration of the landscape. However, the overall findings support a
view that sensitively designed out-of-play areas can have beneficial consequences for the
environment. This paper further suggests other areas and methods of study to confirm and
advance an environmental frame of reference for designing out-of-play areas on the golf course.

“Man needs beauty as well as bread,
places to play in and pray in,
where nature can heal and cheer
and give strength to body and soul alike.”
- John Muir, naturalist
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Background:
The earliest golf courses were designed entirely by nature. Man’s involvement was limited to
discovery, not design. The first recognized golf courses date back to the 16th century although
the game pre-dates the courses by at least 200 years (Jones & Rando, 1974).
With its unique terrain and climate, Scotland became the ancestral home of golf. Rivers had left
alluvial deposits in estuaries along the coast. When the ocean receded this prime golf land, links
land, was exposed. The alluvial deposits were primarily sandy dunes existing in the form of
ridges, furrows, and plateaus. This type of topography is the hallmark of links land. The plateaus
provided natural tees and greens. Stiff native grasses provided the playing surface. Simple
pockets of sand eroded out by wind, rain, livestock, and burrowing animals served as bunkers
while scrub brush known as gorse and heather provided the rough. Natural hazards were
numerous. With sand as a base, drainage throughout the course was excellent. Given the geology
and climate, trees and ponds were not present, and keeping in context with the links, they were
not introduced. In short, the first links courses were characterized as having no artificial features.
Man played the site as he found it. The early courses laid lightly on the land (Cornish & Whitten,
1993).
Most other games have standardized playing areas such as rigidly defined courts and fields. For
example, the basketball court measures 94 feet by 50 feet. The tennis court measures 36 feet x 78
feet. Areas specified for field sports such as football (160 feet x 360 feet) and soccer (75 yards x
120 yards) are just as rigorous (Harris & Dines, 1988). Dimensional requirements are fixed.
Additionally, the deviation in the composition of the playing surface and position of game
elements (nets, goals, bases, etc.) between play areas is slight, if occurring at all. Moreover, in
these games and comparable games there is very little variance between one sporting arena and
the next. Also setting golf apart from other games is the mere size of the playing field which can
range from 120 to 200 acres.
In addition to being unlike other games, differences between golf courses, themselves, can be
quite pronounced. In this respect golf is unique as a sport in its relationship to the playing surface
and thus in its relationship to the land.
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Most importantly, however, in an effort to replicate early courses, the hand of man has gotten
heavier. As indicated earlier, links land is unique, but a links land golf course continues as the
archetype designers attempt to emulate regardless of conditions. The original links courses were
entirely natural. In an effort to imitate nature, terrain and soils, unlike Scotland’s, have been
shaped into golf landscapes. To affect these changes in radically dissimilar climates, considerable
modifications had to be made to the environment (Cornish & Whitten, 1993).
Construction and management practices comprising these landscape modifications are as
follows: exposure of bare soil surfaces, construction of areas with disturbed soil structure,
turfgrass planting and maintenance, intensive irrigation, pest management, and fertilization
(Beard, 1982). “These practices may intensify potentially adverse environmental effects, such as
soil erosion, sediment and runoff losses of applied chemicals, contamination of groundwater with
leaching losses of pesticides and fertilizers, disturbance of adjacent ecosystems, and impacts on
non-target plants and animals (Balogh et al., 1992, p.1).”

Rationale for the Study:
Increasingly, public awareness has been tuned to the environmental impacts inherent in golf
courses (Thompson, 1996). The mix of high visibility and the public's increasing sensitivity to
environmental degradation has disposed the golf course to close inspection. “(There is
a)...growing concern about the global environment and a widespread feeling that golf courses
may be among the environmental misusers (Grigg, 1990, p. 39).” Water resources, wetlands,
habitat, chemical use and open space are the broad areas of environmental impact on a golf
course attracting the majority of the attention (Hurdzan, 1994). Many environmental concerns are
genuine and merit investigation. However, a great deal of unsubstantiated and possibly
exaggerated claims have been made that places the golf course in a bad light. Because of
negative characterizations, segments of the pubic believe golf courses to be environmental
hazards (Snow, 1995; Hurdzan, 1996).
Compounding this concern is a general lack of public sympathy for a recreational pursuit viewed
as elitist (Hind, 1994). Golf is played by only 8% to 10% of the population. Many mistakenly
perceive the golf course as a white man’s enclave and a playground for the idle rich. Public
relations and education may be an important subset of environmental sensitivity. Not
surprisingly, under these circumstances golf course development has come under exceedingly
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critical examination by legislators, the general public, and environmental advocacy groups
(Love, 1992; Kenna, 1995).
As part of this perception, water quality has emerged as a pressing public concern and will likely
remain so. Contamination of both surface and groundwater through non-point source pollution
arising from chemical use on turfgrass systems is a major environmental issue (EPA, 1987).
Some studies indicate that a golf course can negatively impact a water system when it comprises
more than half of the drainage area. Water degradation emanating from the typical golf course is
claimed to be twice as worse than farm runoff (Klein, 1993). Currently US. courses use in total
over 12 million pounds of herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides each year. The Northwest
Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides state that there are over 126 pesticides currently in use on
golf courses. Three of the most popular have caused cancer in laboratory animals (Selcraig,
1993). In 1994 a University of Iowa Medical School study found elevated levels of certain
cancers in golf course superintendents (Thompson, 1996). Because of these and other water
quality issues, some segments of society view golf courses as a health threat.
Adjunct to water quality issues has been an attitude shift in the evaluation of wetlands. Once
considered wasteland and non-productive, over half the original wetlands in the United States
have been destroyed or degraded (EPA, 1988). The golf industry’s hands are not entirely clean.
“Past approaches to the siting, design, construction, and operation of a golf course have resulted
in damage to streams, groundwater, wetlands, and other aquatic systems (Klein, 1994, p. 171).”
Wetlands are now considered an important natural resource and recognized as a special link
between land and water. With this new perspective and understanding, wetlands are highly
regarded for their ecological processes and aesthetic value (EPA, 1988; Balogh et al., 1992).
Even off-site and downstream wetlands can be seriously impacted by development. Thus, they
too would fall under the purview of the permitting process and consequently influence the
eventual structure of the golf course (Burbank, 1997).
Correspondingly, the public, with a heightened appreciation, is attracted to pristine sites that
provide ‘natural settings’. With such pressures, golf courses inevitably encroach on wetlands,
streams, and other bodies of water (Kuznik, 1993). The intrinsic beauty of wetlands and the
presence of wildlife act as a magnet for developers. Builders often seek to integrate wetlands into
golf course design (Peacock et al., 1990).
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By overlaying wetland distribution on golf course distribution in the United States, it can be
confidently inferred that wetlands are invariably associated with golf courses and that wetlands
will be encountered on proposed golf course sites (Kosian et al., 1992). Potentially, the worse
ecological location for a golf course is near a water source (Selcraig, 1993). Being obviously
related to water quality concerns, wetlands are recognized by the public as sensitive ecosystems
that can be negatively impacted by golf course development.
The larger environmental picture of which wetlands is only a part is habitat. In the United States
over 220 acres of habitat is lost each hour to development. Habitat loss, the principle cause of
species extinction, currently threatens 15% of native American plants (Harker et al., 1993). Golf
course projects can potentially impact native plant communities. Habitat that has been impacted
by golf course development has ranged from coastal areas, to desert, to sensitive uplands
(National Golf Foundation, 1994). Because of modern methods and equipment, all natural
features can be radically altered, or, for that matter, totally expunged. There is no theoretical limit
to earthworks. In exceptional cases millions of cubic yards of dirt have been moved in building
new environments to provide a setting for golf. Such was the case at Shadow Creek in Las Vegas
(Strutin, 1996). Any landscape in any climate, regardless of its dissimilarity to the original links
land, can be molded to any configuration. The end product may be a forced replication of the
original courses. This radical intervention on a site may produce an alien landscape totally out of
synch with the indigenous environment. Land solely devoted to golf can result in a preemption of
wildlife habitat (Thompson, 1996).
Soil erosion and sedimentation occurring during the construction process may compound the
threat to habitat. During construction, habitat is most vulnerable, for bare and disturbed soil is
exposed to water and wind erosion. If proper erosion and storm water management is not
implemented, sediments can move off site polluting environmentally sensitive areas (Love,
1992).
Once built, a golf course can often make additional demands on the environment. In establishing
a golf course, native grass species are sometimes replaced with less hardy cultivars unique to golf
courses. Native species occur in an area as a result of natural forces. Typically they are well
adapted to the climate and soils of the region.
Introduced turfgrass species are often maintained under monoculture conditions. To maintain
these artificial turfgrass environments, chemical use is required. Chemical use, entailing
pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers, can be harmful to native plant and animal populations
4

(Balogh et al., 1992). Just as in the issues of public health, the obvious danger lies in the
transport of chemicals beyond the turfgrass zones through runoff or leaching. Habitat
preservation and maintenance is projected as an escalating area of environmental concern
(Hurdzan, 1996). Ramifications may extend to all sectors of golf course development.
Water conservation is another facet of expanding environmental awareness. The allocation of
water resources has become a contentious issue particularly in regions with limited water
supplies. Irrigation requirements vary considerably between courses and are dependent on a
number of factors: climate, grass species, and soil (Klein, 1993). Typically, turfgrass on the golf
course is not as drought tolerant as native grass species. The introduction of non-native
vegetation requires the consumption of considerable amounts of water in order to maintain an
environment in which the introduced turfgrass can survive. In the arid western states this is a
critical issue. Even outside of arid regions, water conservation concerns are significant.
Groundwater supplies half the drinking water in the United States. Overall withdrawals have
increased 162% from 1950 to 1980 (Balogh et al., 1992). Aquifers along the coast are
particularly fragile due to the danger of salt water incursion. Commonly, these aquifers are often
the sole source of potable water. The public is beginning to seriously question the demands a golf
course places on the community’s water resources. Golf turfgrass irrigation requirements can
substantially reduce or deplete water supplies. In Palm Springs, 65 desert courses use 130 million
gallons of water each day (Edmondson, 1987). The Palm Springs Country Club alone uses 430
million gallons each year. All of the water is drawn from a shrinking aquifer (Selcraig, 1993).
Public perceptions of wasteful water use are exacerbated by highly visible turfgrass irrigation
systems (Balogh et al., 1992).
Another broad area of concern is land use. The American Farmland Trust is troubled by the fact
that most golf courses are built on farm land with a resulting loss to agriculture (Thompson,
1996). However, a land use issue more fundamental than the loss of farm land is the longstanding controversy that pits the preservation of natural areas against development (Miller et al.,
1995). Many environmental advocates feel that no development is better than any development.
Land use disputes are especially poignant, because a golf course can occupy over 200 acres of
land (National Golf Foundation, 1994). Thirty per cent of new golf course development is linked
to residential developments. The downside in these cases is that the open or green space can be
rendered inaccessible to the larger community. Alternative public uses such as horseback riding,
hiking, bird watching, etc. can be subsequently precluded. The general population has grown
sensitive to land use issues and has begun to question the appropriation of limited land resources
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for golf courses (Beard & Green, 1994). The character of the site itself and its relationship to
adjacent land can be impacted through alterations in topography and vegetation.
A counter argument is advanced that a golf course is much more preferable than industry,
housing, or intense agriculture (Wheat, 1993). A golf course can offer permanent open space on
land that would otherwise have been more intensely developed. Given its very nature, a golf
course can also retain a much higher degree of a site’s bio-diversity than urban or suburban
development (USGA, 1994b).
Golf courses, like any construction project, can disrupt areas containing significant historical or
archeological sites such as old structures, graveyards, burial mounds, and primitive ruins (Love,
1992; Hurdzan, 1996). Because of private development, these areas may be physically cut-off
from the general public, thus prohibiting access. More importantly, however, these sites may be
destroyed or degraded in the construction process. In this event the damage is irreparable and the
loss to science and culture is permanent.

Golf Industry Response:
The golf industry has responded to these growing environmental concerns. Industry members
have formed a loose confederation, the Allied Associations of Golf, to address issues confronting
the golf industry. The Allied Associations of Golf members are on record in support of
environmentally sensitive golf facilities. In recognition of the seriousness of the environmental
issues the industry has devoted resources, time, and effort to addressing potential problems
(Love, 1992).
The United States Golf Association (USGA), a member of the Allied Associations of Golf, has
taken a leading role in confronting environmental impacts. The USGA focus has been on
educating the industry, mitigating negative effects, and enhancing the quality of the environment.
In evidence of this commitment to environmentally sensitive golf courses, the USGA funded 100
research projects at 33 universities between 1983 and 1997. Funding totaled more than $14
million (Snow, 1997). Part of the program included a three year $3.2 million environmental
research study allotted to over 17 university projects (National Golf Foundation, 1994). The
study was devoted to researching chemical use related to turfgrass applications. An additional
$1.5 million is committed annually from 1998 through 2002 to following up on the study and on
additional golf course related environmental research. Another segment of the environmental
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research program, the newly instituted Wildlife Links Program, is intended to examine the
relationship between wildlife and golf courses. In this program the USGA is working closely
with the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation in implementing conservation projects that
benefit wildlife and the environment. This non-profit foundation was established by congress in
1984 for the conservation of natural resources: fish, wildlife, and plants. The USGA is
committed to a $100,000 annual contribution and is actively seeking partners (Snow, 1997).
As part of the educational thrust of its environmental program, the USGA has published books,
reports, articles, magazines and research findings on golf and the environment. A number of
these publications are cited in this thesis. Conferences have also been sponsored. The USGA has
taken a pro-active stance in disseminating information on a golf course’s relationship to the
environment (Snow, 1995).
In further collaboration with environmental groups, many in the golf industry have signed-on to
the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program (ACSP) sponsored by the Audubon Society
International. This program was developed by the Audubon Society of New York in 1989 with
cooperation, support, and funding by the USGA. Under this program, golf courses are designed
and managed to meet Audubon Society International guidelines. The expressed purpose for these
conservation guidelines is the enhancement of wildlife habitat on and around golf courses (Snow,
1995). The American Society of Golf Course Architects is working to design courses within the
guidelines (Love, 1992). Since its inception seven years ago, over 2,450 courses have enrolled in
the sanctuary program. The program has also been expanded to include new course construction
under the Audubon Signature Program (Snow, 1997).
The American Society of Golf Course Architects has an established and active Environmental
Committee. One effort from the committee, An Environmental Approach to Golf Course
Development (Love, 1992), cited above, was an early product of a commitment to
environmentally sensitive golf course design.
The National Golf Foundation, a primary golf clearinghouse for information and research, has
broadened its scope to respond to golf related environmental information requests. Additionally,
it produces a number of in-house publications on environmental topics affecting the golf industry
(National Golf Foundation, 1994).
In 1995, the Golf and the Environment Conference was convened to evaluate, as the name
implies, the relationship between golf and the environment. This conference was a collaborative
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effort between leading golf and environmental organizations and government agencies. A set of
principles designed to promote environmental excellence in golf course planning and siting,
design, construction, maintenance, and facility operations was adopted. By the second meeting in
1996, additional golf and environmental organizations had endorsed the principles. Through
these principles, the environmental community and the golf course industry found environmental
common ground. In effect, these principles, Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the
United States (1996), embody an agreed upon loose framework for environmentally sensitive
golf courses in the United States (Center for Resource Management, 1996). These principles
address all the major environmental areas of public concern outlined earlier. The conference is
scheduled to meet again in February, 1999. In the interim, the World Golf Congress is scheduled
to convene in July, 1998 at St. Andrews, Scotland. The ‘who's who’ of the golf world will be in
attendance. Responding to the industry's concerns, a major section of the congress will be
devoted to golf and the environment.
Through further cooperative efforts by environmental interests and golf representatives, an
environmental demonstration project has been initiated in Scituate, Massachusetts. The objective
of the project is to develop a golf course with the least environmental impact and concurrently an
enhanced wildlife presence. Adding to the environmental value of the project, the course,
Widow's Walk, was built on an exhausted sand and gravel pit (Hurdzan, 1996).
Numerous award programs have also been instituted to recognize and promote sound
environmental approaches in golf course design and management. The Environmental Leaders in
Golf Award was instituted by Golf Digest in 1995 (Whitten, 1996). The Stewardship Award is
offered by the Golf Course Management magazine. Queenstown Harbor, universally recognized
for its environmental sensitivity, was the recipient in 1994.
Environmentally sensitive courses have also garnered awards outside the golf industry. On the
south side of Chicago, Harborside International, a course built on a landfill, won the President's
Award from the Illinois ASLA and the 1996 Superior Achievement for Excellence awarded by
the American Academy of Environmental Engineering (Thompson, 1996).

Current Research:
The increased public scrutiny of the environmental impacts of golf courses, particularly in the
areas of tees, greens, and fairways, has spurred the golf industry to devote considerable resources
8

to turfgrass research. In the late 1980’s, there was scant information available on pesticide and
fertilizer behavior when applied to turfgrass. Many questions existed for both the public and
government regulators. In a search for answers to the environmental questions confronting golf,
the USGA sponsored a three year study investigating pesticide and fertilizer applications on golf
course turfgrasses. Independent turfgrass studies were conducted at over eleven major
universities in the United States (Kenna, 1995). The three year study was only part of a broader
inquiry. Since 1991, more than 30 research projects related specifically to the environmental
impacts of turfgrass have been commissioned by the USGA (Beard & Green, 1994).
Prior to this research, most concerns over chemical applications to turfgrass emanated from
conclusions reached in row crop studies. Many assumptions equating row crops to turfgrass were
erroneous. Computer models were not modified to reflect the differences between turfgrass and
row crops. Discrepancies resulted. Row crop models did not account for the ability of turfgrass to
trap and degrade pesticides in the root zone (Smith, 1996). Likewise, turfgrass is also highly
efficient in absorbing nutrients. The high biological activity present in the root zone and thatch
allows turfgrass to act like a filter on both pesticides and fertilizers. With proper management
practices any runoff of pesticides or fertilizers is minimal (Case, 1995). When there is non-point
runoff losses, concentrations were far below EPA standards. In addition to the university
research, many ongoing environmental monitoring programs have been instituted on golf courses
and contiguous natural areas since the late 1980’s. To date, no negative effects have been
attributed to golf courses (Hurdzan, 1996). These findings and related research support the
contention that only undisturbed forests are better at preventing pesticides and fertilizers from
reaching groundwater and surface water (Kenna, 1995). “A properly designed, built, and
maintained golf course is a far less threat to public health than is the same area occupied by home
lawns, gardens, or farmed with conventional techniques (Hurdzan, 1996, p. 216).”
The lion's share of the research effort devoted to the environmental aspects of golf courses has
been directed at turfgrass and related issues, and understandably so, since turfgrass comprises
over half the acreage of the average golf course (Balogh et al., 1992). Specific turfgrass research
has been concentrated in tee and green areas. Although comprising only around 6% of a golf
course, tees and greens demand constant attention and intensive management practices. Tees and
greens require greater and more frequent applications of water, pesticides, and fertilizers (Balogh
et al., 1992). Given the greater need for resources, there is a corresponding potential for greater
environmental impact.
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Justifiably, to this point, the research, money, and effort have been weighted to the in-play areas
on the golf course. However, as indicated by the results from recent studies cited earlier, the jury
is in. Scientific research has definitely established the minimal environmental impact of turfgrass
areas under proper management (Kenna, 1995; Hurdzan, 1996). For all intents and purposes, the
major issues surrounding turfgrass applications on golf courses are resolved. To reiterate,
environmental impacts from turfgrass are now a known entity. As in most inquiries, issues will
remain. But, they are at the periphery of the central findings that turfgrassed areas do not grossly
impact the environment. There is no evidence linking pesticide use on golf course turfgrass to a
human health risk (Case, 1995). As required in the scientific method, peer review and further
studies are requisite for confirming the results. Research can be updated. More research will
yield greater understanding. Management practices can be improved and targeted to geographic
and climatic regions and specific sites. New and improved turfgrasses can be developed and
introduced. Advances are possible and likely.
However, with the central turfgrass questions answered, greater attention can now be shifted to
other pressing environmental issues immanent on golf courses. Although not totally ignored, the
golf course areas outside the turfgrassed areas of play have received considerably less attention
(Snow, 1995). Wetlands, endangered plant or animal species habitat, and sensitive aquatic
habitats are all out-of-play areas. There is a dearth of research on the relationship between
wetlands and golf courses (Kosian et al., 1992). In Use of Wetlands in Golf Course Design
(1989), R. T. Jones Jr., past-President of the American Society of Golf Course Architects,
emphasized the need for more research on the relationship between golf and the environment.
Unlike turfgrassed areas, these perimeter areas, as they relate to the golf course, have not been
extensively researched or effectively quantified.
Another factor to be considered is the total acreage devoted to out-of-play areas. Typically, the
natural habitat areas (roughs, woodlands, and water features) comprise approximately 1.7 times
the acreage of turfgrassed areas (greens, tees, and fairways) (Beard & Green, 1994). By other
related measures, over 70% of the golf course is rough and out-of-play areas (Green & Marshall,
1987). The average course is between 120 and 200 acres. Tees and greens comprise three to six
acres of intensely managed turfgrass. Fairway acreage of about 25 to 50 acres is moderately
managed. The out-of-play acreage, requiring only modest inputs, ranges from 90 to 140 acres
(USGA, 1994b). The mere size of the land mass encompassed by a golf course underscores the
responsibility for sound environmental management.
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Besides already constituting a large part of many golf courses, out-of-play acreage is increasing
while turfgrass acreage is shrinking. Anecdotal evidence strongly suggests that this is the case.
The Marsh Course of the Bonita Bay Golf Course Community contains only 65 acres of
maintained turf. The average is 90 acres. Sensitive wetland habitats required the reduction in
acreage (Love, 1992). Squaw Creek near Lake Tahoe possesses 80 acres of grassed playing area.
Desert Willow, a California course under construction, is projected to come in at between 75 and
80 acres of turfgrass (Stuller, 1997). The Village Links of Glen Ellyn, Illinois, a certified
Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary has reduced its fairways from 62 acres to 42 acres in an
extensive naturalization program. Additionally, on this golf course over 40 acres have been
restored to native grassland and prairie habitat (Dodson, 1996b).
The trend towards less turfgrass is clear. Environmental pressures are compelling designers and
developers to move in the direction of less land intensive golf facilities and compact in-play
areas (Howland, 1994). With less acreage in turfgrass, water, pesticide, and fertilizer use is
reduced. By minimizing areas of intense maintenance, costs are correspondingly reduced (Adams
& Rooney, 1985). Water regulators in Arizona have worked out an agreement with developers to
reduce the turf acreage on new golf courses. Courses across the state are held to a 90 acre
maximum. The increasing size and importance of out-of-play areas obviously necessitates studies
to understand the environmental qualities of those areas and their relationship to the golf course.
In addition to reducing the turfgrass acreage, an augmented environmental solution is also
advanced which treats the remaining portions of the course as wildlife habitat, meadow, and
forest (Thompson, 1993).
The Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United States (Center for Research and
Management, 1996) makes repeated references to environmental areas outside the impacts of
turfgrass. As designed, the principles are exceedingly broad and loosely configured. Accepting
these principles as a guide, there is an implied call to further refine the environmental issues.
Currently, the input (research and data) applied to out-of-play areas has been derived from a
variety of sources outside the domain of the golf course. The approach has been of the catch-ascatch-can variety. Information and data is applied to the golf course situation as closely as it
relates. Just as early turfgrass research borrowed conclusions from row crop studies, so too does
out-of-play areas borrow from related research. The application of related research may not be
straightforward. Just as in row crop results applied to turfgrass, errors may occur. Some golf
course specific studies have been done, but most conclusions are generally derived from other
research.
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What is perceived to be lacking is a systematic approach to examining the out-of-play areas on a
golf course. In (Grigg, 1990) other habitats is listed as one of four phases in golf course
development. The quality of water resources, wildlife, and surrounding habitat is vital to a
healthy golf facility (Grigg, 1990). Recreational land can be exceedingly beneficial for wildlife.
To realize this full potential, information regarding out-of-play habitats needs to be shared
between golf managers and conservationists in a constructive manner (Green & Marshall, 1987).
Yet, unlike the current turfgrass research, there appears to be no generally accepted outline or
framework to address these environmental areas. This thesis is an attempt to begin to address that
need.

Questions:
In the following questions and throughout this thesis, environmental will refer to ecological
considerations such as water quality, habitat, wildlife, and natural conservation.
With an eye to the rationale outlined above, the principal research question is:
•
What role does the marginal areas of a golf course have in design?
Subsets to the principal question are as follows:
•
What is the nature of the environmental factors influencing golf course design?
•
What influence does environmental factors have on how a course is sited?
•
What is the relationship between golf and environmentally designed out-of-play areas?
•
What is the nature of the design measures applied to out-of-play areas?
•
How large a role does habitat play in the design of the golf course?
•
How are plants used to structure environmentally sensitive areas?
•
What role does golfer perceptions and expectations play in environmental design?

Purpose:
The main purpose of the study is to develop a frame of reference to approach the out-of-play
areas on a golf course. The framework is meant to be used as a tool in achieving environmental
sensitivity. Regulatory compliance is a given. It is also assumed that socio-economic factors and
the prerogatives of the local communities take precedence. The framework is not intended to
stand alone or be exclusive. Rather it is meant to assist in organizing extant environmental data
as it relates to the golf course and provide a reference for design and research. With a frame of
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reference, designers and those involved with siting and planning will have a mechanism to
initially address the environmental character of the out-of-play areas.
Much of what comprises out-of-play areas is often defined as habitat. In actual terms habitat is
hard to quantify. “Humans do not understand all of the intricacies of ecosystem (Harker et al.,
1993, p.63).” ‘Good’ habitat is often a matter of opinion and can defy exact measurement.
Environmental issues surrounding habitat are the most damaging objections to golf course
development. Truly quantifying an ecosystem to the extent necessary to address the disruption of
habitat issues requires a great deal of time and money. Quantifying habitat is often very
subjective and open to varying interpretations (Hurdzan, 1996). Those in the golf industry
confronted with habitat issues in the out-of-play areas often work within a zone of uncertainty.
To address that problem, a practical underlying purpose of this thesis is to bring habitat into
better focus so that out-of-play areas can begin to be quantified to a greater degree.
Understanding plant material applications may be one vehicle for quantifying and measuring the
out-of-play areas. Using plant material to define an area or construct is not an unheard of event.
Under Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act the existence of particular types of plant
material is used to assist in delineating wetlands (National Golf Foundation, 1994). By
quantifying out-of-play areas in the terms of plant material, one moves from the abstract concept
of habitat to the more palpable realm of actual plants. With a general plant material outline as a
legible guide, practitioners may have a pragmatic path to follow. “The ideal golf architect also
has to be part ecologist and part horticulturist - and why not?, since he or she is often called upon
to identify and understand the requirements and growth habits of existing vegetation, evaluate the
impact that the golf course will have on the environment, and plan for establishment of a new
ecological system involving the golf course, native plants, and small animals (Hurdzan, 1996, p.
196).”
One method of approach will be to document and examine the track record of golf courses with
habitat in out-of-play areas. Through this process, potential problems can be uncovered and thus
avoided. By building on the experiences of those in the field, a record of successes and failures
can be established. “The experiences of others provide useful guides for those persons
responsible for urban wildlife programs...(VanDruff et al., 1994, p. 515).” Preferred courses of
action can then be highlighted and pitfalls exposed.
Within creating a frame of reference, is the tertiary purpose of increasing the awareness in the
golf community to the importance of habitat in the out-of-play areas. In doing so, hopefully, a
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broader dialogue will be opened. Additionally, this thesis hopes to act as a catalyst for further
study. Any effort expanded in this area can only advance the overall goal of achieving an
environmentally sensitive golf course.

Significance:
The magnitude of the environmental issues are particularly acute since new courses are being
built at the rate of over 400 per year in the United States, and that is on an existing base of
15,000. There are over 24.5 million players who spend 24 billion hours on golf courses each year
(National Golf Foundation, 1997). The total area currently devoted to golf courses is the size of
Delaware and Rhode Island combined. That is approximately 1.5 million acres of land.
Currently, 1,600 courses are planned or under construction. The trends point to increased
development (Stuller, 1997; Strutin, 1996). The National Golf Foundation estimates that a new
course will need to be built every day between now and the year 2000 to keep up with demand
(Strawn, 1991). Golf course construction is a $25 billion-a-year industry, and is projected to
grow considerably (Selcraig, 1993). World Watch magazine considers golf course development
the fastest growing segment of development in the world (Thompson, 1996).
The significance of this trend is that there is not a sufficient supply of ‘non-habitat’ land
available to satisfy the demand for new golf courses. Golf, like most businesses, needs to locate
near its potential customers (Howland, 1994). Market studies indicate that the primary market for
a golf course exists within a 20 minute driving radius. The secondary market is within 45
minutes (Hurdzan, 1996). Thus, golf courses are generally located in urban areas were the
demand for the game is the strongest (National Golf Foundation, 1985). When competing
demands for available land are also strong, land prices can become inflated. Cost and availability
of land are potent factors which can push development onto marginal sites. Consequently,
proposed golf course projects often encroach on wetlands, flood plains, and other similarly
protected areas (Kosian et al., 1992). Natural areas can be lost with a corresponding deleterious
impact on wildlife and local ecosystems (Snow, 1997). This impact can be exacerbated by the
rate of change in the native habitat. In the wake of accelerating development, species may not
have time to adjust (Taylor, 1995). “Biological diversity - the variety of species, their ecological
roles, and their genetic diversity - generally is reduced as the intensity of urbanization increases
(VanDruff et al., 1994, p. 511).”
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“Public opinion will compel all of us to become environmentally sensitive and conservation
conscious (Grigg, 1990, p. 46).” As society's appreciation and understanding of the environment
expands so too does the mechanisms necessary to protect that environment. These mechanisms
take the form of reviews, regulations, permits, monitoring, and laws.
“Indiscriminate habitat modification and heavy use of ornamental plants and other extraneous
landscape features may not survive the permitting process (Smart et al., 1993, p. 17).” Across the
board, environmental issues have made the golf course permitting process difficult, long, and
costly (Howland, 1994). Even a whiff of an environmental issue can be the genesis for long and
costly delays (Osmun, 1992).
Frequently, protecting wetland resources sets the agenda in the approval process. Many wetland
proponents resist any and all wetland disturbance believing wetlands can neither be recreated nor
constructed (Burbank, 1997). Granted, concerns may not be totally unfounded, but on occasion
opposition occurs out of hand before the facts are presented, reviewed, or properly evaluated.
Much of the initial resistance to golf course development is based on vague generalities
manifested in preconceived and unsubstantiated claims and charges. Further clouding the
approval process is that legal interpretations in this complex area can conflict. Even with good
intentions, disagreements often arise as to the best course of action.
How expensive are environmental confrontations in terms of time and capital? Community
approval and permitting delays stemming from environmental concerns can normally range from
one to five years. Some project approvals have dragged on for ten years (Strutin, 1996).
Permitting and delay costs can top $1,000,000 (Selcraig, 1993). Likewise construction costs have
increased 15%; thus, fewer projects are completed or even attempted (Hurdzan, 1996). In
extreme cases, projects have been forced to close down and severe penalties have been assessed.
Even if eventually accepted, a project may be driven past financial feasibility by restrictive
regulations and burdensome permitting processes (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
Due to extra planning and rerouting to address environmental concerns regarding a salt marsh on
a Cape Cod site, a proposed golf course needed to be redesigned ten times before finally securing
approval (Edmundson, 1987).
Currently, the American Society of Golf Course Architects is addressing the hazards of the
permitting process. Avoiding a permitting or litigation quagmire solely due to ignorance or
inattention is preeminent. Further efforts have been expended in identifying environmental
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problems and tendering potential solutions (Jones, 1989). A responsive approach to
environmental concerns can result in a golf course benefiting the environment and the
community (Love, 1992; Andrew, 1987).
The Sierra Club and other members of the environmental lobby are aggressive in challenging
new golf course construction. In 1993, six course developments were held up in the courts. Issues
ranged from ecological sensitive areas to wildlife habitat, to wetlands, to waterfowl flyways.
Near Rancho Palos Verdes in Southern California, a course was put on hold because one
breeding pair of the threatened California gnatcatcher was found in the coastal sage scrub.
Another project in Palm Springs was halted because it posed a threat to big horn sheep (Selcraig,
1993). “Over the last few decades the environmental movement has focused our attention on the
issues involved in land development, and it has also led to a much more sensitive, responsive
approach to how golf courses are planned, designed, built and managed (Love, 1992, p. 6).”
“The golf course is a complex ecosystem which is capable of supporting a great diversity of
natural wildlife (Balogh, & Green, 1992).” As noted, how that ecosystem is defined and
structured is a controversial area. Potential litigation costs are usually much higher than costs
borne in preserving and maintaining a natural habitat. Golf and the natural environment can often
benefit each other. An environmentally sensitive golf course and a healthy natural habitat are not
mutually exclusive goals. Golf courses can coexist with fragile ecosystems (Balogh & Green,
1992; Hurdzan, 1996). A survey of golf courses in Kent, England indicated that the non-play
areas of a golf course embody an inherent ecological presence. It is these zones, on the margins
of play, more than the in-play areas, that offer the most viable habitat for plant and animal
species (Green & Marshall, 1987).
The significance of this thesis lies in its attempt to begin to quantify habitat on the out-of-play
section of the golf course. Any success, regardless of how minor, would affect the way courses
are designed, built, and managed. Correspondingly, environmental sensitivity could be enhanced
accompanied by a reduction in site development costs and delays. “Integrated environmental
design and proactive management strategies, moreover, can be cost effective (Smart et al., 1993,
p. 22).” Developing a golf course in harmony with the environment is not only socially
responsible but cost effective (Hurdzan, 1996).

Research Overview - Theoretical Framework:
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To establish structure, coherence, and relevancy for this thesis, Environmental Principles for
Golf Courses in the United States (Center for Research Management, 1996) was used as a guide
in organizing the literature review and as a general approach to research. The stated purpose of
Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United States is to provide environmental
guidance through a broad philosophy of approach and intent. This thesis aims to use the
principles in such a manner.
Every golf course is unique. The differences between courses is even greater when comparing
out-of-play areas since these areas need not conform to the requirements of the game. Existing
conditions, such as climate, vegetation, soils, and wildlife, vary from site to site. Thus, many
environmental factors are site specific (Love, 1992).
As suggested, Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United States is not a site
specific document, neither is it regionally specific. It is a generic guide to understanding good
environmental practices (Center for Resource Management, 1996). In taking a next step, these
general principles could possibly be refined with the collection and examination of additional
data.
Because of the great diversity in climate and geology, a comprehensive study of golf courses
across the entire United States would prove to be unwieldy and beyond the resources and time
allotted for this study. In order to produce a manageable yet significant body of work, the
geographic region in the study was limited to Virginia and the surrounding states. There are
hundreds of golf courses located in this region. Many of these courses have been cited for their
environmental sensitivity. The aim of this research was to examine a number of these courses by
interviewing their golf course architects and conducting site visits.
Three golf course architects were interviewed separately regarding environmentally sensitive
courses that they had designed. Their experiences and expert opinions were sought. The focus of
the exploration was on the out-of-play areas. Specific examples of environmentally designed golf
courses were solicited from each architect. All the courses under the purview of the research fell
within defined geographic regions. Interviews were followed-up by site visits to the identified
courses. Environmental measures at these courses were also examined through contact with
course superintendents.
This qualitative research project does not employ an experimental design, for the selection of
subjects was totally non-random. The foundation for the research rests on expert testimony.
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Because the research focus is on application and design, the subject target group was architects
who have designed environmentally sensitive golf courses. Their experience and expertise was
central to fashioning a framework for environmental sensitivity. One strength of the expert panel
is its low cost in time and money. Data can be gathered quickly at minimal expense. An added
feature may include the prestige involved in using recognized ‘experts’. By interviewing experts,
the parties most actively involved with producing an environmentally sensitive golf course, the
data collection went to the heart of the issue. In the process, potential validity was advanced for
sufficient data was generated for meaningful organization and analysis.
An environmental reference should provide guidance for golf course architects in designing
environmentally sensitive golf courses. A resident strength of a reference, once established, lies
in its portability. Thus comparability of environmental sensitivity between golf courses may be
possible. Reliability and validity, once determined, would travel with the frame of reference
when applied to differing situations. In this regard , time and money would be saved by not
having to reinvent a modus operandi at each new golf course habitat. An additional advantage
would lie in the framework's ability to be used as a performance measure to evaluate built
environments. Thus, a tool would exist to conduct post occupancy evaluations for environmental
sensitivity on golf courses.

Assumptions and Limitations:
A possible limitation is the use of non-random experts. By only interviewing golf course
architects, there is a chance that other interests may be underweighted. Architects may be too
like-minded and the intellectual range of inquiry may be constricted. Relevant criteria or issues
may be overlooked. Responses may not be representative of the wide range of design expertise.
If only a narrow range of opinion is considered, content validity is affected. Individuals may
have biases or special interests more important to them than objectivity. They may unconsciously
trumpet those things they presumably do best or have done well. Given a potential Hawthorne
effect, the responses may tend to be more consistent at the expense of accuracy. In these events,
validity again can be impaired. Expert opinion may go unchallenged because it is expert. If this
occurs, erroneous responses may slip through and influence results. Interview responses need to
be scrutinized for potential biases.
Another confounding factor exists in that what a person says may not be what a person means.
The interviewer was prepared to interpret movements, expressions, and gestures.
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Doing so, however, raised the specter of interviewer bias. Spoken content and inferences may be
interpreted through a screen of latent interviewer bias unknown to the interviewer himself. Also,
the further the interview moved from a structured format the greater the chances of this bias
occurring.
Given the core methodology of the research involved, self-reporting, the basic assumption is that
the respondents will tell the truth. The second assumption involves the ability of the questions to
identify and measure the criteria relevant for inclusion in an environmental framework.
Summary:
Golf courses have evolved considerably from their origins along the coast of Scotland. Layouts
that once accepted the terrain as a given are now highly manipulative of the existing land forms.
Consequently, environmental impacts can be extensive. In the last decade environmental
awareness has grown, and the public has come to perceive golf courses, whether warranted or
not, as a threat to the environment. The golf industry has taken action to address these concerns,
particularly in regards to turfgrass. Out-of-play areas involving habitat have received much less
attention. However, habitat issues are among the most contentious areas confounding golf course
development.
The aim of this project is to produce an environmental framework to approach those out-of-play
‘habitat’ areas. Habitat is somewhat of an amorphous term and often hard to quantify. This thesis
is an attempt to gain a toe hold in defining out-of-play areas on the golf course. The literature
review, interviews, and site visits were all research vehicles employed in developing an
environmental frame of reference.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Relevant Literature

Historical Perspective:
The remote origins of golf are shrouded in history. The exact moment a man at play swung a
club at a ball in the direction of a target are not known. What is known is that golf-like games
have been played since Roman times. Golf progressed very slowly from these ancient
beginnings. The game drifted from continental Europe to Scotland where it found its true home
in the late 1700’s (Cornish, & Whitten, 1993).
Golf took naturally to the terrain along the Scottish coast. Innately it seemed that the game, even
in an embryonic form, preferred this particular natural setting (Adams & Rooney, 1985). This
coastal terrain is known as links land, an old Scottish word for ‘earth at the edge of the sea’.
Links land characterized by rolling topography, windswept dunes, and stiff grasses offered a
most conducive playing surface for this new game. The land was shaped entirely by time and the
forces of nature. Because of this connection, golf is, in essence, a landscape game - a contest
pitting man against the land (Helphand, 1995).
Being public land, held in common, links land use was open to interpretation. And the working
classes along the North Sea did just that. At this inchoate stage in the pre-1800's, the eventual
shape of the modern golf course was barely recognizable. Both the direction of play and the
number of holes was entirely random. Greens and tees had not taken final form. As the game
evolved, conventions were adopted that affected course configuration. Likely these conventions
were most heavily influenced by the links topography. Indirectly, the lay of the land probably
dictated the routing. Natural corridors were widened into fairways through continuous passage
(Ward-Thomas, 1980). These designated playing corridors and the adjacent target areas were
played as found. Existing hazards of sand bunkers and thick patches of gorse were incorporated
into the course. The natural landscapes prevailed, unaltered by the hand of man. Modifying the
land was not part of configuring a golf course at this time (Hurdzan, 1996). The initial layouts
were sketched out by the golfers themselves without a blueprint, written specifications or
external guidance. The early golfers possibly relied on instinct in merging the game with the
land. Many have posited that the early courses were discovered rather than designed (Helphand,
1995). “St. Andrews and similar courses gave rise to a game that was shaped by the landscape,
and not a game that shaped the land (Stuller, 1997, p. 60).” The final product has stood the test of
time (Ward-Thomas, 1980). Today many modern architects pilgrimage to the original courses in
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an attempt to gain inspiration if not an understanding of the design principles resonant in the first
bona fide golf courses. To the disciples of golf, the early courses such as St. Andrews, Muirfield,
and Carnoustie are hallowed ground.
By the middle of the 19th century, after 500 years of development, the intrinsic ordering
structure of a golf course was resolved. Refinements were in place that solidified the
characteristics that identify the modern golf course (Adams & Rooney, 1985). The standard golf
course consists of eighteen holes. Each hole consists of a tee, fairway, and green. The object of
the game is to strike the golf ball as few as times possible while advancing it from the tee to the
ultimate goal, a 4.5 inch hole in the green. Within these broad parameters there exists tremendous
leeway in creating a golf course.
However, at this juncture, links land and golf were inextricably bound. Any thought of
modifying the land was totally out of bounds. Links land golf was the universally favored ideal.
Golf courses were exclusive to the links landscape. The original links courses became the
prototypes from which all others were derived. Subsequent courses, regardless of terrain,
replicated the unique and identifiable links style (Andrew, 1987; Helphand, 1995). Design not
only imitated the original links courses but even copied individual holes like the Eden at St.
Andrews and the Redan at North Berwick (Strawn, 1993).
As the game migrated, links land was sought as the most suitable site for a golf course. Sandy
soils, rolling terrain, low shrubs, and fine grasses were the de rigueur requirements for any golf
course at this time. Once a site was determined, modifications were limited to clearing and
seeding. The natural contours of the land were respected. Even existing hazards such as roads,
walls, and hedgerows were incorporated into the layout. Without any construction to speak of,
routing plans simply utilized the existing natural features. Essentially, the landscape remained
intact for the ground plane was not touched (Hurdzan, 1996; Love, 1992; Cornish & Whitten,
1993).
Starting in the mid-1800’s Allan Robertson, Old Tom Morris, and a number of others began to
layout new courses on the links land and beyond. They did little more than just lay out the
course. Eighteen stakes on a Sunday afternoon was often the maximum effort required to route a
course. A common Scottish expression describes the undertaking - “found the holes God - or
Nature - created (Strawn, 1993, p. 54).”
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The growing demand for golf spread beyond the Scottish seacoast. However, the preferred links
land was not always available, particularly at inland sites. Many purists believed links land was
the only venue suited to a golf course. In confronting non-links terrain, golf was forced to adapt
yet stay true to the links paradigm (Helphand, 1995). The overriding consideration was to design
in links-like qualities. In the absence of links characteristics, this required a much more intrusive
approach than had taken place to date. However, in the later half of the 19th century primitive
construction techniques placed limits on what could be accomplished. Despite the technological
obstacles, attempts at recreating the links environment were undertaken. Humps, hollows, and
sand hazards were forced onto unyielding sites in an attempt to give the terrain the look and feel
of the links landscape. Again, the classic golf holes of the original links courses were copied.
Efforts fell short, and weak facsimiles were produced. This only reinforced the mind set that the
only legitimate site for a golf course was links land, and that inland sites offered poor substitutes
at best (Hurdzan, 1996).
By the mid to late 1800’s golf was flourishing, but despite over a 100 years of growth, the
number of courses in Scotland and England totaled fewer than 150 (Love, 1992). Although golf
was introduced in America in the late 1700’s, it did not take hold until 1888 with the
establishment of the first permanent club, St. Andrews Golf Club, in Yonkers, New York
(Adams & Rooney, 1985). Given the scant number of courses and the rudimentary efforts at
altering the land, golf’s impact on the environment was minuscule.
But, by 1900, the number of American courses skyrocketed to almost a thousand, dwarfing the
number in the British Isles (Love, 1992). Mirroring the evolution of golf in Britain, developers
sought out links-like land for their initial efforts. Early courses were built in coastal New York
and New Jersey. Seaside links sites were few and the game soon moved inland.
Soon, however, links land primacy was challenged. Once the game took leave of the coast, the
hardwood forests of the eastern United States came into play. Golf holes were no longer strung
out across the open undulating contours of ocean front property, but were carved out of heavily
forested settings. Trees were manifestly unavoidable. The American golf course evolved to suit
the terrain. The original wide open fairways of the links land were transformed into narrow tree
lined corridors. In the links lands of Scotland the tallest plants were the 4’-5’ gorse shrubs. Unlike
the vegetation of these earliest playing fields, trees in the hardwood forests of North America
could tower over 100’. In adjusting to changed circumstances, American golf strategy placed a
premium on accuracy, particularly on elevated shots. Errant shots were severely punished to a
much greater degree than on British courses. In a symbiotic process the American game and the
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course evolved together. The fruition of this process was a competing model to the purely links
golf course. Over time, trees become more than just tolerated on a golf course, but a requisite
element of the American model (Hurdzan, 1996; Helphand, 1995).
Change was not entirely sudden, for courses like Shinnecock Hills and the National on Long
Island, New York represented a transition from exclusive links design to forested courses. These
layouts blended sand dunes and woods into championship packages (Helphand, 1995). Still trees
were not warmly embraced for even the designer of the National, Charles Blair MacDonald,
viewed trees as a serious defect and a detriment to golf (Cornish & Whitten, 1993). In
MacDonald's own words, “No course can be ideal which is laid out through trees (Strawn, 1991,
p. 93).”
The success of these courses at the turn of the century relied on working with the existing
topography and natural features. Quality courses from this time period included Pebble Beach,
Cypress Point, the Chicago Golf Club and the National Golf Links (Love, 1992). These courses
were recognized as addressing the genius loci of their respective sites. Possibly their
responsiveness was partially influenced by the limited earth moving capabilities of the times.
Nevertheless, these courses did fit their locale and in doing so were heralded as exceptional.
During this transition phase, Dr. Alister MacKenzie, a prominent designer and theorist,
maintained that ideal golf courses were natural expressions of the surrounding countryside. His
writings and lectures called for an approach that fit the golf course to the site rather than the site
to the golf course. Any introduced feature, he asserted, should be indistinguishable from the
natural environment (Cornish & Whitten, 1993; Taylor, 1995).
The next major era of golf course design spanned the early 1900's to the 1940's. This period was
dominated by Donald Ross, a prolific designer who sustained even through the Great Depression.
His style encompassed naturalness. A Ross designed course blended proposed contours into the
existing terrain. However, naturalness stopped at the dripline. A residual resistance to
incorporating trees was still evident in Ross’s courses, for he never produced planting plans for
trees. Much of this approach was probably a reflection of his upbringing in Dornoch, Scotland
and ties to the links land of his youth.
A. W. Tillinghast, a Ross contemporary, echoed the Ross style in a simple credo - “It costs no
more to follow nature than to ignore her, he said, and if you must introduce artificial creations
into a golf design, take efforts to make them appear natural (Cornish & Whitten, 1993, p. 59).”
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During Ross’s tenure as unofficial king of American golf architects, written and drawn plans
became a larger component of the designed golf course. Simply laying out the course by instinct
on site in a couple of days would no longer suffice. Construction practices and techniques lagged
the progress in the design office. Horses and mules continued as the principal source of power in
shaping the land. Machines had just arrived on the scene, but their impact on the environment
was inconsequential.
Technology ushered in the era of Robert Trent Jones that reaches to this day. Prior to World War
II, massive earth moving was impossible. Even if golf course designers wanted to reshape the
landscape, the technology just did not exist. Advances in construction equipment during the war
made it possible to build courses anywhere. With new synthetic fertilizers and water, turfgrass
could be maintained in climates once considered incredibly hostile. Released from technological
constraints, any project was possible. Along with these new tools came the desire to use them. If
a course could be conceived, it could be built. Terrain or suitability was not a factor. To say the
least, site selection was de-emphasized (Hurdzan, 1997; Love, 1992; Cornish & Graves, 1997).
After the war, population centers shifted west and the economy boomed. Post war demand for
golf courses was immense. To meet this demand, golf embarked on a major expansion. The
demands of demographics and economics solely determined where courses were built (Hurdzan,
1994).
Theories on the harmony of golf with nature were discarded. The notion that courses were the
natural extension of the landscape was passé. Modern courses did not need to be compatible with
their environment. With technology, it seemed, golf was released from the constraints of having
to blend naturally into the site.
Golf courses became ‘architected’ (Hurdzan, 1997). Modern methods allowed natural features to
be plowed under. The surface of the earth became as malleable as a lump of clay. Contours could
be exaggerated. Berms and bunkers could be sculpted to any shape. Any element on the golf
course could be fabricated. Existing conditions no longer determined the character of a course.
During this era any residual resistance to employing trees faded away. Actually, incorporating
trees became a staple of many design palettes even on links-type courses. Advances in agronomy
allowed the use of non-native plants under monoculture conditions. For most intents, the messy
uncontrollable native environment was excluded. Wildlife was generally regarded as pests
(Andrew, 1987). Within the property lines golf architecture took on the aura of interior design.
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Manicured and finished, little was left to nature or chance. A uniform Disneyesque mantle was
draped fashionably across the American golf landscape. The conventional American golf course
embodied the ideal of technological perfection.
From the early 1970’s to the 1980’s Desmond Muirhead, an innovative and flamboyant architect,
sculpted the golf course like no one before and no one since. Muirhead's courses personified
themes ranging from Jungian symbolism to Greek mythology (Strawn, 1993). More than just
playing fields, his courses were immense sculptures.
Throughout the geographical dispersion and all the massive undertakings, golf retained an
immutable core of basic elements. Tees, fairways, roughs, greens, bunkers, and water comprised
a continuum stretching back to the links of Scotland. Across a broad spectrum of natural settings
-sea coast, parkland, meadows, prairie, desert, mountain, and swamp - the essence of golf
endured. True, golf’s peregrinations took it to locales unimaginable to the Scottish commoners
who traipsed the first links. But, the game and the course could still be recognizable to its
founders (Hurdzan, 1996; Helphand, 1995).
The farther golf migrated from the links of Scotland, the greater the challenges. In order to
survive its expansion, the game needed to adapt. New environments presented profound
challenges. “The efforts to make a landscape fit the parameters of course design can be
formidable (Helphand, 1995, p. 81).” In so far as adaptation involves evolution and not
substitution, golf has been successful in coming to grips with each new challenge. “Often times
these sites remain close to the spirit of their origins, but they also undergo changes in form and
pattern (Helphand, 1995, p. 84).” The chronicle laid out earlier bears witness to this ongoing
evolution.
Today, golf is confronted with a new challenge - environmental sensitivity (Hurdzan, 1997;
Cornish & Whitten, 1993). “What was once accepted as a benign form of open space is under
attack for its impacts on water quality, wildlife habitat and land use,” states Paul Parker, a Center
for Resource Management vice president (Stuller, 1997). As presented earlier, this non-profit
organization has been effective in bridging the divide between business and environmental
interests. Is golf compatible with the environment? The introduction spelled out a host of
environmental issues related to the golf course. How golf responds is crucial, for it will define
the next era.
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Perhaps answers reside in the past. The original courses were completely attuned to their
environment. The landscape, the course, and the game were inextricably bound in a harmonious
whole. Through the years golf lost that sense of connection. With the loss came the charges of
environmental irresponsibility.
Regaining what was lost may be imperative to golf’s future. Where to turn for guidance? “In
design history there is a periodic desire for a return to origins, to the purity of beginnings and the
imperative of the first principles (Helphand, 1995, p. 82).”

Planning:
The essential role of planning is the application of foresight. Thoughtful planning can lay the
foundation for an environmentally sound golf course (Brennan, 1994).
A perquisite for environmental success during the planning phase and throughout the entire
project is a commitment to environmental sensitivity. This commitment is particularly crucial
during the initial stages of development, for it can have ramifications on every subsequent
decision (Hurdzan, 1994). Any missteps during the planning phase can be environmentally
costly. Man-made alterations to natural ecosystems can be irrevocable and irreparable.
Playing a round of golf may be an individual pursuit, but planning a golf course is a team effort.
Assembling a professional team committed to environmental responsibility is the first step en
route to an environmentally sound golf course. An essential member of the planning team is the
environmental consultant. The firm filling that slot should have an ecologist/biologist on staff.
Ideally, the environmental member of the team has worked in the geographical region and is
familiar with the applicable regulatory programs, particularly in regards to permitting, design,
and construction (Beall, 1995; Hurdzan, 1997). Those involved in the planning process need an
understanding of ecological systems and their interactions and interdependencies or input from a
team member who does (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
In the recent past, courses were laid out strictly to maximize playability and/or profit. After
locking-in a layout, the environmental impacts were only then considered. Mitigation was
limited to just what was necessary to gain approval (Klein, 1994).
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With changes in the public’s attitude and the regulatory environment, this planning approach has
been left behind. Once an isolated process, planning a golf course development is now a holistic
undertaking. Recognized as an integral piece of the larger picture, golf courses are now planned
with an eye to the region’s indigenous qualities. Courses are expected to fit into the regional
network of recreational open space and the larger ecosystem (Muirhead & Rando, 1994). “A golf
course, therefore, is not a single value to provide recreation, but an integrated set of values
directly affecting individuals, families, neighborhoods, communities, and wildlife (Andrew,
1987, p. 9).”
To achieve this goal, site analysis has been playing an increasing larger role. As part of a big
picture planning approach, environmentally sensitive areas need to be identified. Steep slopes
with erodible soils, endangered species habitat, sensitive habitat, and wetlands are all areas to be
avoided in development. Planners committed to the environment steer clear of sensitive areas
unless no other options are available (Hurdzan, 1994). By ascertaining areas to be avoided, the
golf course can be laid out to minimize intrusion. Therefore, the need for mitigation will be
lessened. In effect, environmental degradation can be ‘designed out’ in the planning stages
(Klein, 1994).
This planning approach can be expanded to maximize habitat. “The space you leave out of the
golf course may be more important than what you use (Grigg, 1990, p. 46).” Dependent on
factors such as location, size, layout, and type of property, habitats can be enlarged, and
connected. Linked to an adjoining ecosystem, habitat viability is improved (Audubon, 1996c).
The environmental progress made in golf course development is beginning to dovetail with the
goals of the environmental community. In Research and Management Techniques for Wildlife
and Habitat (1994), an expressed goal of an urban wildlife program was to “control the diversity,
size, juxtaposition, and connectivity of wildlife habitat units and parcels of vegetation with
aesthetic, economic, educational, ecological, or recreational values (Vandruff et al., 1994, p.
508).” Golf course development can easily encompass all of those aims and more.
Although the golf community is committed to producing environmentally sound golf facilities, it
is not always enough. Making a commitment implies action and a sense of purpose. But, without
a plan, action can go astray. And in turn, a plan needs to be guided by a set of goals and
objectives.
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The environmental commitment adopted in the initial planning stages needs to be reflected in the
goals and objectives of the project. To be effective they need to closely relate to the scale and
uniqueness of the site. “Therefore it is important to establish site-specific goals for each project.
These goals can relate to the number and composition of plant species restored, size of area,
structure of vegetation, reinvasion or establishment of animal species, density of exotics,
functions restored to the site, and aesthetics (Harker et al., 1993, p. 65).”
Siting:
A basic tenet of conservation is that nature is best protected when people simply leave it alone
(Selcraig, 1993). If fully embraced, there would be no golf courses. For that matter, there would
be no homes, factories, or farms either. Man, having a presence, has an impact. That impact is
defining the next era in golf.
Most sites offer a wide range of development options. Disproportionately, urban developments
have been devouring the majority of the available land. Urbanization has displaced rural and
natural areas with a corresponding negative impact on wildlife. With the loss of habitat the
remaining ‘natural’ land takes on increased importance (Andrew, 1987). Adverse impacts from
development can be mitigated by introducing habitat enhancements on the remaining land. Turf,
trees, shrubs, and water are all components of an environmentally enhanced landscape, and all
can be found on the typical golf course (Green & Marshall, 1987). In effect, golf courses can
compensate for the loss of natural areas to urbanization (Andrew, 1987).
Many sensitive areas are at first bypassed just because they cannot be easily and economically
developed. Rough terrain, karst topography, or standing water are just a few reasons that may
preclude areas from the initial wave of development. These areas usually offer distinctive
features and impressive scenery, qualities that should not be lost to the community in a second
wave of development. Golf courses offer an opportunity to shield these areas from urbanization
(Love, 1992). Sensitive natural areas can be thus be preserved for future generations.
In November, 1986 the town of Jamestown, Rhode Island, voted unanimously to spend over two
million dollars to preserve a golf course that was threatened by development. Motivation for this
large commitment of resources sprang from the value the community placed on open space. The
golf environment was obviously much preferred to that of development (Hiss, 1990).
In the selection of a land use based on environmental sensitivity, the golf course wins hands
down over industrial or residential development. No contest. However, compared to a
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recreational park or a nature preserve, the golf course will likely fall short (Muirhead & Rando,
1994).
In the same context, environmental suitability is an issue that can block course construction. It is
generally recognized that some sites are just too sensitive for any development. Impacts can be
so profound or extensive that they defy mitigation (Hurdzan, 1996).
A best land use issue involves farm land and golf courses. The transfiguration of farm land to
golf links has engendered much controversy. Golf course developers have been harshly criticized
for displacing farms (Thompson, 1996). Farm land by its very nature is ideally suited for a golf
course. Golf and farms share the requirement of having to support plants whether it be crops or
turf. Fertile ground is a prime asset for both. If the sole criteria is to provide a natural
environment, scientific evidence strongly suggests that golf courses are more nature friendly
(Kenna, 1995; Beard & Green, 1994). With the consolidation of small farms into commercial
agricultural operations, the farm landscape moves farther away from environmental sensitivity.
The elimination of fence rows and waste areas, and a reliance on chemicals may stress habitat.
Agribusiness, by taking the natural environment out of farming, makes golf look even better by
comparison.
From a strictly engineering standpoint, no piece of earth is off limits to golf course development
(Selcraig, 1993). This attitude was personified in the artificial layouts of the 60’s and 70’s. Today,
this perspective has lost ground both literally and figuratively. Arbitrarily imposing a golf course
on a site belongs to the past. In the dawn of environmental awareness, course development has
become sensitized to the ecological issues surrounding the siting of a golf course.
With this in mind, the potential impacts on the natural habitat from siting a golf course should be
seriously considered in the planning stages. One obvious goal is to minimized the negative
impacts. The first order of business is to route the course around the sensitive areas to affect the
absolute minimum of intrusion (Klein, 1993). By cooperatively working with environmental
specialists, habitats can be prioritize according to sensitivity. The most sensitive habitats should
be completely avoided.
Despite the best intentions, sensitive habitat is sometimes impacted. If habitat impacts are
unavoidable, the course routing should be inclined towards the least significant habitat. Any
encroachments, regardless of how minor, should be mitigated. Habitat compensation can range
from mitigation at the impacted site to the creation of entirely new habitats (Hurdzan, 1996).
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No two sites are the same. Siting a course is not a pro forma operation and special situations
often arise. An elk migration route affected one course. Extensive water fowl use affected
another. Threatened and endangered species habitat is not always recognizable. Each site should
be evaluated on its individual merits (Edmondson, 1987).
In addition to the uniqueness of individual sites, siting goals and objectives can also influence
environmental impacts. Differences can be very pronounced. Two courses, Devil’s Pulpit and
Royal Woodbine, only 20 miles apart in Toronto, Canada were almost $2,000,000 apart in
environmental mitigation expenses. Besides appreciable environmental differences between the
sites, extra costs were incurred at Devil’s Pulpit, because it was configured as a championship
layout (Hurdzan, 1994).
Siting a golf facility can be done in affiliation with nature rather than in opposition to nature.
Sensitive siting and a sensitive environment can work together. Natural settings can offer an
attractive backdrop for the game of golf. Golf holes can be routed to play over or adjacent to
habitat. By incorporating natural areas into a golf course, they are protected from urban
development and likely degradation. The benefits compound when the sensitive areas are
professionally managed by a golf course superintendent, thus affording the opportunity not only
to maintain but to improve habitat quality. A well sited golf course with professional grounds
management can support recreational activity and biologically diverse habitats (Hurdzan, 1996).

Inventory:
To map out a trip, a starting point is necessary. Destinations no matter how close can be
unattainable without a referenced start. Likewise, the path to an environmentally sensitive golf
course requires a point of beginning. To fulfill this basic requirement, an environmental
inventory is produced during the site analysis phase of the planning process. Environmental
sensitivity is generally dependent on an accurate inventory (Dodson, 1995; Tietge, 1992).
As with most site inventories, a baseline compilation of data is generated. Standard components
include soils, hydrology, temperature, precipitation, topography, and climate (Harker et al.,
1993).
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For the purposes of environmental sensitivity, however, the inventory needs to be more than just
a straightforward listing of site characteristics (Brennan, 1994). Environmental opportunities and
constraints need to be identified. A focus of identification is on protected species. “A complete
on-site biological inventory is needed, addressing habitat diversity, species diversity, species of
special concern, threatened and endangered species, water resources, habitat integrity, and
functional connections between habitats (Smart et al., 1993, p. 17).” This is most beneficial when
overlaid on existing topographical maps. Special emphasis is placed on environmentally
sensitive areas. They represent potential problems in laying out a golf course. In a prioritized
order of sensitivity, wetlands are at the top of the list. The presence of rare or endangered plant or
animal species are additional red flags in development. Designers, attune to the environmental
issues, often give these on-site areas a wide berth (Burbank, 1997; Kosian et al., 1992).
Determining the exact nature and composition of sensitive areas is a critical element in the
inventory process. For accuracy, this work needs to be done in the field (Burbank, 1997). The
type, age, health, size, complexity, and distribution of the existing vegetation needs to be
established. This includes all trees, shrubs, and ground covers. Specimen plants are specifically
noted and usually call for retention and protection. Certain plant communities are indicative of
standing water, and thus may denote potential wetlands. Other plant communities may indicate
the likelihood of nesting or breeding areas. Individual plant or animal species may be on the
endangered or threatened list (Hurdzan, 1994; Brennan, 1994). Close inspection is often called
for in determining a site's environmental sensitivity (Fordham, 1988).
From an ecological perspective, habitat does not end at the boundaries of the site. Although
contiguous areas do not come into play during the game, they do come into play during
development. Besides being part of a region's open space network, a potential golf course site is
also part of a larger ecosystem. Understanding the landscape gradient from the urbanized areas to
the golf course is critical for determining habitat stability (Smart et al., 1993). The extent and
configuration of the adjoining habitats are ecologically interconnected with that of the golf
course. They need to be part of the inventory. The integrity of the region's ecosystem demands to
be honored in developing an environmentally sensitive golf course. The size and diversity of a
habitat required to support a species can easily straddle property lines. The eventual size of the
out-of-play area depends on the needs of the particular species and the size of the adjoining
habitat. Plant and animal communities taken together comprise an area's biological diversity.
Many species depend on a larger or more diverse habitat than can be offered on one site. By
combining habitats across boundaries, the critical size and diversity necessary for a specie's
survival can be realized.
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Future patterns of development also need to be considered in maintaining a viable habitat. The
inventory needs to include the anticipated long range changes in the surrounding areas. In short,
determining the size, configuration, and longevity of a habitat is an integral part of the inventory
process (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
In most golf course developments an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required by law.
This document spells out all the potential adverse impacts from a proposed golf course. Those
impacts may entail alterations to plant and wildlife habitat. This includes impacts to wetlands or
aquatic systems both on and off site. The environmental inventory is an integral part of the EIS.
At sites with a potentially greater degree of disturbance, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
is also required. This takes the process a step further by additionally requiring proposals for ways
to mitigate potential impacts (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
Through early recognition, the environmental issues can be addressed in the initial stages of
planning and design (Love, 1992). In Golf and the Environment (1996), a summary of
recommendations for environmentally sensitive golf courses, an environmental design principle
was, “Seek opportunities to create and/or preserve habitat areas that enhance the area's ecosystem
(Center for Resource Management, 1996, p. 9).”
One application of this principle is to seek out degraded sites such as landfills, quarries, or mines.
On these sites a golf course offers an opportunity to restore or rehabilitate the landscape.
Landfills present a special problem. As the name suggests, fill comprises the greater part of the
site. Assorted fill by its very nature is unstable. Because of the unsteady footing, building
foundations are cost prohibitive. Expanses of turf present an ideal solution as a post landfill use
(Thompson, 1996). Even golf's staunchest critics cannot argue with the substantial benefits
derived from constructing a golf course on degraded sites. The following courses are successful
attempts in doing just that (Love, 1992).
• Black Diamond Ranch Golf and Country Club, Florida
• Santa Clara Golf and Tennis Club, California
• Harborside International, Illinois
• Renaissance, North Carolina
• Hamptons Golf Course, Virginia
In Scituate, Massachusetts, a golf course, Widow’s Walk, was built on an abandoned gravel
quarry. Between the quarry and golf course in time, the site was used as an illegal dump and an
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informal dirt bike track. In the words of Michael Hurdzan, the course’s architect, a notable
success of the course was to, “take a biologically impoverished site and put health back into the
land (Stuller, 1997, p. 64).” Over and above the immediate payoff from an enhanced
environment, Widow’s Walk was designed as a proving ground to test the efficacy of design
applications for environmental suitability.
Additional benefits derived from an accurate environmental inventory are numerous. Once
identified, environmentally sensitive areas can be incorporated into the golf course as part of the
design. These areas can be very compatible with the golf landscape. The result is a more
attractive golf course. Also, as part of the golf course, these areas are protected from future
development. By retaining or restoring natural environments, development, permitting, and
maintenance costs are all reduced (The Center for Research Management, 1996). The process
starts with an environmental inventory.

Design:
Public concerns over the environment have exerted tremendous pressures to produce ecologically
sound golf courses or no golf courses at all. These pressures have transformed the practice of golf
course architecture.
In the past, golf course design focused on playability. The design vocabulary being expressed
today is much broader. The single quality of playability has acceded to a multiple set of values,
among which environmental sensitivity is heavily weighted (Andrew, 1987). “Design criteria
should minimize the need for site disturbance and reshaping of natural landscape elements
(Balogh & Watson, 1992, p. 76).” In addressing environmental sensitivity, however, the
language of golf has not been abandoned. What has occurred is a delicate balancing act between
the developer's objectives, the site constraints, the socioeconomic factors, and the community's
wishes. The task of the designer is to merge these disparate elements into a concept - a concept
that can address all the program needs without unduly sacrificing any (Muirhead & Rando,
1994).
The interests of golf and the environment are not in opposition. As laid out in the historical
perspective, the roots of golf are firmly anchored in the soil of environmental sensitivity. “A
naturalized style of golf course design is unquestionably conducive to both golf ... and wildlife
(Beard & Green, 1994).”
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Designers are charged with the responsibility of incorporating the protection of existing
landscapes and wildlife into the golf course layout. In this expanded perspective, designers have
the obligation to enhance environmental qualities where applicable (Green & Marshall, 1987).
This is especially true on degraded sites such as landfills and abandoned quarries. These
acknowledged obligations are in addition to building a playable golf course.
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Expanding the designer’s portfolio in such a manner necessitates new skills and approaches and a
deeper understanding of the environmental issues involved. In the new world of golf course
architecture, designers are expected to be able to protect and support existing ecosystems, and in
the process enhance the golf experience (Hurdzan, 1996). The basis of this approach obviously
rests on a design that interacts with the landscape and contributes to the continuity of existing
habitats (Weaner, 1996) (See Fig. 2.1). “The final design step is to establish a site plan that
incorporates mandated habitat protection, the life cycle requirements of all species targeted for
coexistence on the site, and suitable construction and post development management practices
(Smart et al., 1993, p. 18).”
Incorporating wildlife habitat into the managed landscape is not alien to the golf community. The
benefits are not lost on developers. For one, the character of the course is enriched. Secondly, the
public's demands for environmentally sound golf course development is met (Terman, 1996). A
recent paper, Working With Nature For Better Golf Developments (1993), urged developers to,
“Design ecocentrically to meet both human and wildlife habitat needs, creating a development
for humans as well as a development for wildlife (Smart et al., 1993, p. 17).”
Course designs that have blended with existing landscapes by integrating natural areas often
secure a unique signature appearance. By honoring the existing character, a sense of place
becomes attainable. The following are a few courses, pulled from a long list of golf courses, that
have successfully accomplished this by merging the game with the landscape (Love, 1992).
• Bonita Bay Golf Course Community, Florida
• West Loch Municipal Golf Course, Hawaii
• The Links At Spanish Bay, California
• Metedeconk National Golf Club, New Jersey
• Black Diamond Ranch Golf & Country Club Community, Florida
• Queenstown Harbor Golf Links, Maryland
Creating an environmentally sound golf course is not a matter of chance but design. “Golf course
design is part art form, part skilled craft and part engineering process. Successful projects follow
a critical path of planning and decision making... (Hurdzan & Cook, 199_).”
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Play:
Above all, golf is a game. As a game, it possesses a playing field. For golf, more so than other
games, the field of play is much more dynamic. As pointed out in the introduction, golf courses
are not standard from one to another. With infinite variety, golf courses had reflected the natural
landscapes on which they laid. Variability in course layouts had bestowed on golf a cachet not
enjoyed by other sports. That special relationship rested on a direct contact with nature.
In the recent past, however, attempts had been made to squeeze nature off the golf course. In
these instances, nature was viewed as an impediment to the play of the game. Many golfers are as
quick to fault the course as workers are to blame their tools. Anything that restricted advancing
the ball was an inconvenience. With a disregard for the environment, highly engineered courses
sprang up purely in the interests of playability. Fairways were squared off in bowling alley
monotony. Hazards were shrunk and pushed back. Roughs were also downplayed in severity and
extent. Playability fed off of quicker play which in turn meant more rounds and thus more greens
fees for course operators. Standardized technical efficiency held sway to the exclusion of nature.
Reconfiguring the golf course to accommodate increased play was deleterious to wildlife. The
wider fairways encroached on wildlife habitat. Keeping the rough short made finding balls easier
at the expense of biological diversity. Eliminating tall grass negatively impacted the invertebrate
life cycle. Reducing the number of natural hazards on the course was tantamount to eradicating
habitat (Green & Marshall, 1987).
This era of divergence between golf and nature is coming to a close. Golf design singularly
devoted to ease of play is a relic of the past. With a new found appreciation for the environment,
the general public and golfers alike expect the golf course to be compatible with nature. George
Murphy, the superintendent of Diamond Ridge Golf Course, has maintained that, “The mission
of the golf course is recreational and environmental (Thompson, 1993).” But, the golfer also
expects the course to be playable. This attitude harkens back to the origins of the game where
there was not a disconnect between playability and environmental sensitivity.
Emerging golfer preferences for strategic golf readily accept water, trees, and natural hazards as
part of the dynamics of the game. All of these elements can comprise naturalized areas and
sensitive habitat. Shot-making flexibility, inherent in strategically designed golf courses, depend
on these elements of environmental sensitivity. The complementary nature of these elements is
significant, for both the game and wildlife can be enhanced with their application (Andrew,
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1987). Ron Dodson, New York Audubon President, has lent further credence to this new attitude
when he confirmed, “People are starting to see they can have that good quality playing area and
also create these little pockets of habitat (Kuznik, 1993, p. 37).”
Trees have a direct bearing on golf strategy and a unarguable perceptual link to nature. Alone or
as parts of a habitat, trees act as separators and screens on the golf course. With the presence of
trees, diverse wind patterns are created which consequently affect strategy. Trees also support
better depth perception and shot definition. Furthermore, trees give prominence to the vertical
strategy in the game of golf (Gilchrist, 1983; Hurdzan, 1996).
Today's enlightened golf course architect operates within the premise that environmental
sensitivity can be accommodated on the golf course without detracting from the primary focus the game of golf itself (Green & Marshall, 1987). By employing naturalized areas in a course
layout, golf architects are forcing golfers to engage not only the design intent of the layout but
also nature (Hurdzan, 1996).
How nature is incorporated into the design has a direct bearing on the playability of the course.
With misapplied environmental sensitivity, courses can lose sight of the play of the game.
Massive wetlands or poorly situated habitat can engulf a course. Along with golf balls and
tempers, the entire game can be lost.
So, how and where naturalized areas are incorporated into the course requires an understanding
of the game (Audubon International, 1996b; Audubon International, 1996c; Hurdzan, 1996).
Turfgrass lengths in the rough offer penalty gradients not available in naturalized areas. Non-turf
vegetation, common to naturalized areas, is very unforgiving of errant shots. Long native grasses,
woody plants, and aquatic vegetation can slow play with lost balls and inordinate hunt times.
Likewise waterside vegetation adjacent to in-play areas tends to impede the game (Fordham,
1988).
Balancing the needs of the environment against the play of the game is a knotty task. In the case
of vegetation at the water's edge, the golf side can be manicured while the habitat bank can
remain natural. Sensitive habitats can be incorporated into infrequently played areas like those
around tees and at the far side of landing zones. Programs can be developed that are sympathetic
to golf and the environment, but there are no pro forma solutions (Fordham, 1988). The ecologist
on the design team is there for a reason. The final product, the golf course, is the fulcrum which
balances environmental sensitivity and playability.
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At Bull Valley Golf Club in Woodstock, Illinois, Dick Nugent threaded a routing plan through
pockets of wetlands. The plan avoided placing landing areas near wetlands. Neither was play
slowed nor wildlife disturbed. Sight lines were kept clear over open water while emergent
aquatic plant life was established in waters back from play (Jones, 1989).
The Queenstown Harbor Golf Links follows a two track course management system. Lex Birney,
the owner, attests that, “We just let them (out-of-play areas) go to a natural state and only
maintain those areas we need to in order to let the golfer play golf (Thompson, 1993).”
The synergy between golf and the nature that once was is being restored. Given the diverse
environments around the world it may not be exactly the seamless union of the Scottish links
land. However, permutations of the time long ago are just as valid and capture the spirit of golf's
origins. The game of golf and nature is again sharing a double bill.

Education:
Despite the best efforts of the golf industry, the environmental message is just not adequately
understood. Unfortunately, many golfers have grown accustomed to polished and impeccable
layouts and perceive these golf courses as environmentally sound. Equating a sea of pristine,
manicured green to environmental sensitivity can be a harmful misconception.
This perceived perfection is not commensurate with environmental quality. Minor imperfections
are the norm on an environmentally sensitive golf course (USGA, 1994b). These imperfections
can consist of brown grass, dead trees, snags, unkempt naturalized areas, roughs planted with
native species, and low levels of pests (McCarty & Elliott, 1993). Environmental sensitivity is
not often embraced in the engineered perfection of a tournament course, the much sought ideal.
In the so-called perfect courses, seasonal cycles and the vagaries of nature are masked in an
environmentally stultifying regime of intense maintenance. Yet, tournament conditions
encapsulate the promised land of the perfect course. To thwart natural processes with idealized
perfection can place the environment at risk.
In other venues man has also tried to improve on ‘nature’. Doing nature one better has produced
plastic flowers and artificial Christmas trees. Leaves and needles never fall. Blooms are
everlasting. Water is never an issue. Such perfection applied to the golf course would produce
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Astroturfed putt-putts of 150 acres. Taking the perception of the perfect course to the extreme
illustrates its absurdity. “...unless the reasons are good for an extreme case, they are not good for
any case (John Stuart Mill).”
Assuredly, this image of the golf course is not what golfers desire. In a recent survey, golfers
expressed a desire to protect the environment. Their preferences for playing conditions were firm
and dry. In that they also expressed a desire for green, evergreen grass, a dilemma was born. The
inherent conflict exists between the evergreen golf course and a nature friendly environment.
Evergreen courses depend on intensive irrigation. Counterposed to this water flow is firm dry
conditions and environmental sensitivity. In the environmental primer, the irrigation necessary to
produce the perfect green course is incompatible with environmental sensitivity. The number one
conclusion reached by the survey was a glaring lack of environmental education (Gilhuly, 1995).
In short, golfer education lies at the heart of producing an environmentally sensitive golf course.
“However, until playing condition expectations from the golfers themselves are changed, the
superintendent will continue to feel pressured to do what is asked from the player and not
necessarily what is best for the turfgrass or environment (McCarty & Elliott, 1993, p. 193).”
The scientific base for an environmentally sensitive golf course is firmly established. To be
effective, knowledge needs to journey beyond a cadre of experts to the public at large. But more
than just disseminating information, overall environmental awareness needs to be expanded.
Education on the relationship between the golf course and the environment creates an
opportunity to benefit all those involved. The natural heritage of a region can be showcased. By
reaching out to the community, recognition and support for environmentally sensitive golf
courses can be secured (Harker et al., 1993; Audubon International, 1996c). An ancillary benefit
is that the permitting process will more closely reflect real environmental concerns and not
emotionally driven pseudo-science. If successful, education produces the classic win-win
situation. The community receives open space, the golfers a fine course, and the environment a
reprieve from the ills of urbanization.
There are a myriad of ways to convey the idea that an environmentally sensitive golf course can
be an asset to the community. Nature trails on the grounds of golf facilities can be used for bird,
wildlife, and wildflower interpretive walks. Nest box programs can be instituted with active
community involvement. Wildlife photography can be promoted. All these actions reinforce the
concept that golf courses provide multiple benefits (Andrew, 1987).
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A major component in the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program for golf courses is
education which encompasses public/member involvement. This program actively encourages
the use of all the previously mentioned educational tools augmented by 4-H, school, garden/bird
club, and cooperative extension involvement (Dodson, 1996d).
Golfers and the general public should not be the only recipients of educational efforts. Given the
dynamics of agronomics and environmental awareness, those in the industry need to keep abreast
of the advances. As point man in producing an environmentally sensitive course, the golf
architect can wield considerable clout. “Since golf courses typically require 150 acres of land,
they can have very important influences on the surrounding environment. The better the
environmental training and knowledge of the golf course architect, the more positive that impact
will be (Hurdzan, 1996, p. 193).”
Benton MacKaye, a pioneer in regional planning, felt that you change people's mental maps by
first altering their physical maps (Hiss, 1990). Many environmentally aware golf course
architects have gone this route and designed innovative courses sensitive to the needs of the
environment as well as the game. In this respect, golf architecture is not relegated to following
the environmental lead supplied by others but can make educational contributions in its own
right (Kiss, 1996).
In a competitive round of golf there are winners and losers, but in and around the
environmentally sensitive golf course everyone has the opportunity to win. Although not
guaranteeing results, education can profoundly influence the outcome.

Aesthetics:
To this point of the thesis, ecological considerations have loomed large in shaping the golf
landscape. However, purely environmental factors are not the sole determinants of a golf course's
eventual structure.
Aesthetics is another significant entry in the mix of factors influencing golf course design in outof-play areas. Aesthetics pertains to the nature of the beautiful and with judgments concerning
beauty (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1975). Aesthetics is also defined as being involved
in the creation, appreciation, and criticism of art (Collier's Encyclopedia, 1989). “...many golf
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courses throughout the country do represent an art form that can satisfy the necessary criteria
since it is one of the truest forms of landscape sculpture (Wogan, 1978, p. 16).” Undoubtedly,
man possesses a proclivity to obtain aesthetic satisfaction from a landscape. In The Experience of
Nature (1989), the Kaplans strongly assert that natural landscapes or landscapes perceived to be
natural bestow a sense of satisfaction (aesthetic pleasure). This aesthetic quality resides in parks
and woodlands. Preferences for these landscapes inhere to the comparative ordering of the
natural elements. This is exemplified by a smooth ground plane, scattered trees, defined depth of
field, and implied landscapes beyond the immediate visual boundaries (Ulrich, 1986). Although
not explicitly stated, the golf course shares these characteristics with the landscapes studied.
Overall, these types of landscapes contribute to a person's quality of life and generally to a
person's sense of well-being (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989).
Therefore, land use and land use patterns are materially affected by aesthetics. Designers are
understandably interested in the environmental patterns generated by aesthetics (Appleton, 1975;
Kaplan & Kaplan, 1982). The relationship between environmental considerations and aesthetics
demands to be explored in order to more fully understand the dynamics of an environmentally
sensitive golf course.
The underlying purpose of architectural work is the betterment of peoples lives. As a recreational
pursuit in a natural milieu, golf seems to invoke this intent. The desired aim of golf course design
is to fashion a recreational package and to wrap it in an aesthetic shroud. “Aesthetics of the golf
course are at least as important as the game itself (Tietge, 1992, p. 442).” Even so, natural
aesthetic appearance may not always be compatible with environmental sensitivity and by
inference at cross-purposes with the quality of life (Thayer, 1989). However, the two cannot be
easily separated. “The quality of life and the quality of the environment are interdependent and
share the same goals (Muirhead & Rando, 1994, p. 45).”
As described in the historical overview, the worship of technology is no longer prevalent in golf
course design. Nevertheless, vestiges and attitudes from past eras persist. Highly manicured
carpets of turfgrass still roll unabated from tee to green in unblemished splendor. Fairways still
tuck into the waterline as cleanly as military sheets fold under a mattress. Roughs, belying their
name, still reflect the uniformity of the course but only on a less frequent mowing schedule
(Edmondson, 1987; Stuller, 1997; Selcraig & Fine, 1993).
Many of these conditions were driven by player demands for perfection. Picture post card,
Photoshop enhanced images were the expected operational norms for many golfers. Nothing less
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than an emerald green veneer of turfgrassed perfection could be accepted for the fairways and
roughs despite the season. Expectations for the putting greens approached billiard table quality.
Hazards, being less manageable, were often reduced in number and stature (Green & Marshal,
1987).
Televised, tournament golf whetted golfer appetites for these surrealistic landscapes. As often the
case, tournament courses gear up the entire year for a one week event. Beguiling course
conditions are not the norm but a culmination of 51 weeks of preparation. Entranced by the TV
layouts, golf clubs were bent on a quest for the perfect course. Unrealistic expectations were
spurred on by peer competition with neighboring clubs (Weber, 1995). Pressures were placed on
designers and course superintendents alike to work their magic. Technological magic spawned
artificial and uniform golf courses (Green & Marshal, 1987). The end result may have been
aesthetically superficial courses teetering on the brink of environmental illness.
“Our human landscape - our houses, roads, cities, farms, and so on - represents an enormous
investment of money, time, and emotions. People will not change that landscape unless they are
under very heavy pressure to do so. We must conclude that if there is really major change in the
look of the cultural landscape, then there is very likely a major change occurring in our national
culture at the same time (Lewis, 1979, p. 15).” In other words, pressures from a dynamic
existence inevitably place the landscape into play, and consequently human landscapes change
over time. Because landscapes are a reflection of society, any change in the landscape reflects a
change in society (Meinig, 1979). Environmental awareness, documented in the introduction, is a
societal attitude shift that is affecting the nature of the golf course.
William Love, the chairman of the environmental committee of the American Society of Golf
Course Architects, reflects the new attitude toward the relationship between nature and the golf
course when he states, “To me, a golf course that lays naturally on the land is the most beautiful
course you can have. When I meet with developers, I try to make them understand the
environmental issues so that we can employ golf holes in a way that serves the environment
(Thompson, 1993, p. 63).” Echoing the same theme, Golf and the Environment: Environmental
Principles for Golf Courses (1996) urges golfers to recognize that golf courses should
complement the natural environment and to support efforts aimed at achieving environmentally
sound golf courses (The Center for Research Management, 1996). On the local level, The Old
Westbury Golf and Country Club on Long Island has gone a step further and adopted its own
Code of Environmental Conduct (Weber, 1995). As detailed in the ensuing sections of this
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chapter, other courses have exhibited this new view to the land by incorporating wildlife
sanctuaries into their layouts.
Work remains to be done in advancing the cause of the environmentally sensitive golf course.
Many golf course architects have been taking the lead by focusing on fitting courses into the
environment. Stimulus has come from permitting pressures and an inchoate environmental
design consciousness. The outcome of the new consciousness depends on the golfer’s willingness
to tolerate imperfections that may translate into the inconvenience of slower play and lost balls
(Happ, 1995; Hatt, 1992). “It is necessary to convince golfers and golf course managers that the
preservation of wildlife and ecological balance should take priority over the search for the
'perfect' course (Fordham, 1988, p. 11).”
The old adage that ‘golf is not played on color’ captures the spirit of the environmentally
designed golf course. Many golfers outside of the United States are much more accepting of
brown grass and non-uniform conditions. They realize environmental factors and seasonal
change play benevolent roles in the natural scheme of things. The difference in acceptable
playing conditions between England and America is very pronounced. “...Americans currently
will not accept European standards for course conditioning (Grigg, 1990, p. 39).” Attitude more
than climate is the deciding factor (Dest, 1989).
Part of the resistance to the environmentally sensitive courses is the perception that naturalized
areas are unkempt and unsightly. Naturalization is mistakenly perceived as a dereliction of duty
rather than for what it really is - part of a management plan (Audubon International, 1996b).
Reinforcing the erroneous perception is man's innate aversion to dead plants. Studies have
revealed that dead trees and shrubs detract from landscape preferences (Ulrich, 1986).
Despite a measure of aesthetic resistance to a stronger connection between golf courses and the
environment, golfers' expectations are changing. Emerging golfer preferences are conforming
with the contemporary sensitivity towards an enhanced ecology. “And playing golf rounds in
settings that wind through natural areas appeals to most golfers (Smart et al., 1993, p. 22).”
Additionally, there is modern preference for golf holes that employ a strategic design. By its
nature, strategic design relies heavily on water, trees, and natural hazards - all intrinsic elements
of many viable wildlife habitats (Andrew, 1987).
A number of ancillary benefits can be credited to naturalized areas on the golf course. For one,
golf course superintendents have more latitude in using integrated pest management. Pest control
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becomes less chemically reliant with a concomitant reduction in possible environmental impact.
Furthermore, having a greater tolerance for imperfection in the naturalized areas prompts a
greater tolerance in turfgrassed areas. The complementary nature of each environment becomes
evident in an integrated pest management program (Happ, 1995).
Correspondingly, less intense maintenance in the out-of-play areas frees up resources for in-play
areas (Audubon International, 1996b). The economies achieved in time and money are quickly
recognized by those golf facilities watching the bottom line.
Often the integration of a naturalized area into a layout is more aesthetically compatible than
what could be fabricated on the drawing board. “The existing environment should be the
development's template (Smart et al., 1993, p. 17).” Such was the case at Diamond Ridge Golf
Course in Baltimore. In the words of the superintendent George Murphy, “The expansion of
natural wetlands that were there has been aesthetically more valuable than anything we had
thought of (Thompson, 1993).” Similar results are likely to be achieved when the natural
uniqueness of each site is fully exploited.
“It (golf) is a visceral aesthetic sensibility carrying with it an awareness of slope and distance,
undulations and patterns (Helphand, 1995, p. 70).” As with most descriptions of the aesthetic, a
truly quantifiable picture for the golf course aesthetic is elusive. But as Kenneth Helphand,
landscape historian and theorist implies, an aesthetic sense of the golf course can be had. The
form of a golf course generally corresponds to a degree of naturalness.
Jen Jensen asserted, “Nature abhors a straight line.” So too does the golf course. Except for a few
exceptions from the 70's, stiff formal lines and hard-edged geometric shapes are absent. Perfect
circles, squares, ovals, and rectangles belong to the world of human engineering rather than
nature (Hurdzan, 1996). Anything emphatically smacking of human parentage is foreign to the
golf landscape. The golf course may be sired by an architect, but its conception is a design
expression of compatibility with nature rather than in contrast to nature.
The experiential sense of a golf course is about 95% visual. The visual pattern of tee to fairway
to green is reinforced 18 times from the first drive to the last putt. Throughout the round, the
visual experiences of color, texture, contrast, balance, and shape resonate from the natural
landscape (Hurdzan, 1997). The most commanding manifestation of these aesthetic qualities
inhere to the plant material.
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Plant materials come in many colors. Colors can range from subtle shades of browns and greens
to brilliant bursts of oranges and reds. Seasonal change can be as dramatic as that produced with
a turn of a kaleidoscope. Native wildflowers on course edges are a common design element often
employed when first naturalizing a course. This splash of color is universally accepted and most
notably associated with environmental friendliness.
Another aspect of plant material is texture. Like color, textures can vary widely. Plants endemic
to naturalized areas bestow a coarse strength to the landscape unlike much of the standard,
cultivated vegetation on the golf course.
Integrating naturalized areas on a course juxtaposes the highly maintained turfgrass with native
vegetation (Audubon International, 1996b). This design element of contrast is highly effective at
the transition from fairway to rough. It is at this junction that turfgrass yields to native grasses.
The change is subtle but rewarding. “Grasses of different colors, textures, and heights make the
golf course interesting to play, visually stimulating, and ecologically friendly (Hurdzan, 1996, p.
52).”
An even greater contrast exists in the use of trees on the golf course. Given the greater
comparative size of woody plants to turfgrass, aesthetic contrasts can be applied with a much
broader stroke and with a much greater effect. A smooth ground cover of turfgrass accentuated
with trees and shrubs ranks high as a preferred landscape and thus aesthetic quality (Ulrich,
1986). Besides the color, texture, and height brought to the landscape by trees, shadows of
varying length and intensity contribute to the aesthetic medley (Hurdzan, 1996).
Another aesthetic function of trees on the golf course is their ability to lend weight, mass, and
balance to the scene. Many of the designed features on the golf course possess a visual mass in
scale with a site of 150 acres. Mounds, tees, greens, and water bodies possess a commanding
presence. Trees or copses of trees having a comparable size can balance the impact of these
ground hugging elements. Part of the balance is achieved by adding the vertical dimension to the
course layout. Trees extend the aesthetic appeal of the golf course above the ground plane
particularly in framing views and in effect improving vistas. The use of trees is very flexible, for
they can be used singly or in mass depending on the design intent (Gilchrist, 1983). Woodlands
are the indigenous habitat for large regions of the United States. Restoring or maintaining native
woodlands on the golf course can achieve the dual purpose of aesthetics and environmental
sensitivity.
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The use of plant materials is like the use of building materials in that they can be used for the
design play of contrast , texture, and color and not just for their functional properties. By
expanding the design palette to the plants endemic to the naturalized areas a more varied and
brilliant picture can be painted. From variety springs aesthetic satisfaction (Andrew, 1987).
Courses without naturalized areas are limited to standard turfgrass and nursery trees and are
perhaps aesthetically weaker in comparison.
Possibly, the movement to naturalizing the golf course is not a radical design departure but a
mid-course correction in returning golf to its essential origins, the interaction between man and
the landscape. “A successful design for a development intended to serve both humans and
wildlife will strongly emphasize the aesthetics - to the human user - of close communion with
nature (Smart et al., 1993, p. 18).” A National Golf Foundation survey found that reconnecting to
nature is a primary reason people play golf (Audubon International, 1996b). Plant material,
perceived as such an integral component of nature, is having a profound influence in returning
golf to the natural aesthetic experience it once was.

Clearing:
In the beginning was clearing. Developing a golf course is an orderly process with sequential
steps. At a critical point in this process, the golf course project moves from the planning stages to
actual construction. The very first act of construction is clearing.
Clearing is the first conspicuously visible indication that the land will undergo a transformation.
Clearing involves stripping off the vegetation. It is a necessary prelude to sculpting the earth.
Pulling back the leafy verdure is much like disrobing a model to expose the natural contours. By
laying bare the ground a better feel for the course topography can be realized. And thus, a more
refined design response can be generated.
As part of a plan, clearing follows a plan. It is totally dependent on the earlier stages of
development. At the start of clearing operations, much of what stays and what goes has already
been decided. Exercising discretion during the planning stages precedes exercising care during
the clearing stage. With regard to environmental sensitivity, the preservation of the natural
habitat takes precedence. “...clearing can make or break a natural environmentally sensitive site
(Grigg, 1990, p. 46).” In a capsule, the clearing plan executes decisions made in the inventory
and siting phases.
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The clearing plan is basically a map. Boundaries are fixed by a limit of clearing line on a
construction document set, which is, in itself, a legally enforceable contract. Fencing and flags
physically delineate the areas to remain undisturbed (Muirhead & Rando 1994). Environmentally
sensitive areas, identified in the inventory process, should be outside the limit of clearing lines.
These would normally include the habitats of endangered species, aquatic habitats, and wetlands.
Additionally, any natural habitat and its constituent vegetation beyond the in-play areas should
also be marked off for protection. Inside of the clearing lines specimen trees and any special
plant groupings need to be tagged and protected (Love, 1992). Out of place specimen plants, too
valuable to lose, should be transplanted. Other healthy and valuable vegetation can be moved and
stockpiled during construction (Thompson, 1996). Once the rougher clearing is completed, the
stored plant materials can be used to rebuild the landscape. Returned native plant materials can
be incorporated into the finish grade of the golf course enhancing the natural beauty (Grigg,
1990). Undesirable invasive and exotic species can be designated for removal during the clearing
phase of construction.
Trees lost during clearing should be replaced within the same watershed. Additionally, tree
plantings should take into account a typical 25% survival rate. Thus replacement plantings
should be at the rate of four to one to reflect expected losses (Klein, 1994).
At the start of construction on the Ocean Course on Kiawah Island, South Carolina, the site was
generally undisturbed. On an extensively broad scale, the native plant species were removed and
stored prior to construction. At the completion of the rough grading, the native plant materials
were returned to the site. Transplanting native plants was part of a larger study involving wildlife
exposures to pesticides on the golf course. To date, the ecologically sensitive site has not been
negatively impacted either from pesticides or from the massive transplanting of native vegetation
(USGA, 1994b).
Plans can change at any time prior to the start of clearing operations. Once the machinery starts
rolling though, landscape alteration is at a point of no return. A multi-ton machine grinding
across the landscape can indiscriminately plow away everything in its path. Clearing entails
removing trees, brush, saplings, roots, stumps, vines, rubbish, structures, and debris from fairway
routes and areas of grade change (Hurdzan, 1996). The finality of the change needs to be
recognized and weighted accordingly in deciding what is to be preserved and its degree of
protection.
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The first stage of actual clearing involves cutting a 100 feet wide swath down the center line of
each hole. Before proceeding any further, the golf architect can adjust the clearing plan to reflect
any special situations that may have been revealed by the first cut (Hurdzan, 1996). Specimen
trees or unique vegetation missed in the inventory may need to be saved. Additionally, the
configuration of individual golf holes can change to take advantage of vegetation for aesthetic,
design or environmental reasons.
When safety allows, the cleared vegetation should be shoved into large piles. These piles, termed
snags, are used by wildlife as shelters, nesting sites, and food sources. Insects that thrive under
decaying bark provide a valuable food source for many birds (Muirhead & Rando, 1994;
Hurdzan, 1996; Audubon International, 1996b).
Many times the importance of a clearing operation lies in not what was removed but rather in
what remains. For an environmentally sensitive golf course, there is life in those dead trees.
Playing the same role as snags, dead trees act as micro-habitats providing nesting, shelter, and
food (Fordham, 1988). Shelter and nesting are the most critical components. In many cases, it is
the sole shelter available to primary cavity nesting birds like woodpeckers and nuthatches. Dead
trees provide opportunities for these cavity nesters to hollow out home sites. After the nesting
sites are abandoned, secondary cavity nesters like chickadees, tufted titmice, and brown creepers
often take up residence.
Colliers Reserve in Collier County, Florida, the first certified course under the Audubon
International Signature Program for environmentally sensitive courses, routinely leaves dead
trees as a sanctuary for wildlife (Salvesen, 1996). Pinehurst Resort & Country Club in Pinehurst,
North Carolina is adopting a similar stance towards dead trees. Cavity nesting bird populations
have increased as a result (Lavis, 1995). A naturalized habitat can comfortably contain five dead
or dying trees per acre (Dodson, 1997c).
Thinning is a delicate counterpart of clearing. Its purpose is to create conditions conducive to the
establishment of turfgrass, yet still preserve potentially competing vegetation. This is done in
areas in-play or adjacent to play. For example, on many courses trees under 4 inch caliper are
removed. Remaining trees are spaced at least 22 feet apart. Limbs are cleared to a height of 8
feet. Thinning allows light and air to reach the turf. An environment is thus created in which
turfgrass can grow and the remaining trees can be more vigorous. During construction, this
process requires the personal oversight of the golf course architect (Hurdzan, 1996).
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Out-of-play areas, however, predicate a hands-off convention. The resilience and recuperative
abilities of sensitive sites vary, but a rule of thumb is keep disturbance to a minimum, if at all.
Many sensitive habitats cannot withstand any disruption and retain viability. Wetlands, being
exceedingly fragile, often fall into this category.
In some situations woody plant materials can overtake a wetland and restrict play. Under special
circumstances, vista pruning can be performed. The tall woody material is pruned down to a
lower height allowing clear carries for golf shots (Hurdzan, 1997). This procedure has been
effective in melding wetlands and golf holes.
Woodland sites are somewhat resilient, but would still prefer to remain undisturbed. Healthy
woodlands in out-of-play areas should not be touched, in other words, thinned out or ‘cleaned
up’. From small plants, to shrubs, to understory trees, to canopy trees, a woodland exists on
many diverse levels. Environmental sensitivity requires retaining each level, especially the
ground plane. Rotting logs, leaf litter, twigs, fallen branches are critical components of a healthy
forest. Decomposition recycles nutrients to the soil and provides the fuel for future growth
(Audubon International, 1996b).
The use of heavy machinery during the clearing process can endanger the remaining plant
material. Care must be taken to insure that construction vehicles stay clear of the vegetation to be
preserved. This entails cordoning off areas to prevent them from even being driven over (Tietge,
1992). Because of their weight, construction vehicles can compact the soil. Compaction
compresses the space between soil particles reducing the capacity for water absorption and new
root growth. Plant health can consequently be seriously compromised (Dyke, 1991).
Environmentally successful clearing operations are well documented. At Bull Valley in
Woodstock, Illinois, a Dick Nugent course, stands of trees were left intact specifically as perches
for the resident hawk population (Jones, 1989).
The Bayville Golf Club, a Tom Fazio course, in Virginia Beach, Virginia, has been recognized
for its environmental sensitivity. Natural buffers of trees along Pleasure House Creek were
cleared by hand nullifying any negative impact to the aquatic environment. At another sensitive
area on the course, turtles were relocated by hand to ensure their survival (Barrow, 1996).
On the west coast of Florida, Arthur Hills designed Bonita Bay Golf Community's Old Marsh
Course under exacting environmental requirements. The site contained 750 acres of freshwater
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marsh, wet prairies, and saline marsh. In interests of reducing construction impacts, large
clearing equipment was replaced with smaller machinery which in turn was restricted to narrow
pathways. In the more sensitive areas, clearing was performed by hand. Because of the care
exercised during the clearing operations, a world class golf course was able to harmoniously
merge with sensitive wetlands (Love, 1992).

Erosion:
Many modern golf courses are not discovered, but sculpted from the earth. Little of the existing
terrain is left intact. The eventual form of a golf landscape is a direct result of the function of
golf. “Form follows function (Louis Sullivan).” Achieving desired form over 150 acres is a
massive undertaking.
Earth is the primary medium in which golf architects work. It is a malleable medium subject to
all manner of manipulation. Modern technology and heavy machinery can plow, push, drag, and
scrape any piece of earth, regardless of how intractable, into any shape. The mere act of creating
a golf course is an inescapable act of disturbance.
With disturbance, the land is vulnerable to erosion. Disturbance entails stripping the land of its
vegetative shield. Without cover, the earth is subject to the ravages of wind and water. Exposed
soil offers little resistance to an onslaught from nature. Soil erosion is irreversible and
detrimental to the health of the land. Soils that took hundreds of thousands of years to develop
could be lost in an afternoon. Land forms painstakingly designed and built could be washed away
in even less time. Watching a newly constructed golf course move downstream in a river of mud
is not a welcomed sight. Despite its usual disparaging connotation, “watching grass grow” would
definitely be preferred.
The first action in mitigating potential erosion problems is little action, that is little action in
disturbing the earth. To the extent an architect integrates the golf course into the natural lay of
the land, the disturbance is constrained (Smart et al., 1993). Little disturbance equates to little
erosion. Limited disturbance also translates to a diminished impact on habitat.
However, for a course to be built, the land must be disturbed to some degree. Undoubtedly, golf
course construction plans will call for earthworks. The intensity of disturbance is directly related
to the severity of the potential erosion problems both in the short and long term (Balogh &
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Watson, 1992). In constructing a golf course, only that earth which is intended to move should
move and once moved stay in place. The golf architect normally takes precautions to see to it that
his handiwork remains handiwork. Those precautions are erosion control measures. Succinctly,
erosion control comes down to containing the unwanted movement of earth.
State and local regulations govern many actions on a construction site. Erosion and sediment
control is one of those. In most states an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan is required as part of
a construction document set. Once the plan is approved, it carries the force of law. The aim of the
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan is to insure that alterations to the land go no further than
what is intended.
One strategy is to limit the amount of bare land exposed at any one time. Implementation relies
on phasing in construction over a number of stages. Adjacent intact land or revegetated land can
decidedly limit soil movement from a section under construction. Erosion risk is supplementally
reduced in that only a small area of land is exposed at any one time.
Another aspect in limiting exposure is using vegetation that establishes rapidly. Nurse grasses
provide quick, temporary vegetative cover and buy time until more permanent vegetation takes
hold. Quick soil stabilization compresses potential erosion problems into a smaller window of
time (Balogh & Watson, 1992).
Another strategy emphasizes special treatments for areas susceptible to erosion. Stream banks are
particularly vulnerable to erosion through scouring and/or slumping. Disturbance to vegetation in
these areas should be minimized. If disturbed, restoring natural vegetation along the stream bank
is the suggested treatment for long term erosion control. Root systems are ideal for stabilizing
potentially erodible soils. Special precautions also need to be taken with steep slopes and
embankments (Balogh & Watson, 1992). Sod is highly effective in these areas. Temporary
treatments include mulches, mats, and blankets. All can and should be used until long term
vegetation or controls are in place (Smart et al., 1993).
Channelization is an anathema to environmental sensitivity and is a far cry from the natural
aesthetic. Naturally winding waterways, dense with vegetation, retard floodwaters and reduce
velocity. Consequently, the potential for erosion and sedimentation is lessened.
Ithan Creek on Radnor Golf Course in Radnor, Pennsylvania suffered from stream bank erosion.
In addressing the problem, vegetation was employed as a solution instead of riprap and concrete.
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Initially, biologs and matting were used for stabilization. They consisted of organic matter held
together with bio-degradable plastic netting. They provided a planting medium for vegetation.
With these temporary measures in place, 19 different species of native plants were used, each
suited to different sites along the creek (Oertel, 1995). The success of the Ithan Creek restoration
depended on the use of native plants and underlines the effectiveness of vegetation as an erosion
control measure of choice.

IPM:
No examination of the plants on golf courses could be complete without a discussion of
Integrated Pest Management (IPM). As true as an Augusta green, pest problems will occur on
golf courses (McCarty & Elliott, 1994).
How pest problems are approached is a factor in maintaining an environmentally sensitive golf
course. Past practice has relied heavily and in many cases solely on chemical applications to
eradicate pests. With the expanding awareness of the interrelationships existing in the
environment, pest management is evolving beyond one dimensional fixes. IPM manages pests by
balancing costs, benefits, public health, and the environment. In other words, instead of a
narrowly focused chemically driven programs, pest control has become a holistic undertaking
(Muirhead, & Rando, 1994).
Ecological principles reside at the very core of IPM. Cultural, biological, and chemical
approaches are utilized in a manner that consigns a high priority to environmental sensitivity.
Cultural and biological options are the pest control programs of choice. Pesticides are employed
only as a last resort and only after all else has failed (Hurdzan, 1996).
The implementation of IPM consists of three operations - prevention, monitoring, and control
(Klein, 1993). Under prevention, plants are selected with a natural predisposition to resisting pest
attacks. Genetic breeding programs are beginning to develop cultivars that resist or tolerate pest
problems. Using certified seed improves the chances that plantings start out on a pest-free
footing (Smart et al., 1993). On the flip side of cultivar use, native plants can often be relied upon
to be naturally resistant to problems that vex cultivars.
Cultural practices are also a significant factor influencing the presence and size of pest
populations. Instituting and maintaining conditions hostile to pests is sound cultural practice.
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Among cultural practices, drainage is prominent. Good drainage is mandatory in most instances,
particularly in respect to inhibiting fungal diseases (McCarty & Elliott, 1994).
Monitoring involves spotting problems early and setting threshold levels for tolerance.
Monitoring is just a permutation of being attune to the environment. Tolerance rests on the
comprehension that, despite even the best of efforts, target pests will always be present or soon
return if temporarily suppressed. Tolerance also rests on the ability of healthy plants to easily
withstand a certain amount of pest pressure (USGA, 1994b). Accurate records, including the
histories of treatments, need to be kept in order to determine when thresholds have been
breached, so action can be taken (Audubon International, 1996c). This is an intrinsic part of the
monitoring process.
A supporting argument for tolerating low pest populations is that of maintaining a continual food
source for natural predators. Completely eliminating a pest in the short run is unwise since it may
also inadvertently eliminate a natural predator. Not all insects are pests and some prey on
harmful pest populations. Some insects are beneficial for pollination. Being non-discriminating,
many chemicals can drastically impact desirable animal populations as well as the target pests.
For example, many song birds are voracious insectivores and assuredly their presence would be
missed on the golf course. “Thus, complete elimination of the pest is not feasible when
integrating biological control measures into the overall pest management scheme (McCarty &
Elliott, 1994, p. 196).”
As implied and stated, cultural and biological controls are the first line of defense from pest
attacks. Control can also take the form of strengthening companion organisms that boost the host
plant's pest resistance. For example, fungal endophytes, occurring in turfgrass, can make the
plant more resistant to insects. Additionally, some bacteria and predaceous nematodes show
promise as control measures.
If cultural and biological controls are exhausted, chemical controls may be necessary. Under IPM
this involves restricting chemical controls to serious outbreaks and the likely event of serious
outbreaks. Chemical controls are not designed to be implemented on an ongoing basis.
The criteria for selecting a pesticide under IPM is as follows. The pesticide should be highly
effective against the target pest. Toxicity to non-target species should be low. This effectively
reinforces the approach of maintaining natural predator populations. Solubility should be low so
as not to migrate outside of the target area and into the environment. Once applied, persistence
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should be short. Additionally, in the interests of effectiveness and when the situation allows,
pesticide applications should coincide with the pest’s most vulnerable stage (Smart et al., 1993).
In weaning the golf course away from chemical dependency, IPM is performing a valuable
service for the environment. Many initial IPM programs set a goal of a 50% reduction in
pesticide use (McCarty & Elliott, 1994). As IPM programs expand, the environment obviously
benefits. Much ground is left to cover, but the turn has been made.

Buffer:
As part of the movement towards redefining the golf course in environmental terms, buffers have
taken on an expanded functional significance. In this regard, the golf course operates on two
scales.
On a larger scale the entire golf course, itself, can be a buffer. Sensitive sites whether they be
meadowland, woodland, or wetland can be shielded from disturbance. Habitat that may not
tolerate the proximity of urbanization may be made viable by an intervening golf course. The
cushion of space provided by a golf course may be enough to satisfy sensitive wildlife, intolerant
of wide-spread human activity. By their nature, golf courses encompass both the ‘natural’ world
of grass, trees, and water and the ‘artificial’ world of sculpted earth and grounds maintenance. As
an environment akin to sensitive areas, yet resilient to human activity, the golf course can act as
an ideal shock absorber for untoward disturbance. The urban mischief of runoff, chemical
pollution, glare, heat, and noise can all be diminished by a golf course (USGA, 1994b).
Within the confines of a golf course, buffers operate on a much smaller scale. Ribbons of
vegetated land around water courses can improve water quality and habitat by lowering water
temperatures and trapping the potential pollutants in runoff. In effect, the integrity of the water
body is preserved (Harker et al, 1993; Muirhead & Rando, 1994). Buffers have been designed
and placed around aquatic and environmentally sensitive areas on many golf courses. The buffers
usually require little or no maintenance (The Center for Research Management, 1996).
With a greater degree of specificity, Richard Klein of Community and Environmental Defense
Services, asserts that a woody vegetative buffer should protect all aquatic environments
(wetlands, streams, rivers, tidal waters, ponds, or lakes) on a golf course. The minimum distance
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for protection is 100 feet from bank top, shoreline, or perimeter of an aquatic environment
(Klein, 1994; Klein, 1993).
Vegetated buffer strips can be augmented by incorporating berms and swales. These earthworks
can further redirect or contain surface runoff (Muirhead, & Rando, 1994; Audubon International,
1996c). The final shape of the buffer design depends on the soil substrate, slope, and overall
drainage system (Dye, 1989).
Benefits that can be subscribed to vegetated buffers are as follows:
1. Retards runoff velocities, and controls erosion and flood damage.
2. Restricts fertilizer and pesticide movement.
3. Filters fertilizers and pesticides.
4. Reduces heating.
5. Provides habitat - food and cover.
6. Provides a wildlife corridor.
7. Decreases noise.
8. Protects against heavy equipment impacts during construction (Linde,
Watschke,
& Borger, 1996; Dodson, 1996a; Klein, 1993).
In their most environmentally sound application, buffers prevent water from coming into play
(Audubon International, 1996c). Herein lies a formidable obstacle to their wholesale acceptance
on a golf course. Water features are a characteristic attribute of a golf course and lend distinct
variety to a layout (Ross, 1996). To circumscribe the element of water from the golf experience
would be to thwart golfers’ expectations. Obviously within the conflict, tradeoffs may need to be
made between the environment and golf.
A number of courses have been recognized for doing just that. Queenstown Harbor Golf Links
on the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland was built on 147 acres of tidal and non-tidal wetlands.
Wildflower meadows and other natural vegetation were installed as 300 feet buffers between the
course and the bay. These buffers, mandated by the county, act as effective filters for golf course
runoff (Thompson, 1993). The Chesapeake Bay Critical Commission, a group dedicated to
protecting Chesapeake Bay, ruled that the project successfully addressed all the needs of this
environmentally sensitive setting (Love, 1992).
Another course, the West Loch Municipal Golf Course in Honolulu, Hawaii, used substantial
buffers to protect the habitat of endangered water birds (Hawaiian Coot, Hawaiian Moorhen,
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Hawaiian Stilt, and Hawaiian Wood Duck). The buffers consisted of dense native shrubs and
trees which worked very effectively in protecting nesting sites from surrounding development.
As an extension of the buffer complex, portions of wetland were restored to waterfowl habitat as
islands for nesting and as mud flats for feeding (USGA, 1994b).
Willow Bend Club on Cape Cod, Massachusetts was built in extremely close proximity to
productive agricultural wetlands, cranberry bogs. Given the sensitive nature of the site no
wetland disturbance was allowed. This encompassed complete protection from pesticide and
fertilizer runoff. In undertaking the mission, a system of buffers was installed along the perimeter
of the wetlands. Buffer width varied from 20 feet to 200 feet depending on environmental need.
In addition to native grasses, parts of the buffers incorporated 5 foot wide strips of chewings
fescue (a turfgrass) and 10 foot wide strips of sand (Edmundson, 1987; Jones, 1989).
With the increasing need to protect sensitive areas, buffers may likely become a standard feature
on the golf course. However standard a feature, buffer form and composition is not standard. As
evinced by the various applications, buffers vary widely. Despite the differences in buffer design,
their effectiveness is being proven across the board. In brief, buffers have become a dependable
tool in the design work chest for fashioning an environmentally sensitive golf course.

Plants:
Defining a golf course is much like defining anything else. Salient characteristics are identified
and described. In the case of the golf course, the most commonplace feature is the plant life.
Turfgrass is, without question, the soul of the golf course. But, above the ground plane, woody
and herbaceous plants define the persona of a golf course. Any description of a golf course is
incomplete without the inclusion of vegetation.
On the early courses plant selection was entirely natural. Existing plants were native plants, well
adapted to the climate, soils, and peculiarities of the site. Nothing was added and very little was
removed. The modern course, with its exacting specifications, is an engineered composition of
introduced plant species. Because of the game’s unique needs, monostands of turfgrass are
required on the field of play, but no such requirements exist for the out-of-play areas.
This creates an opportunity for the golf course architect to preserve and showcase the natural
heritage of the site and the region (Audubon International, 1996b). Natural heritage encompasses
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the indigenous plant and animal life. An intrinsic attribute of a native species in a natural habitat
is its environmental fit. By sensitively integrating natural habitat into a course layout, an
environmentally sound golf course can result. Naturalized habitat can also go a long way in
aesthetically distinguishing a golf course from run-of-the-mill facilities.
The initial surveys of a potential golf site are partially directed at identifying and evaluating
native plant communities. Native species evolved in response to a specific set of conditions, and
are thus best suited to survive under those conditions. Therefore, plant communities, if properly
evaluated, can be powerful indicators of climate and site characteristics which, in turn, can
influence design (Hurdzan, 1996; Audubon International, 1996b).
Benefits attributed to plant life are legion. Photosynthesis is a basic plant function. Through
photosynthesis, large quantities of carbon dioxide are removed from the atmosphere. In the
process oxygen is produced. The plant life on a typical 150 acre golf course generates enough
oxygen for 118,000 people per day. Plants moderate air temperature, humidity, heat, glare, and
wind velocity. Although not totally abated, noise is absorbed and deflected. Additionally, plants
support the soil in absorbing rainfall and in doing so reduce the potential for erosion. In many
cases groundwater recharge is augmented (Beard & Green, 1994). Many noxious pollutants,
associated with urbanization such as sulfur dioxide, ammonia, and nitrogen oxide, are absorbed
and detoxified by plant metabolic processes. Golf course vegetation can also act as a firebreak in
retarding the spread of wildfires (Osmun, 1992; Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
The most relevant benefit, in the context of this thesis, provided by plants is their contribution to
environmental sensitivity on the golf course. The most beneficial plants are not introduced or
exotic species but native ones. Preserving existing native vegetation and restoring native plants
to impacted sites promotes bio-diversity. Native plants, more so than exotics, should be the
plants of choice. Native plants fit harmoniously into complex ecological structures that evolved
over a long period of time. They are best attuned to the intrinsic ecological needs of the site
(Harker et al., 1993).
Part of the benefit of promoting habitat through the use of native plants is the native plant’s
ability to attract a wide range of wildlife (Love, 1992; Grigg, 1990). “....selection and placement
of new plantings could very well be the most important factors in determining how wildlife use
your course (Grigg, 1990, p. 46).” Each community of plants provides habitat for a specific
group of animals. “In restoring native plant communities, a landscaper provides an opportunity
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for the animal species associated with those communities to find suitable shelter, food, and areas
for raising young (Harker et al., 1993, p. 19).”
Native plants support wildlife on many levels. A native plant's value to wildlife as a food source
far exceeds non-native plant contributions. Native plant communities possessing high diversity
are usually available as a year-round food supply. Wildlife menus can include seeds, berries,
fruits, nuts, nectar, leaves, twigs, and roots (Harker et al., 1993). Many different species of birds,
mammals, and invertebrates can feed from the larder of a diverse native plant community. Native
willow (Salix species) and native oak (Quercus species) are each capable of supporting over 400
animal species. In contrast, non-native vegetation support nowhere near approaches these
numbers (Fordham, 1988; United States Golf Association, 1994b).
Tampa Palms Golf and Country Club near Tampa, Florida has inventoried the native vegetation
using a wildlife food source format. Aware of the food source value, the club management has
enhanced and protected the vegetation from invasive plants. One designated employee,
affectionately nicknamed the ‘swamp man’, has the sole responsibility of manually removing all
invading plant species. As implied by the nickname, much of the work is performed in sensitive
wetland environments (Miller et al., 1995).
On other levels, plant communities are effective in producing protective cover and suitable
nesting sites for wildlife (VanDruff et al., 1994). These particular aspects will be covered in more
detail in the discussion on habitat.
Some plantings are specifically designed to attract wildlife. Tubular flowers in warm reds,
oranges, and pinks attract hummingbirds. Song birds can be enticed by berry producing shrubs
and trees. Butterfly gardens are planted as a food source for all stages of butterfly development.
These gardens offer wind protection and full sun as part of the lure (Harker et al., 1993).
Environmental benefits are not just limited to wildlife habitat. Overall land use becomes more
balanced by off-setting urbanization. The gene pool of plant and animal groups is maintained
through increased hardiness, disease resistance, and adaptability. The general public has an
expanded opportunity to perceive value in the natural world. Moreover, the entire landscape
shifts to a self-sustained footing, thus reducing maintenance costs through less dependence on
water and chemical fixes (Harker et al., 1993; Dodson, 1996b).
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A planting plan is part of the construction document set used to build a golf course. It is a
graphic and written set of instructions detailing the type and location of plant material. It should
not be solely directed at meeting the needs of the game. The scope of the plan needs to be broad
enough to include both the in-play and out-of-play areas (Love, 1992). If truly responsive to the
site, it will be derived from a comprehensive understanding of the ecological relationships on the
entire landscape.
Natural design incorporates native plant communities into the designed landscape. The key to
successful implementation is understanding how native plants operate in nature and using the
natural order as a basis for design. Also, disturbance to the native growth should be kept to a
minimum in order to prevent an opening for non-native plant colonization (Weaner, 1996).
Often, the introduced or exotic species will establish themselves to the detriment of the native
species and bio-diversity. Many exotics grow vigorously and out compete native plants. The one
dimensional green jungles of kudzu (Pueria lobata), strangling native habitats, is an extreme
example that can attest to this danger. Another pernicious invader is phragmites (Phragmites
australis), which can spread so insidiously as to completely choke out other wetland species
(Williams, 1996). Purple loosetrife (Lythrum salicaria) can also wreck wetland havoc with its
aggressive expansion. Although not as invasive, the following plants are common culprits in
subverting native species.
Burning bush (Euonymus alatus)
Japanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)
Privet (Ligustrum)
Japanese Barberry (Berberis thunbergii)
Norway maple (Acer platanoides)
Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia)
Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus)
Some of these invaders started out as sterile cultivars. Unfortunately, they hybridized in the wild
to become fertile reproductive threats (Weaner, 1996). Guarding against this cultivar
transformation protects the bio-diversity of the plant community.
Plant material selection is dependent on regional plant tolerance zones and local site conditions.
A true read of the site conditions takes into consideration the site’s history, the present
conditions, potential colonization from adjoining sites, severity of site disturbance, present uses,
and anticipated uses (VanDruff et al., 1994).
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Earlier site disturbances may have been so extreme as to have obliterated any clue to the
indigenous natural conditions and the original plant communities. Under these circumstances,
guidance in returning a site to ecological health can begin with the soil profile. This is
particularly true for land disturbed by farming. Using a soil series as the starting point,
investigations can extend to similar sites in local proximity that have not suffered the same
degree of disturbance (Harker et al., 1993; Weaner, 1996). These sites can be used as a template
for naturalization. Plus, they can double as seed banks and plant sources for the site under
development.
Because of regional and site differences, plant selection can only be approached by a case by
case basis. Specific plant lists and planting plans would not be appropriate across a wide range of
conditions. The flora of the humid east coast has little in common with the arid southwest.
Specifics notwithstanding, a general framework can be employed in conducting plant selections
for a specific site. This also holds true for the application of the plant material on the site.
Random informality is a common misconception attributed to natural landscapes. This
misconception could not be further from the truth, for natural landscapes are highly structured
environments (Weaner, 1996). For example, a natural woodland is composed of multiple layers,
operating in harmony with the one another. The largest canopy tree is symbiotically related to the
leaf litter, dead logs and dirt on the forest floor. Everything in between also plays an interconnected ecological role. The understory trees, the shrubs, the groundcover, and the edge
species are all integral parts of the forest. Dependent on each other for ecological health, plants
are interwoven into the fabric of the forest. In this respect, the diversity of the plant life directly
correlates to ecological health. Neat and tidy forest settings cleared of undergrowth are
structurally less complex and consequently less viable (Harker et al., 1993).
In every natural environment, plants grow against, above, and below each other. Nature abhors a
vacuum, and given an opening in the landscape a plant will fill it. Every space in the
environment is accounted for. In the plant kingdom, there is a space for every plant and a plant
for every space (Weaner, 1996). So too for the golf course.
Which plants and how the plants are situated within the golf course landscape is determined by
the golf architect and later by the course superintendent. Architects, committed to the
environmentally sensitive golf course, are cognizant that care needs to be exercised in integrating
a naturalized environment into the golf landscape (The Center for Research Management, 1996).
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Part of producing a naturalized landscape is in recognizing natural patterns in the environment.
Reproducing patterns extant in nature convey a natural look and feel. One reoccurring pattern is
that plants grow in groups. It is a natural tendency for plant species to cluster. Planting in mass
magnifies the effects of bark, twig, foliage, and fruit. The design impact is color, texture, and
form. Having a perceptible volume, clumps of plants can be used to extend a woody border or
reduce the abruptness of a forest edge (VanDruff et al., 1994; Harker et al., 1993). Purposefully
replicating natural patterns can make a powerful design statement in the built environment of the
golf course.
The quality of environmental soundness is inherent in natural patterns. To have survived the
struggle for existence implies a certain rightness of fit. Survival evinces environmental
soundness. By replicating patterns in nature, designers are in effect reinstituting relationships that
successfully operate in the natural environment.
Another justification for using native plants is economically driven. Native plants require less
time, money, and energy to maintain (Weaner, 1996). Approximately 65 acres of the typical golf
course is devoted to turfgrassed roughs (Balogh et al., 1992). These roughs frequently come into
play, but also act as transition zones to naturalized areas. The edges of the course along the
boundaries of play are important natural areas where plants and animals can co-exist with golf
(Grigg, 1990). Being a less defined area, an opportunity for creative plant selection exists.
Some golf courses have converted perennial rye (Lolium perenne) and Kentucky bluegrass (Poa
pratensis) roughs to Buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides). Compared to introduced turfgrasses,
Buffalograss is very heat and drought tolerant. Resulting savings in water consumption have
been greater than 50 per cent. This substitution can only be carried out in climatic regions suited
to native Buffalograss. Outside of its native region, it too becomes an introduced species with
accompanying higher maintenance needs. Generally, using native grasses in their natural habitats
can effect cost savings. Alkaligrass, Blue gama, Fairway crested wheatgrass, and Curly
mesquitegrass have come under scrutiny as possible replacements for turfgrass in some
applications. These non-traditional grasses will undergo further study before they go under foot
(Snow, 1997).
The Standard Club in Duluth, Georgia established common broomsledge (Andropogon
virginicus), a warm-season bunch grass, as the primary rough. Maintenance costs were lower
compared to the tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea) that it replaced. This native grass delivered an
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aesthetic bonus. The three foot tall flower stalks stage a color show during the course of the year.
The winter tan wheat color lightens in the spring which subsequently grays up in the summer and
flames out to orange in the fall. Playability is actually improved over tall fescue, for golf balls are
easier to locate (O’brien, 1995).
In a conventional overview of plant life on the golf course, aquatic plants are not accorded much
distinction. On the surface, literally and figuratively, benefits accruing to aquatic plants are just
not obvious. Although wholly existing in the out-of-play areas, they can be an integral part of the
native environment (See Fig. 2.2). Aquatic plants produce oxygen and aerate the water. Water
high in oxygen supports healthy fish populations that feed on algae and insects. Floating plants
like water lilies shade the water and keep temperatures in a comfortable range conducive to a
healthy aquatic environment. They provide food, shelter and spawning environments for many
fish and fresh water invertebrates. Waterfowl also use aquatic plants for nesting sites and food.
Erosion control is affected by an aquatic plant’s ability to bind sediments and offer resistance to
wave action. Many emergent aquatic plants occur at high densities of 50 stems per square meter.
Through natural metabolic processes, aquatic plants improve water quality. In addition to
filtering pollutants, many aquatic plants demonstrate a capacity for high nutrient uptake.
(Muirhead & Rando, 1994; Audubon International, 1996b; Audubon International, 1996c).
The Old Marsh Golf Club in North Palm Beach, Florida, a Pete Dye product, incorporated
aquatic environments into the layout as major design features. Functional containment areas
comprised of aquatic vegetation were devised to improve water quality by filtering runoff. With
the selection of aquatic species that normally bloom during Florida’s golf season an aesthetic
objective was also pursued (Jones, 1988).
No consideration of the aesthetic value of plant life on the golf course can ignore wildflowers. A
landscape painted with wildflowers is quite showy. In bloom they are conspicuous. Furthermore,
they are universally appreciated and universally perceived as being environmentally correct. In
nature, wildflowers seem to blend effortlessly with the landscape. Because of this easy
compatibility, their presence can be taken for granted. Like anything else in nature, they occupy
a specific niche. Care needs to be exercised in selecting an environmentally appropriate site for a
wildflower planting. Site characteristics of soil, sun, shade, and slope, must all be taken into
consideration.
What also needs to be taken into consideration is the special siting required by wildflowers in
order to occupy a niche on the golf course. Wildflowers need to be located well away from the
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in-play areas. Too close to play and the flowers will get trampled in searches for errant golf balls.
Cart and foot traffic can quickly transform a pristine flowered meadow into a disheveled mass of
fodder. Best siting is in far roughs, woodland edges, and any areas out-of-play. Factoring in
aesthetic value, the best locations are in the visual middle ground of about 25 feet to 100 feet
away. Too close and the flowers look ratty. Too far and they are out of focus (Krouse, 1996).
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Regionally adapted seed mixes are recommended. Mixes should contain a high percentage of
native species. Native seed selection preferences may be more costly, but the wildflowers grown
will reflect the natural heritage of the region (Harker et al., 1993; Audubon International, 1996b).
As already discussed, survival rates will likely be higher for native plants.
Several years may elapse before wildflower plantings reach full maturity. Complex seed
dormancy has an effect in slowing establishment. Aiming for lower wildflower densities initially
is usually most appropriate for long term success (Harker et al., 1993).
Cultural aspects also need to be considered for maximizing survival rates. Planting beds need to
be prepared in order to reduce competition with other species (Audubon International, 1996b).
Simply sowing wildflower seeds into an established grassland will likely be a futile exercise.
The aesthetics of a wildflower planting can also benefit from planning. Flower colors can be
selected for particular effects. Successive bloom periods can extend the season. Interplanting of
short and tall flowers can improve the overall show. A later blooming tall flower will overtake
the shorter earlier blooming plant, and hide dead foliage and spent seed heads (Harker et al.,
1993).
Being a large and ubiquitous plant, trees can profoundly impact many diverse aspects of the golf
course. In one exceptional case, Shadow Creek Golf Course in Las Vegas, Nevada, over 21,000
trees were planted (Strutin, 1996). As already presented, trees have strategic significance for the
game of golf. Besides possessing all the values attributed to plants in general, trees can screen
homes, public areas, greens, tees, and galleries from wayward shots (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
Trees can also provide shade. In large open areas trees act as a wind barriers reducing
evapotranspiration and thus easing water demands (Audubon International, 1996c).
In the environmental arena, trees contribute to the creation of habitat. Trees also feature
prominently in wildlife corridors. Revegetating with trees on the edges of clearings can promote
an ecotone rich in wildlife (Love, 1992).
Despite their many laudable qualities, trees are not always a benign presence on the golf course.
Towering heights and massive silhouettes can compromise playability and block vistas. Too
many trees or poorly spaced trees can usurp gallery space from tournaments. By successfully
competing against turfgrass, trees can despoil the playing surface. Available nutrients and
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moisture can be monopolized by tree roots. Additionally, a thick canopy of leaves can prevent
the penetration of sunlight. Lacking sunlight, a stand of turfgrass can readily fail (Cornish &
Whitten, 1993; Oatis, 1997).
As part of the golf course landscape, trees require management. Proper management starts with
an inventory of trees compiled by number, type, age, and health. Trees on the course should be
balanced in terms of age and type. Monostands are susceptible to being wiped out in mass.
Likewise, overly mature stands can succumb to old age over a brief span. Agronomic
management takes this into account by planning the orderly replacement of declining trees
(Skorulski, 1996). An on-site tree nursery of native species would be an ideal source for
replacement stock and new plantings (Audubon International, 1996b).
Protecting the existing tree population is also part of a management program. Specimen trees and
trees of strategic value should be given particular attention. Lightning rods, retaining walls, and
drainage systems in appropriate situations can promote health and longevity (Hurdzan, 1996).
Tree competition with turf can be alleviated with a pruning program. Light will be able to
penetrate and air will flow more freely. As a result, turf quality will improve. Computers have
been used to project sun angles so as to anticipate potential shade problems (Oatis, 1997).
Facilities that have successfully employed plants in developing an environmentally sensitive golf
course abound. As mentioned earlier, The Village Links of Glen Ellyn, Illinois restored 40 acres
of managed golf course to native grassland and prairie habitat. In the process fairway turfgrass
coverage dropped from 62 to 42 acres. As a result, water consumption fell 32% (Dodson, 1996b).
In sheer numbers alone the Colliers Reserve, Collier County, Florida stands out. Over 600,000
native plants were placed in the course rough. Besides attracting wildlife, fertilizer and pesticide
usage decreased (Salvesen, 1996).
Spanish Bay on California’s Monterey Peninsula pushed planting efforts even further. The course
was the end product of a complete revegetation of a critically degraded site. Non-native
competing plants were eradicated prior to restoration. Over 150,000 native plants were collected
and propagated in a nursery for eventual planting on the course. Several million other native
plants were hydroseeded on the reclaimed land (Osmun, 1992).
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Other native revegetation efforts may not be as dramatic, but regardless of the scale,
environmental sensitivity is still advanced. At Applewood Golf Course in Golden, Colorado
irrigated turf was reduced from 140 to 70 acres. The freed acres were returned to native
vegetation. Layered on this revegetative effort, was a commitment to being pesticide free
(Salvesen, 1996).
Not resting on the laurels of success, the golf industry has supported experiments to explore
options for native plant use on the golf course. Widow’s Walk in Scituate, Massachusetts was
partly developed as an environmental trial site for native vegetation. Additionally, grasses will be
allowed to brown-up during the summer. Lessons learned from Widow’s Walk may benefit other
courses in the pursuit of environmental sensitivity (Hurdzan, 1996; Salvesen, 1996).

Sanctuary:
The trends in place auguring in the more natural golf course are exemplified by golf’s embrace of
the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program (ACSP) which promotes sustainable natural
resource management. The program is under the aegis of Audubon International, a branch of the
Audubon Society of New York. From a standing start in 1989, over 359,197 acres of woods,
wetlands, prairie, turf, estuary, desert, and various sensitive habitats have been integrated into
golf courses as wildlife sanctuaries (Dodson, 1997a).
The mission of the ACSP is the promotion of ecologically sound land management and the
conservation of natural resources. In operation the ACSP acts as a proactive advisory service in
encouraging active conservation through programs of recognition and education (Audubon
International, 1996c).
Wildlife sanctuaries often represent the only manifestation of ‘nature’ large segments of the
public ever experience. The golf course offers a readily available setting for this perceptual
connection between man and ‘nature’. How the landscape is presented is therefore an important
responsibility. This falls mainly on the shoulders of golf course managers who are tacitly
recognized as the custodians of these valuable wildlife areas (Fordham, 1988). By providing an
opportunity to experience wildlife habitat, the golf course sanctuary program performs a valuable
service. When wildlife sanctuaries become a part of people's lives, public appreciation for nature
is undeniably heightened. “More importantly, the attitudes, experiences, and actions of urbanites
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determine the success or failure of traditional and future conservation programs (VanDruff,
1994).”
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ACSP’s mission engages four overlapping objectives:
1. Enhance wildlife habitat.
2. Encourage active participation in conservation program.
3. Recognize environmentally sound golf courses and credit those responsible.
4. Educate the public and the golf community on golf’s environmental benefits.
(Love, 1992).
The implementation of these objectives on the golf course is evaluated on the basis of six
categories of certification in the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program.
1. Environmental planning evaluates current management and outlines a program
for action.
2. Public/member involvement expands environmental awareness through
education.
3. Wildlife and habitat management focuses on non-play areas to maximize the
size
and quality of habitat within the physical parameters of a given golf course.
4. Integrated pest management aims to employ the least environmentally intrusive
techniques in controlling pests.
5. Water conservation recognizes water as a precious commodity and pursues a
program of efficient use and reuse coupled with balanced irrigation and drought
tolerant plant selections.
6. Water quality management protects the natural water resources from nutrient
loading and chemical runoff in conjunction with reduced erosion, filtering, and a
monitoring system. (USGA, 1994a).
Just as conducting an inventory is the initial step in siting, designing, and planning for the entire
golf course, so too, is it a prerequisite for integrating a wildlife sanctuary into a golf course. An
environmental resource inventory identifies the location, size, and diversity of the existing
habitats. Once the golf property is defined in such a manner, Audubon International helps to
formulate a conservation and habitat enhancement strategy. The participating golf course can
then embark on achieving certification. Full certification comes with meeting goals in all six
categories. To date nearly 100 courses have achieved full certification (Dodson, 1997a).
Audubon International has expanded the sanctuary concept to the design of new courses. This
program, the Signature Program, is also based on certification and dependent on meeting strict
construction and design standards. Under the signature program, sanctuary is not add-on but part
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of a holistic concept integrating both the in and out-of-play areas as habitat. Although still in a
nascent stage, a number of courses have been certified, and nearly 50 applications for
certification are being processed. Colliers Reserve, a golf community in Collier County, Florida,
was the first to qualify. In construction of the course, site disturbance was kept to a minimum.
Packaged with the creation of 39 acres of lakes and wetlands and 53 acres of native vegetation,
the course attracts wildlife and reduces the need for pesticides and fertilizers (Salvesen, 1996).
The environmental soundness of golf course modifications in the support of wildlife habitat is
sustained by ongoing research. The USGA and the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation have
joined forces in the Wildlife Links Program. Under this program three studies have been
launched: Wetland Restoration and Management, Bird Habitat Management for Golf Courses,
and Golf Course Wildlife Habitat (USGA, 1994a).
The recipe to create a wildlife habitat contains many ingredients. Preserving the existing
environment is the starting point unless the site is so degraded that it is unsalvageable. In that
case, development would be directed at returning the site to an original state that existed before
degradation. Cover enhancements such as tree snags, brush piles, prairie grasses, wildflowers,
and native plantings are all valuable components of the process. Also, introducing and managing
native plants to provide food sources for wildlife can visibly benefit songbird, hummingbird, and
butterfly populations. An extra boost can be derived with the addition of nesting boxes.
Converting managed roughs to taller native grasses is another facet of site naturalization with the
side benefit of reduced fertilizer and pesticide use. Naturalized pond edges are often part of a
sanctuary plan. They have a dual effect of improving both habitat and water quality (National
Golf Foundation, 1985; Miller et al., 1995; Hatt, 1992).
Audubon International has company in the promotion of sanctuary programs. The Department of
Interior sponsors a Safe Harbors Program that offers incentives to land owners to protect and/or
create habitats that benefit endangered species. Pinehurst Resort and Country Club and Pine
Needles Lodge and Golf Club in North Carolina are participating in this program. Both golf
facilities on their respective grounds have enhanced habitats that support the endangered redcockaded woodpecker. Loss of habitat, particularly nesting sites, is generally responsible for the
decline of this bird. By preserving clusters of old pines and adding nesting inducements, these
courses have successfully maintained populations of the red-cockaded woodpecker (Salvesen,
1996).
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The common ground of the sanctuary programs is just that, the common ground of the out-ofplay areas. These areas have offered enough flexibility to accommodate viable wildlife habitat on
the golf course, and it is in these areas that the wildlife sanctuary efforts will continue to be
expended. “Management of non-play areas is crucial to providing the best habitat for wildlife on
the golf course (Miller et al., 1995, p. 60).”

Habitat:
“The cumulative impacts of our burgeoning population over time are nearly incalculable (Harker
et al., 1993, p. 3).” However, one inescapable consequence of population growth is development.
Development gobbles up land for housing, industry, commerce, and recreational services (Love,
1992).
Many have charged that the natural landscape is undeniably falling victim to this onslaught of
urbanization. Golf course development, as a recreational component of urbanization, is
associated with many of the detrimental effects of urbanization. Foremost among the effects is
habitat loss. But, indiscriminately lumping golf courses with the worst of the offenders may not
be entirely warranted. As with any development, golf course construction impacts wildlife
habitat. Site preparation with heavy machinery can level natural features destroying nesting sites
and breeding grounds. The transformation of a native plant community to a turf monoculture
carries with it additional environmental impacts (Tietge, 1992). True, golf may potentially share
in the onus of having been responsible for habitat loss, but the overall severity of environmental
impact is open to question, and the degree of culpability is debatable (Beard, 1994).
For an industry that has traditionally prided itself in being close to nature, the criticism has stung.
Having come under fire, the golf industry has reexamined its relationship to the environment
(The Center for Research Management, 1996). In addition, golf's environmental consciousness
has matured along with the rest of society's.
Whatever mistakes that may have been made in the past reside in the past. To paraphrase the
common dictum on a securities offering, “past performance is not indicative of future results.”
Regardless of past sins, the purgatory of the permitting process and an increased environmental
awareness has led the industry onto the righteous path of environmental sensitivity. The industry
has been making progress in restructuring the golf course to retain, enhance and create wildlife
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habitat. “Habitat preservation, restoration, and creation represent achievable goals and offer
direction for the future (Grigg, 1990, p. 39).”
At first glance, the closely mowed, intensely managed image of a golf course may not inspire
visions of environmental sensitivity. To perceive the golf course as a ‘green desert’ is to overlook
inherent characteristics that readily lend themselves to the creation of wildlife habitat (Fordham,
1988).
Only 20% to 30% of the area of a golf course is dedicated to meeting golf specific criteria. The
remaining acreage is open to interpretation (Beard, 1982). In an overview of a list of
requirements for wildlife survival, golf courses possess all the essential ingredients - food, cover,
water, space, and nesting sites (Maffei, 1978). Moreover, golf courses have the potential to be
part of the naturalized landscape. “Out-of-play areas, stream corridors, wetland areas, and
woodlots can all play important roles for wildlife and environmental conservation (Harker et al.,
1993, p. 2).”
The potential of the golf course to provide wildlife habitat offers an opportunity for golf to be
part of an environmental solution for ever increasing urbanization (Andrew, 1987). As
documented in the introduction, the landscape begs for relief from urbanization's strangling
embrace. “As urban areas continue to expand into places once used as wildlife habitats, golf
courses are becoming increasingly critical as natural habitats in urban and suburban
environments (Tietge, 1992, p. 465).” Dr. Ron Kendall, Director of the Institute of Toxicology at
the Huxley College of Environmental Studies in Bellingham, Washington has concurred in that,
“...quality land available to wildlife is diminishing and that golf courses provide an alternative excellent bird sanctuaries with their variety of terrain, and foliage and water (Edmondson, 1987,
p. 27).”
Often, at issue is the negative impacts a golf course may impose on the existing habitat. Like a
Hippocratic precept, golf's environmental pledge should be to ‘first do no harm’. Some areas are
just too sensitive for development. These areas considered preservation areas have in many cases
been untouched by previous development. The ecology of a preservation area is usually
extremely fragile and does not readily recover from developmental impacts (Muirhead & Rando,
1994). Golf needs to steer clear of exceedingly sensitive, pristine habitats. The Planning and
Siting sections of the Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United States (1996)
explicitly state, “The presence and extent of some types of sensitive environments may render a
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site unsuitable or, in some cases, less suitable for golf course development (The Center for
Research Management, 1996, p. 7).”
Converting agricultural land to golf course development is an area of controversy. Land
dedicated to food production has been given a bye when critiqued for environmental sensitivity,
particularly when compared to the rigorous standards applied to golf courses. Both farms and
golf courses provide open space, but the differences in the quality of habitat is at issue. Golf
courses are ideally suited to pro-active conservation because of broad land use flexibility, while
the farm is locked into a strict format dictated by the needs of cultivation (Brennan, 1994).
“Properly designed urban green areas, such as golf courses, can maintain and even promote plant
and animal diversity, natural habitats, and wetlands when compared to intensive agricultural and
urban residential-business usage. Thus, golf courses are important naturalized open spaces,
especially in areas of urban development and intensive agriculture (Beard, 1994, p. 404).”
Conservation of the existing natural landscape is a hallmark of environmental sensitivity. Any
golf course development aspiring to environmentally sensitivity has the task of conserving
natural habitat. The Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United States (The Center
for Research Management, 1996) has committed the golf industry to reducing the disruption to
wildlife, plant species, and designated environmental resource areas.
Fragile ecosystems are not an antithesis to the golf course. Research strongly indicates that golf
can be successfully merged with the natural environment (Hurdzan, 1996; Hurdzan, 1994; Love,
1992; Audubon International, 1996c). Over and above just being possible, coexistence is actually
desirable in many instances. The environment benefits by the presence of a committed caretaker,
while golf is enhanced with the genius loci of a natural layout.
Incorporating naturalized areas into course layouts offers the golfer a sense of the complexity and
beauty of the natural world. “Enjoying the game of golf and preserving our wildlife heritage are
mutually compatible goals (Tietge, 1992, p. 475).” The diversity of vegetation common to these
naturalized areas conveys a strong perceptible image of environmental sensitivity. In this
manner, naturalized courses secure an environmentally friendly distinction not shared by prosaic
layouts (Audubon International, 1996a; Audubon International, 1996b).
For areas severely disturbed, golf can be a godsend. Sites such as land fills, quarries, gravel pits,
and mines are normally barren areas devoid of any appreciable wildlife. In most cases the golf
course is the only effective land use available to restore the land to environmental health. Golf
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courses can enrich species and habitat diversity. With proper reclamation the pre-existing species
may return and new species may arrive. By using indigenous plant materials, food and shelter for
native wildlife can be created. Further benefits can accrue by using the golf course as mitigation
for sensitive areas lost to development (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
Programs to restore natural habitat need to be long range, comprehensive, and self-sustaining.
The emphasis throughout is on sustainable and ecologically functional (VanDruff et al., 1994).
As stated earlier, space, water, food, and cover are the four basic functional components of a
viable habitat. These are particularly crucial for the reproductive aspects of breeding and raising
young. Without successful reproduction the habitat falls short on sustainability (Audubon
International, 1996a).
In terms of space, think big. Bigger is better. The site should be considered in its entirety
(Dodson, 1996c). Habitat programs relegated to isolated patches are generally not successful. By
holistically treating the entire site as habitat, habitat relationships can be forged which can
expand bio-diversity. Habitat size and diversity are directly related to viability.
Wildlife does not recognize human property lines. Thinking beyond the boundaries of the site
multiplies the options available for habitat development. Some courses may be hemmed in by
encroaching housing and commercial development. In this case naturalized habitat becomes an
island in an urban sea. Conversely, a golf course adjacent to a natural area is just a small piece in
the larger habitat mosaic. Larger sites are generally much more stable in terms of habitat (Smart
et al., 1993). Noted architect and city planner, Daniel Burnham, has said, “Make no little plans.”
This is particularly true when applied to wildlife habitat.
Another approach to quantifying space leads to the water component of habitat. The watershed is
a wonderful organizational way of delineating habitat. All bodies of water are inseparably linked.
Small watersheds are a part of large watersheds. Streams, creeks, wetlands, ponds, and land that
is draining from one to the other are all connected. Water movement is not an isolated event. By
identifying drainage patterns, water availability can be gauged (Audubon International, 1996c).
Water is critical for plants and animals. Life depends on water. To a different degree, golf
courses rely on water. Natural water bodies on the golf course play a role in irrigation, aesthetic
appeal, and game strategy. In this respect, water can be dually managed for both golf and
wildlife. For wildlife considerations, no-spray zones near water supplies serve as buffers to
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minimize chemical inputs. Vegetation on the banks of water bodies also act as buffers and
prevent erosion. Marshes, swamps, and bogs, all sensitive habitats, should be off-limits to golfers
and regular maintenance practices (Audubon International, 1996a).
Naturalized areas should be planted in native vegetation high in food value for wildlife. Wildlife
food preferences should be targeted in landscape planting plans. Seasonal availability of fruits,
nuts, and seeds need to be considered. Additionally, insects should be envisioned as a food
source. The appropriate supporting vegetation for insect population should be included in the
habitat planting. Conditions favorable to insects may require leaving some areas unmowed
(Audubon International, 1996a).
The final habitat component, cover, provides protection for breeding, nesting, sleeping, resting,
feeding, and travel. A whole panoply of vegetation from the ground to the tree tops needs to be
factored into a viable habitat. Hedgerows and tall grasses can offer secure travel corridors. Forest
understory and shrub groupings can furnish the same service. Dead trees and snags accommodate
shelter and nesting activities for mammals and birds (Audubon International, 1996a). Brush piles
produced in clearing operations during golf course construction can undergo a second life as
cover in a naturalized habitat.
The development of a golf course is not a haphazard affair. When incorporating naturalized areas
into the layout, golf course architects like to operate with a measure of certainty. Given the
inchoate state of understanding habitats, this may not be easy. Natural habitats are a morass of
complex relationships. Efforts to predict environmental outcomes are often thwarted by the
capriciousness of nature.
However, ecological principles can be applied to offer some guidance in designing an
environmentally sensitive golf course. Although not an exact road map, ecological principles do
possess limited predictive value that can be relied on to incorporate naturalized areas into golf
course design (Harker et al., 1993).
• Larger areas of natural communities sustain more species than small areas.
• If large areas are not an option, many small patches may sustain diversity.
• Shape is important. Maximize interior space. Circular areas encompass the most
area with the least amount of border.
• Fragmentation reduces diversity.
• Isolated patches are less self-sustaining than closely associated patches.
• Patch bio-diversity is enhanced when connected by corridors to other patches.
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Heterogeneous mosaic of natural communities sustain more species and rare
species than a homogeneous community.
Ecotones naturally support many species and should be encouraged but not at the
expense of reducing interior habitat.
Full restoration of native plant communities sustains diverse wildlife populations.
An increase in structural diversity of vegetation increases species diversity.
A high diversity of plant species assures a year-round food supply for the greatest
diversity of wildlife.
Species survival depends on minimum population levels.
Low intensity land management sustains more species and costs less than high
intensity management (Harker et al., 1993).

Golf turf embodies little wildlife or habitat value. Introducing 90 acres of turf circuitously routed
through 150 acres of habitat will likely fragment the landscape into isolated patches if care is not
exercised (Muirhead & Rando, 1994). As explicitly stated in the preceding ecological principles,
the loss of contiguous habitat is detrimental to the environment. By implication, it is at crosspurposes to an environmentally sensitive golf course. Smaller fragmented wildlife habitats
provide less value for wildlife by obviously being invested with less space, water, food, or cover
(Andrew, 1987).
Fragmentation indirectly lessens bio-diversity. If wildlife movement is restricted to single
patches, patches can become genetically isolated. Breeding would be limited to that single patch.
When patches become smaller, disconnected or farther distributed the problem is exacerbated
(Harker et al., 1993).
Fragmentation can be avoided without diminishing the golf facility value of the land. Strategies
can be employed to conserve and connect major portions of natural habitat. Routing the holes
around or away from sensitive habitat should be the first consideration.
Baring that, corridors between habitat patches should be established. Corridors can assist in
fulfilling the life cycle requirements of recolonization and dispersal. Post natal mammals
naturally disperse to new territories. Amphibians seasonally migrate to water (VanDruff et al.,
1994). Corridors offer convenient pathways. “By linking a number of areas, the ‘golf’ wildlife
corridors will increase the overall extent of any particular habitat... (Taylor, 1994, p. 7).”
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Hedgerows, tree lines, and unmowed secondary roughs can serve this purpose. Primary roughs
can also serve as corridors by being less intensely managed. Tree screens, roughs, and buffer
areas between fairways lend themselves to being utilized as corridors (See Fig. 2.3). Streams and
creeks, particularly those with vegetated banks, also act as very effective corridors as well as
habitats. The width and nature of the vegetation need to correspond to the wildlife needs being
addressed (Muirhead & Rando, 1994). Furthermore, plantings should be in harmony with the
golf course in terms of play and aesthetic appeal. For example, a copse of trees may be out of
place on a links course. Corridors, as any designed feature on the golf course, need to blend with
the natural landscape if to be truly considered environmentally sensitive (Taylor, 1994).
Corridors by their very nature possess considerable edge habitat in relationship to interior space.
In this respect edge (ecotone) species are favored over interior species. The value of the tradeoff
is debatable, but at least it is preferable to the scarcity of wildlife in small isolated patches.
Close proximity of patches may be sufficient in overcoming fragmentation in lieu of being
connected by a corridor. Closely spaced patches sometimes act as stepping stones and function
similarly to corridors (Harker et al., 1993). Many small sites taken as a group can comprise the
entire diversity of a region. Any habitat even disconnected ones are better than no habitat at all.
A recent study, The Bird Communities of Prairie Dunes Country Club and Sand Hills State Park
(Terman, 1996), examined the natural habitat relationships of bird populations between a golf
course, Prairie Dunes Country Club, and an adjacent state park, Sand Hills State Park. The 260
naturalized acres in Prairie Dunes Country Club was dwarfed by the 1,123 acres of natural prairie
in Sand Hills State Park. There was a moderate amount of overlap in the nature of the
communities. Being a natural habitat, the golf course supported nearly as many birds as the state
park, but the type and proportions varied. The golf course supported some species not occurring
in the state park and visa-versa. The state park, with its expansive area, supported a number of
birds requiring larger less fragmented, less disturbed habitat. Those species preferring edge
habitat were found in greater numbers on the golf course.
As a naturalized course, Prairie Dunes Country Club sustained larger and more varied bird
populations than conventional courses. The study suggests that naturalized golf courses provide
resting and refueling stopovers for migratory birds. Additionally, naturalized courses in
proximity of larger naturalized areas play an ecological role as population sinks absorbing the
species dispersal from the larger areas which act as population sources (Terman, 1996).
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Golf courses offer good size and configuration for multiple habitats. This trait is structurally
supportive of bio-diversity. In most cases the bio-diversity potential offered by a golf course far
exceeds that of farm, field, city park, or woodlot (Hurdzan, 1996). The area available is upwards
from 140 acres. Much of this land is unused or infrequently used in the actual game of golf. The
habitat provided by this land is usually diverse, composed of wetland, grassland, and woodland.
“The golf course is a complex ecosystem which is capable of supporting a great diversity of
natural wildlife (Tietge, 1992, p. 442).” The bio-diversity of the golf landscape can be enhanced
by adapting out-of-play areas to habitat through naturalization.
Why is environmental value ascribed to bio-diversity? With bio-diversity comes ecosystem
stability. Bio-diversity is an inherent system of checks and balances. Within a bio-diverse
ecosystem the populations of specific organisms will fluctuate, but overall, the entire system
remains stable and continues to function (Peacock et al., 1990). Problems arise when the system
is disturbed to a point beyond recovery. Disturbance can and often comes in the form of
development. Profound change may lead to a wildlife exodus.
The aesthetic experience on the golf course is as important as the game itself. “In addition to
vegetation, people expect to see wildlife (Tietge, 1992, p. 442).” The incidence of wildlife is
directly related to the degree of diversity. Bio-diversity can be designed into naturalized areas on
the golf course. By manipulating the diversity of vegetation, habitat strata, and cover types over
large areas a greater species richness can be engendered (VanDruff et al., 1994).
All the creatures attracted to a bio-diverse habitat may not be warm and cuddly. Target species
sought may depend on the less glamorous for survival. Bambi's cartooned forest montage is not
the reality of a viable habitat. Snakes, insects, and spiders may all have roles to play.
The overriding aim is to produce a diverse and healthy habitat (Audubon International, 1996c).
Restored naturalized habitat yields abundant benefits • Healthier land uses are created.
• Plant and animal diversity is maintained.
• Species gene pool is maintained influencing hardiness, disease resistance and
adaptability.
• Ecosystems and ecological communities are protected.
• Water quality is improved.
• Erosion is minimized.
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A positive, constructive, and progressive attitude toward the natural world is
created.
• Lower maintenance is required with the concomitant reduction in water and
chemical use (Harker et al., 1993).
These benefits make a powerful argument for utilizing the golf course to achieve higher purposes
that transcend the game.

Habitat - Maintenance:
Although naturalized areas sometimes require mowing, the management intensity required is
considerably less than that of turfgrassed areas on the course proper. Natural forests, grasslands
and wetlands are low intensity landscapes (Harker et al., 1993). Maintenance benefits arise from
low intensity landscapes. Natural landscapes require lower inputs of water, fertilizer and
pesticides. This concomitantly results in lower labor costs and less wear and tear on maintenance
equipment (Audubon International, 1996b). Cost savings can be expanded by converting
peripheral areas to native vegetation adapted to site conditions (Harker et al., 1993).
In structuring a golf course maintenance program vis-à-vis naturalized areas, the impact from
maintenance needs to be factored in as well as the impact on maintenance. Maintenance is a twoway street. “...management practices have an indirect effect on the structure and dimensions of a
wildlife habitat (Tietge, 1992, p. 465).” Turfgrass pesticides and cultural practices that spill over
into naturalized areas can change habitat characteristics. Vegetative structures can be degraded.
Herbicides can affect predator populations by eliminating food sources and cover (Tietge, 1992).
In order to address potential negative impacts, zonal maintenance programs need to be instituted.
By segregating maintenance programs by zone, the integrity of a habitat can be protected.
Maintenance applied will be directly related to a specific set of conditions and cultural
requirements (Hurdzan, 1997). Matching the program to the need is the essence of zonal
maintenance. Taking care to keep the maintenance practice within the zone is just a follow
through step in an environmentally sensitive program.
Some practices not normally associated with golf course maintenance may need to be instituted
when a course contains naturalized areas. Some habitats, like grasslands, may need to be burned
in order for seeds to germinate. Others, like aquatic habitats, may need to have water levels
manipulated in order to promote plant establishment (Harker et al., 1993).
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If left unchecked, invasive species can choke out native vegetation. This can be particularly acute
at woodland edges were pernicious weedy vines are apt to take hold. Oriental bittersweet
(Celastrus orbiculatus) and Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) are common culprits
(Weaner, 1996). Zonal maintenance has a decided place in confronting the problem of invasive
species.
Heavy play can place added burdens on adjoining habitat (Andrew, 1987). Pressures from heavy
play translate into more intensive maintenance programs. Impacts need to be taken into account.
Some animal and plant communities are not tolerant of increased human activity or the
mitigating maintenance. Adjustments in the zonal maintenance programs may require
compromises from both golf and the environment.

Habitat - Succession:
The naturalized environment incorporated into the golf course is not a static entity. Habitats are
dynamic places that by their very nature evolve. This natural process is called succession. It
occurs at different rates and in different ways depending on the nature of the habitat and the
region. If a site is left alone, it will inevitably undergo a succession of plant communities. In the
humid-temperate regions of the Eastern United States particular patterns of succession are
evident. On seriously disturbed sites, herbaceous annuals and biennials are normally dominant at
first. Soon afterwards herbaceous perennials and grasses hold sway for a number of years. They
are followed by a mix of herbaceous perennials, shrubs, and pioneer trees. The climax habitat
that can persist for hundreds of years or until the next major disturbance is the oak-hickory forest
(Weaner, 1996).
Succession is not limited to the land. Aquatic environments have a tendency to evolve from pond
to marsh to meadow to woods. Succession needs to be arrested at a phase that meets the
management objectives for wildlife and the game of golf. This normally requires a balance
between open and sheltered water. Controlling the emergent plant mass is the key. Emergent
plant growth occurs around the shallow outer margins of the water feature. This is also the most
ecologically rich area (Taylor, 1990). Disturbance is unavoidable in controlling emergent
vegetation and should be done with care and in consultation with experts.
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In designing naturalized habitats, successional patterns need to be factored in if the site aspires to
environmentally sensitivity. The need to control succession is profoundly acute on the golf
course given the imperative, open nature of the setting. The turfgrass culture of green, fairway,
and primary rough cannot tolerate the vegetative growth associated with succession. Controlling
succession calls for design management. “To preserve the open landscape, we must continuously
arrest the successional process by artificially disturbing the site (Weaner, 1996, p. 36).”
The typical rough exists as a plant community that needs to be maintained by grazing, mowing,
or burning. Otherwise, it will be colonized by shrub. In a region where the grassland is the
climax community little maintenance is required. Outside of these regions mowing or bush
hogging is necessary to prevent the rough from turning into a thicket. In the early stages of
succession, unmanaged areas can quickly degenerate into wild exuberance benefiting neither the
habitat nor the golf course (Green & Marshall, 1987).
Succession on the original courses was suppressed by grazing sheep, cattle, and ponies (Green &
Marshall, 1987). Coupled with natural conditions approximating a climax habitat, the links land
courses required little management. Most locales outside of Scotland are not so favorable.
The importance of mowing exceeds that of just creating a playing surface for the game. Mowing
also plays a role as a successional management tool for habitat. On a finely manicured course the
curtailment of mowing is an inexpensive way to increase the variety of vegetation (VanDruff,
1994). In other situations unmowed areas can double as corridors connecting island habitats thus
reducing exposure to predators. In conjunction with woodland edges and shorelines, unmowed
areas can complement the existing habitat. With deft management, cutting heights can be varied
to offer an environmentally sensitive structural range of different and diverse habitats (Taylor,
1994).
Other concerns may influence mowing schedules. At the Honors Course in Ooltewah, Tennessee,
mowing schedules where altered to accommodate the breeding times of ground-nesting species
(Hatt, 1992). Schedules can also be adjusted to work around wildflower bloom cycles. Timing
can coincide with plant reproductive cycles in order to promote setting seed (Fordham, 1988).

Habitat - Wildlife:
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Wildlife is an expectation on the golf course (Tietge, 1992). And, why not? Golf courses,
particularly naturalized golf courses, possess attributes attractive to wildlife. Insects, nuts,
berries, and seeds provide food. Trees and shrubs offer cover for rest, shelter, escape, and
reproduction. Ponds, wetlands, and streams serve as water sources. With the typical course
covering over 150 acres, space is ample for most species. The environment existing on the golf
course is a complete package of the fundamental components for wildlife habitat (Maffei, 1978).
The amount and diversity of wildlife on the golf course can be influenced by management
practices. A Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) has been devised by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Under this index, habitat characteristics can be numerically ranked. In effect, managers
have a tool to evaluate a site’s suitability for target species (Smart et al., 1993). Additionally,
HSI can be employed to design a site appealing to target species and conversely, unattractive to
pest species.
There are a number of overarching factors predisposing a site to wildlife. Climatic patterns is one
factor outside of the purview of the designer. Another fixed factor is that of wildlife migratory
patterns and wintering ranges. In this regard, the wildlife mix can change on an annual and
seasonal basis. As suggested earlier, food availability is foursquare impacted by an
environmentally sensitive program. Successional changes in vegetation, if permitted, will
influence wildlife composition. Maintenance practices are the controlling agent. Designing and
maintaining habitats may imply disturbance. Profound impacts to wildlife can occur depending
on the extent and severity of that disturbance (Tietge, 1992; Andrew, 1987).
Introducing a golf course into virgin forested areas will be at the expense of interior forest
species. Specialized deciduous forest nesters are forced out because the habitat is no longer
suitable for their needs. Interior forest bird populations of eastern wood peewees, red-eyed
vireos, oven birds, hooded warblers, scarlet tanagers, and wood thrushes are the losers. A host of
generalists like the blue jay, mockingbird, starling, cardinal, American robin, and the morning
dove move in. Despite the losses to the interior species, the trade-offs result in an increase of
diversity (Andrew, 1987).
In recognition that the golf landscape is naturally disposed to these bird populations, additional
efforts can promote the habitat. Studies have indicated that the amount of woody vegetation is an
essential determining factor influencing urban bird populations. Habitats for urban birds are
invariably improved by plants that bear fruit and have thorns. These improved habitats support
larger bird populations (VanDruff et al., 1994).
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To avoid being enmeshed in the details of specific habitats for specific species, general
guidelines can be followed in augmenting wildlife habitat. Incorporating native vegetation such
as trees, shrubs, flowers, herbs, grasses, and aquatic plants enhances wildlife value (Green &
Marshall, 1987). Placement and selection of the plant material will influence how wildlife use the
area (Tietge, 1992). The area of the golf course most conducive to enhancement is the peripheral
regions of the secondary rough and beyond (Maffei, 1978).
The use of native plant species is far more beneficial to wildlife than ornamentals. Generally, the
native species provide more fruits, seeds, berries, and nuts (Andrew, 1987). The quality of the
native food sources is also superior to that of ornamentals. Having evolved together, native plants
are the foods of choice for indigenous wildlife.
Habitats can be protected, designed, modified, or upgraded to boost endangered and/or special
species. The Department of Natural Resources in Maryland has indicated that a number of
special wildlife populations are prospering at the Queenstown Harbor Golf Links bordering
Chesapeake Bay. Thriving species include blue herons, forest-interior dwelling birds, and the
endangered Delmarva fox squirrel (Love, 1992).
A number of golf courses in the southeast possess 100 year old pine trees that would have been
logged out under different land uses. These trees are remnants of old growth forests that had
supported the red-cockaded woodpecker, an endangered species. The maintained forest edge
along the fairways closely simulates the open pine habitat in which the bird evolved. Because
this woodpecker tolerates low-impact transitory human activity like golf, it survives and
sometimes thrives in the golf landscape. As part of the Safe Harbor conservation plan sponsored
by the Department of the Interior, artificial cavities have been drilled out of the old pine trees to
improve habitat. Increases in the red-cockaded woodpecker populations on golf courses have
been attributed to this program (Carter & Kocher, 1995).
At face value, killing trees may not seem environmentally friendly, but in death comes new life.
Some golf courses have actually stripped off bark to kill trees while other others have dynamited
tree tops. The Oregon Golf Club in West Linn, Oregon followed this practice by blowing off the
tops of two Douglas firs (Gilhuly, 1995). This was not environmental terrorism run amok or
dementia. Decaying wood is an ideal micro-habitat for bugs and grubs which in turn are a
primary food source for many bird species. Dead wood is also utilized by primary cavity nesting
birds like woodpeckers to hollow out home sites (Dodson, 1997c). Bluebirds, chickadees, brown
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creepers and house wrens move in when the woodpeckers move out. This is an ongoing cyclical
event, since the woodpeckers produce new cavities each mating season.
Although cavity nesting birds are small in proportion to the total bird population, they are still an
important component. With increasing development, their natural nesting sites are declining
dramatically. The majority of birds build nests in shrubs, trees, and tall grass. Nesting sites for
these birds are usually in good supply. On the other hand, cavity nesters mostly rely on dead
trees. Dead trees even in environmentally enlightened times are sometimes perceived as eye
sores and removed. The resulting impact on some cavity nesting species has been disturbing. The
North American bluebird population declined 90% between 1930 and 1980 (Audubon
International, 1996c).
To compensate for the loss of dead tree cavities, nest box programs have been instituted on golf
courses. The Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program has been a prime instigator. Nest boxes
provide artificial cavities that are readily accepted by many cavity nesting species. Many nest
box programs promote environmental education by involving the community. The increase in the
target bird populations obviously benefits aesthetics on the golf course (Dodson, 1997b).
A study, Wildlife and Related Values of Park Golf Course Ecosystems (Andrew, 1987),
conducted in the Hamilton County Park District found that nesting boxes on golf courses attract
more cavity nesting birds than nest box programs on grasslands or meadows. Additionally, nest
boxes at golf courses had higher blue bird fledging success rates (Andrew, 1987).
Butterflies are another much targeted species on the golf course. Properly structured, habitat can
attract butterflies. Food sources are somewhat specific. Butterflies usually prefer tubular and
fragrant flowers (Harker et al., 1993). Breeding and over wintering site preferences also exist.
Many butterflies over winter in the cracks of trees. Meadows and leaf litter are favored
environments occupied by butterflies as chrysalises. The Standard Club in Atlanta, Georgia
incorporated a butterfly garden as part of a practice putting green layout (Sadlon, 1996).
Besides possessing aesthetic merit, wildlife sometimes makes valuable contributions in
integrated pest management programs. Bats, bluebirds, wrens, purple martins, etc. are extremely
beneficial in controlling insect pests.
However, not all wildlife is benign. Wildlife pest species can inflict damage to a golf course (The
Center for Research Management, 1996). One particular nuisance pest common to many golf
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courses is the Canada goose. The messes left by this bird damage turf and lead to pond
eutrophication. Gently sloped manicured embankments lending to plant free water edges are
inviting habitats for the Canada goose. Dogs, plastic swans, and explosives have all been used to
harass the geese in an attempt to keep it from frequenting the course water hazards (Edmundson,
1987).
Manipulating habitat offers another means in bringing the problem under control. Buffer strips of
vegetation around the water edges help to dissuade the Canada goose from taking up residence.
Vegetation consisting of tall native grasses can been effective in minimizing the damage caused
by water fowl grazing on the turfgrass (Klein, 1994). Also, steeply sloped embankments are not
to the bird’s liking. These can take the form of stone or wood walls. Since Canada geese are
protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, completely eliminating this pest is probably not
possible. Animal Damage Control, a federal agency, will provide technical assistance for wildlife
problems (Henze, 1995).
The Kananaski Golf Club near Banff, Alberta lies on an elk migration route. Huge unsightly
brown splotches caused by elk urine mar the otherwise verdant turfgrass. High fences have not
been totally successful (Edmundson, 1987). Possibly, being more in tune with the natural
environment in siting and planning may have addressed the problem before it became one.
As in controlling any pest population, it is wise to learn about the animal’s natural history. This
often provides guidance in determining control measures. With knowledge gained, space, food,
water, and cover characteristics on a site can be effectively manipulated to keep wildlife pests in
check (Audubon International, 1996a).

Wetlands:
“...wetlands are likely to be encountered on sites proposed for golf course construction (Kosian et
al., 1992, p. 479).” The current national wetland policy is ‘no net losses’. Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act establishes many of the federal regulatory programs for wetlands. The
Environmental Protection Agency, Army Corp of Engineers, and Fish and Wildlife Service all
assume responsibilities and jurisdictions in wetland matters. State and local governments add on
additional layers of involvement (Kosian et al., 1992).
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Although wetlands are specific habitats unto themselves, they are also part of a regional ecosystem and are often treated in that context. Golf course developers with wetlands on, adjacent,
near, or downstream of proposed construction sites are subject to environmental and permitting
process scrutiny. Over half of the permitting delays and problems stem from issues related to
wetlands. Understanding the relationship between golf courses and wetlands in terms of
ecological and regulatory implications is critical for the successful construction of an
environmentally sensitive golf course (Kosian et al., 1992; Dye, 1989).
Wetlands are an important and crucial part of our environment (National Golf Foundation, 1994).
Many functional benefits have been ascribed to wetlands as part of hydrologic and biological
cycles. They include but are not limited to:
• Flood and storm water storage. Wetlands often act as a safety valve in absorbing
overflowing waterways. Down stream water volumes are reduced. This has the
effect of slowing the velocity of flood waters and reducing potential flood damage
(Peacock et al., 1990).
• Groundwater recharge. As temporary storage basins, wetlands can contribute to
groundwater and aquifer recharge.
• Water purification. Wetlands act as sediment and siltation traps. The normal slow
movement of water allows for the settling of suspended particles (Jones, 1989).
Wetland vegetation is very effective in removing nutrients from water by
assimilating nitrogen and phosphorous into plant tissue or attached microbes. This
filtering process aids in water denitrification. Natural processes in wetlands
partially absorb pollution. Some wetland water eventually ends up as drinking
water (Williams, 1996).
• Erosion control. Shoreline grasses stabilize slopes. Soil substrates are stabilized in
a mesh of wetland plant roots. Stems of wetland plants in the water column act as
wave buffers.
• Nutrient contributions to the food chain. “Wetlands are among the most
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productive areas on earth in terms of their biological output (Peacock et al., 1990,
p. 7).” Large amounts of the sun's energy is stored in wetland plants as chemical
energy and then later efficiently recycled.
Wildlife habitat: Wetlands support fish, wildfowl, and a variety of other wildlife.
The shallow waters along the littoral zone are a larder for birds, fish, crustaceans,
reptiles, amphibians, and mammals. Beyond the resident food value, the shoreline
provides shelter and a corridor for travel. Grasses, sedges, rushes, and shrubs
comprising this zone offer a low canopy of cover. Some of the cover is used for
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nesting sites. Overall, wetlands are a biologically rich mix of predator and prey;
process and product (Beeman, 1995).
Despite their inestimable value, wetlands have been wantonly squandered. Over half of the
original wetlands existing in the United States had been destroyed by the mid 1970s (Kosian et
al., 1992). The prevailing attitude at the time was that the only good wetland was a filled
wetland. In this nascent age of environmental enlightenment, wetlands are now being accepted
for what they truly are, valuable resources. However, this attitude is not universal and wetlands
require protection.
As fragile areas sensitive to impacts, a number of measures need to be taken in order to insure
continued viability.
• Stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces should be prevented from entering a
wetland.
• One hundred foot vegetative buffers should be located along the entire perimeter
of a wetland.
• Groundwater and surface water withdrawals should not alter flow patterns,
salinity, and other characteristics.
• Natural wetlands are not to be used as sediment or stormwater control measures.
Indiscriminate drainage needs to be avoided.
• Pesticides should not be used in wetlands and pesticide migration into wetlands
should be prevented (Klein, 1993).
The growing recognition of the innate value of wetlands as a resource has not bypassed the golf
industry. Protecting wetlands is a responsibility that rests on understanding the interaction
between the golf course and the wetland.
Avoidance is absolutely the preferred approach. With avoidance comes protection in that
wetlands retain their inherent structure without any disturbance. In addition to being a sound
environmental policy, avoidance eliminates the need for expensive mitigation, restoration, or
clean-up. The permitting process should be much smoother and the perils of litigation may be
circumvented. A recent survey found that 39 of 40 golf course architects experienced difficulties
in securing permits due to environmental problems. Wetland issues comprised 56% of those
permitting problems (Smart et al., 1993). By steering clear of a regulatory morass, economic
benefits can be gained. Planning and construction costs will undoubtedly be lower. Far reaching
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community benefits ensue when a natural resource is utilized to its full advantage (Kosian et al.,
1992).
If avoidance is not possible, minimizing and mitigating are the follow-up measures. By limiting
disturbance, there is less to repair. Mitigation is normally designed to restore the historic
functions of the wetlands. Restoration, creation, enhancement, exchange, and preservation are all
mitigation tools. How they are employed very often depends on the characteristics of each
specific project and site. In this regard, environmental consultants are essential to the process
(Kosian et al., 1992).
A natural appreciation for wetlands has kept pace with the recognition of their ecological value.
Golf developers and managers are currently placing great value on wetlands as natural landscape
features. The wetland is a distinct asset for any course layout. With this in mind there is a natural
tendency to incorporate wetlands into the golf course. “Because wetlands bring beauty and
wildlife to any recreational site, builders frequently integrate them into golf course design
(Peacock et al. 1990, p. 7).” Wetlands designed into golf courses can enhance the value of the
golf course while protecting the wetland itself. “Properly designed, constructed, maintained, and
managed golf courses sometimes not only help preserve but enhance wetlands (Peacock et al.,
1990, p. 10).” The obligation incumbent on the golf course architect is to ensure that wetlands
are protected (Dye, 1989).
Mitigation of a wetland presupposes the presence of water. Wet conditions are the baseline
cultural requirement necessary to support wetland vegetation (Kosian et al., 1992). Mitigation
should be first instituted on adjacent existing wetlands. Barring that, the next preferred sites,
when possible, should be the closest. To insure continuity between what is impacted or lost and
what is to be produced, a wetland needs to be referenced. That can either be the existing
impacted wetland or a nearby model. Compatible plant matches should be based on hardiness,
soil, and water conditions. Matching species to water depth is also important (Harker et al.,
1993).
Nurseries within 100 miles can be used as a seed source to insure local adaptation. Wild seed can
be collected from adjacent or nearby wetlands but not to an extreme where depletion becomes a
possibility (Palneintier, 1997). Plants should also be selected on the basis of wildlife food value
and aesthetics.
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The seasonal nature of wetland water holes should be factored into the overall structure. Vernal
water holes play an important role in the reproductive cycle of reptiles and amphibians (Andrew,
1987). Wetland biotic communities are dependent on naturally fluctuating water levels for
oxygenation. Flooding and recharge cycles maintain species diversity (Peacock et al., 1990).
Given this degree of exacting requirements, expert input is essential for wetland mitigation.
With a deft touch many golf course architects have designed courses in harmony with existing
on-site wetlands. Success has resided in separating the play of the game from the wetland, yet
still incorporating the wetland into the golf experience (See Fig. 2.4).
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Queenstown Harbor Golf Links on Maryland’s Eastern Shore answered the question whether or
not a golf course was an appropriate land use for an area with 147 acres of wetlands. By creating
300 foot buffers along tidal wetlands and 25 foot buffers along non-tidal wetlands the course was
built within a sensitive habitat. Disturbance was kept to a minimum. Cart paths suspended on
pole bridges left the wetlands virtually unaffected. With the creation of ponds and forested areas
wildlife habitat was actually improved (Smart, 1993; Love, 1992).
The Old Marsh Golf Club in North Palm Beach, Florida is another example of the compatibility
between golf and wetlands. As the name implies, The Old Marsh Course was built within an old
marsh. The architect, Pete Dye, preserved 5 natural marshes totaling 75 acres and created 18
acres of new wetlands. By design, not a drop of golf course drainage enters the wetlands.
Physical separation was subtlety achieved with a moat keeping both runoff and golfers out of the
fragile marsh. Boardwalks elevated on wooden pilings carry golf carts over rare marsh grasses.
Although physically separated, marsh and golf course successfully interact (Jones, 1988;
Peacock et al., 1990).
Golf does not need wetlands nor wetlands golf. But they can benefit each other. In a symbiotic
exchange the wetlands receive protection and golf a naturally aesthetic layout. This relationship
can be in the best interest of the environment and recreation.

Aquatic Environments:
Water is to a golf course as a foundation is to a house. It is inconceivable that a golf course could
exist without water. On the most elemental level, water irrigates the high maintenance
turfgrasses. Additionally, water in the form of creeks, streams, ponds, lakes, and rivers is called
upon to provide strategic hazards which augment the play of the game. These same water bodies
elevate aesthetic landscape preferences by their mere presence. With preference comes economic
incentives to build water impounds enhancing the value of the golf facility.
Not to be lost in the envelope of economic worth is the ecological value resident in the aquatic
environment. “Aquatic features such as streams, springs, and ponds contribute to the aesthetic
and biological diversity of a landscape, and should be retained and enhanced wherever possible
(Harker et al., 1993, p. 46).” Many aquatic environments contribute to producing a viable habitat.
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Water, as an essential component of habitat, contributes drinking, breeding, feeding, and roosting
sites (Audubon International, 1996c; Harker et al., 1993).
Creating new aquatic environments or improving existing aquatic environments is not a simple
undertaking and should not be approached lightly. Altering natural hydrology, needs to be
evaluated in terms of water quality and the objectives of the landscape plan (Harker et al., 1993).
Experts need to be consulted to effect a result sensitive to the needs of the environment.
Plant communities play significant roles in aquatic environments. The most successful pond
habitats are designed with a profile enhancing the diversity of the plant life. This is accomplished
through varying relationships between land and water. On the perimeters from the shoreline up,
trees and shrubs provide a vegetative buffer anywhere from 25 feet to 100’s of feet. The shallows,
under one foot of water, is the domain of the emergent plant. Water surface plants are rooted in
depths of 1 foot to 2 feet of water. Farther out in the water, submerged plants exist at depths up to
6 1/2 feet. Combined these plant communities provide habitat for a wide range of wildlife
(Muirhead & Rando, 1994; Miller et al., 1995).
For any presumption of environmental sensitivity, the relationship between a golf course and a
stream should also be based on the principle of working with nature. Thus, plant communities
again are significant players. The application of vegetation to a stream habitat to rectify problems
or achieve specific results is aptly termed soft engineering. Native riparian vegetation is highly
resistant to erosion and is relatively inexpensive compared to reinforced concrete. Moreover,
through the use of native vegetation, habitat is enhanced, water quality is improved, and a more
natural appearance is obtained (Mikkelsen, 1997).
Just as in the aquatic environment of the pond, diverse and indigenous native vegetation boosts
the habitat quality of streams (Klein, 1993). One important way this is accomplished is by
creating shade. In unshaded water bodies water temperatures can rise to the point of stressing the
aquatic life. Greater mortality can result.
Vegetative buffer strips bordering water bodies often prevent nutrient loading of the aquatic
environment. Nutrient loading promotes excessive aquatic plant growth and algal blooms. The
potential outcome is depleted oxygen in the water leading to eutrophication and a seriously
compromised ecosystem (Audubon International, 1996c).
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Water hazards on the typical golf course are often devoid of vegetation with the exception of
turfgrass on the banks coming into play. Although fishing your ball out of the water is not a
moment of joy, the clean sight lines across an open body of water do bring aesthetic pleasure and
are part of the golf experience. From a purely environmental standpoint, a manicured water’s
edge is not compatible with a healthy aquatic environment. In Siting and Design Considerations
to Enhance the Environmental Benefits of Golf Courses (1994), Richard Klein presents a strong
case for minimal water crossings and vegetated buffers of at least 75 feet along all water features.
His argument is based not on maximizing the quality of the game but solely on minimizing the
impact to the aquatic environment (Klein, 1994).
The common ground physically shared between golf and the aquatic environment may not
constitute common ground in terms of environmental sensitivity. The final nature of this
boundary may involve compromises.

Summary:
The prevailing belief systems during the founding periods of the early courses had man at
harmony with the environment. Over time, golf like the rest of society drifted away from this
close union. Modern times found developers wresting golf courses out of the landscape with
brute force and a blatant disregard for nature and the past. Possibly these actions were merely a
reflection of the attitudes of the society at large. Regardless, the price paid for the disassociation
from nature was sterile golf courses, degraded environments, and the eventual disapproval by the
public.
Because of these pressures and its own increased environmental awareness, the golf industry is
reexamining its relationship to nature. That reexamination has brought golf to the realization that
its existence is inextricably linked to that of the natural world. Fashioning a golf course from the
landscape requires an intimacy with nature. Stringing out 18 holes across the landscape is much
more than a routing plan. It entails coming to terms with man’s place in nature.
In this age of environmental awareness, golf has committed itself to a path of environmental
sensitivity. However, that path is not clearly staked out. Contending interests champion different
approaches to, methods for, and interpretations of sound environmental practice. “...research and
technical advances in environmental management have resulted in measures that can be applied
on golf courses to significantly enhance environmental quality (Muirhead & Rando, 1994, p.
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93).” The literature reviewed in this chapter presented the results of studies and the opinion of
experts who have weighed in on the subject. Although there is a body of work to reference, there
are no final answers. Further research and inquiry are called for. The following chapters of this
thesis will use this literature review as a source of guidance in structuring research directed at
producing an environmentally sensitive golf course.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

Overview:
As addressed in the introduction, this is a qualitative research project. An experimental design
was not employed, and subject selection was non-random.
In research of this nature, a danger exists that explorations may drift, and that the central purpose
may be lost. Researching the relationship between golf and the environment can readily leave
itself open to such a misstep. In order to avoid straying into areas not relevant to the research, it
was necessary to develop a tool that kept the study focused.
Since design was at the core of this thesis’s supporting curriculum, it also was central to this
project’s investigations. In keeping the focus on design, the primary research input was derived
from those most directly responsible for creating an environmentally sensitive golf course, the
golf course architects themselves. Many disciplines contribute to producing an environmentally
sensitive golf course, but the weight of responsibility and accountability rests with the architect.
With only hundreds of practitioners in the field, it may have been possible to survey the entire
population of golf course architects. Canvassing the entire profession may have yielded broadly
based data, but it would have been at the expense of depth. Validity in comparing the data could
possibly be impacted since the responses would have been based on experiences derived from
vastly differing geographic zones. As discussed in the literature review, golf courses are very site
specific. Environmental issues can vary considerably between sites, regions, and political
jurisdictions.
In order to take the inquiry beyond a wide, shallow range of responses, the research subject
population was narrowed to a select group of golf course architects. In-depth expert testimony
was sought from these subjects. The research instrument took the form of a standardized
interview questionnaire. Each architect was asked the same set of questions. The interview
questions were developed from the literature review. Structuring the research vehicle in such a
manner allowed for greater investigative depth. This effectively supported the ultimate goal of
creating a frame of reference for designing environmentally sensitive golf courses. In defining
the subject group, an additional filter was applied. The selected golf course architects needed to
have designed golf courses in defined geographical areas. Thus, the validity in comparing
responses could be advanced.
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Also, by concentrating research in geographic regions, the ability to go to a greater depth was
enhanced. Following-up on the expert testimony through site visits became the next logical step.
As a Chinese proverb states, “It is better to see the face than hear the name”. Environmentally
sensitive golf courses, that were identified during the interviews, were visited. The
environmental issues discussed during the interviews and specific to each golf course were
examined during the site visits. This grounded the interview content in physical form.
Concentrating research efforts to defined geographic areas also matched the research to the time
and resources available. Blacksburg, Virginia, as the base for research operations, was also a
factor in selecting geographic areas. Overall, a good balance was achieved between the
objectives of the research and the means at hand to achieve those ends.

Subjects:
Through the literature review and contacts in the golf industry a number of current architects
were identified. The quality and breadth of their work was considered. Additional criteria was
applied in that the architects initially identified needed to have a body of environmentally
sensitive work. This qualification enhanced the environmental expertise relied upon in the study.
To further the grounds for comparison between courses, architects were also selected on the basis
of having courses in the geographic regions targeted and in relative proximity to each other.
The three architects, listed below, were selected as respondents in the research. Many of their
courses fell within two defined geographic regions and within easy traveling distance from their
offices, and Blacksburg, Virginia. It is felt that the three architects selected offered a wide range
of experience conducive to executing valid research. Their entire combined body of work totaled
over 100 courses dating back to 1962. Opening dates for the courses in the study ranged from
1974 to a site currently under construction.
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Architects (See Appendix A):
• Colonial Golf Design, Inc.
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Lester George
•

Dan Maples Design, Inc.
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Mike Gleason

•

Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Tom Fazio

Instrument - Rationale and Discussion:
The interview questionnaire was structured with an eye toward the literature review and the
Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United States (Center for Research
Management, 1996). In using these sources it is believed a wide enough net was cast in capturing
the full domain or universe of content relevant to the environmental issues impacting the golf
course.
Once identified, the issues were further examined in light of this study's stated goal of producing
an environmental frame of reference for golf course design in out-of-play areas. Questions
derived from the above sources were formed to elicit responses that could help in creating a
frame of reference.
One value derived from employing Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in the United
States resides in its broad acceptance by the majority of players involved in achieving
environmentally sensitive golf courses. By complying with recognized environmental tenets,
potential validity was promoted. Additionally, through building on an existing body of
knowledge, the ability to make connections to other research was facilitated.
The literature review acted as a confirmation of the Environmental Principles for Golf Courses in
the United States and as a source in its own right. Much of the literature cited was authored by
recognizable experts in the field of the environment and golf course design. Although not
guaranteed, internal validity was on a firmer footing because the questions were formulated on
the basis of a referenced body of knowledge.
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The interview questions were essentially derived from the above sources, and the interview itself
was very structured. Questions were prepared in advance and arranged in a set order. This format
was followed consistently in each interview. By organizing the interview questionnaire in this
manner, responses between the subjects could be compared with greater facility and also,
potentially, with greater reliability. The interviewer’s demeanor, which was business-like, was
also consistent between interviews. Also, the format for the individual questions was likewise
consistent. Sentence structure and phrasing were similar in each question. Hopefully the validity
of the responses benefited by eliminating potential confusion. Consistency in the questionnaire
helped to control variables existing in each new interview situation.
Although the interview was structured, the general open-ended nature of the format allowed for
flexibility. The sources depended upon to frame the questions were considerably thorough, but
the possibility always exists that issues may have been missed. To counter that potential
problem, open-ended questions allow for the introduction of previously unidentified issues.
Because the interview targeted experts, exploring their responses to a greater depth was a definite
priority. In that light, open-ended questions lend themselves to pursuing salience. This definitely
helped in developing an order of importance for the environmental issues. Solely using closedended questions could possibly have been too restrictive and would not have taken full advantage
of the expert testimony. The general open-ended format was conducive to that specific purpose.
Correspondingly, using open-ended questions reduced the chances of suggesting responses.
Overall, the interview consisted of open-ended and closed-ended questions. Questions were
structured to elicit responses that were amenable to categorization. It is believed that this format
was effective in framing the issues, particularly in regards to creating nominal and ordinal scales.
The very minimum requirement for a workable frame of reference is a nominal order involving
the out-of-play habitat. Once established, the next step was to determine an ordinal scale. Likely,
all criteria is not created equal, and an order of importance could produce a more accurate and
finer scale of measurement. A number of closed-ended questions were employed to determine
salience through the use of rating and ranking. An ordinal scale, though not definitive, began to
form. Through a careful analysis of the interview responses, an understanding for an
environmental frame of reference for out-of-play areas also took shape. This was the primary aim
of the research project.
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Interview results were cross verified by triangulation with site visits and the literature review.
Confidence in the validity of the interview responses was advanced with this multi-method
approach, for the findings were highly consistent within and among all three methods.
However, before being employed in the field, a prototype interview was pretested. Golf course
architect Rick Robbins (See Appendix A), who had designed a number of environmentally
sensitive courses, assisted in pretesting the questionnaire.
•

Robbins and Associates International
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Rick Robbins

Fine tuning after the pretest produced the questionnaire in Appendix B which was used as the
primary research instrument for this study.

Instrument - Question Rationale:
Question A, What golf courses have you designed that are particularly sensitive to
environmental issues?, creates a landmark that will hopefully anchor, where appropriate, ensuing
responses to an actual site. Since the architect will likely talk about those courses most recently
completed, this question also has the dual role of creating a reference period in the immediate
past. In effect, the question grounds the beginning of the interview in the here and now rather
than in a theoretical or hypothetical realm. Questions evolve to a more general nature towards the
end of the interview. Question A also helps to identify potential courses for follow-up site visits.
Subset questions to question A explore the environmental nature of the identified courses to a
greater detail and depth. Playability and aesthetics, important factors in an environmentally
sensitive golf course, were examined in this question set. The question on aesthetics relates to a
later question on golfer perceptions. A number of closed-ended rating questions are used to
establish salience.
Question B, In your opinion, what are the most common environmental factors (ecological
considerations) influencing the design of a golf courses today?, is simply an attempt to verify
and possibly identify new relevant factors. Because this question immediately followed question
A, it was hoped the responses would refer to the actual courses identified in question A. The
potential for confirmation could be enhanced. This question contained a component which again
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helped to establish salience through actually rating importance. Commonness was also rated in
an attempt to define the nature of the environmental factors.
Question C, In your opinion, what are the most common design tools / measures employed on the
golf course to mitigate environmental impacts?, is a broad examination of those things an
architect can do to mitigate environmental impacts. Responses were intended to be cross
referenced with the responses to questions A and B. Not just relying on nominal scale answers,
the question further explores an ordinal scale by asking for a rating on importance.
Question D, Which parties outside of the golf industry have a significant influence on the
environmental aspects of golf course design?, still relates to actual courses solicited in question
A but shifts the inquiry to outside influences on golf course design. Subset questions explore
areas of potential conflicts. This exploration links back to the examination of the design
measures of question C.
Question E, Are environmental regulations an important factor influencing golf course design?,
focuses on rating the importance of environmental regulations. The literature review and the
pretest interview strongly suggested the inclusion of this question. Environmental regulations
had been overwhelmingly identified as possibly the most important factor influencing golf
course design.
Question F, Are clients / developers receptive to addressing the environmental impacts arising
from golf course development?, follows the dictum of the Watergate hearings by following the
money. In most cases, any environmentally sensitive design is going to be paid by the developer
so this question needed to be asked. Any design measure would be a moot point if no one is
ready to pay for it. As in many of the previous questions, the importance is rated.
Question G, Are golf organizations ( USGA, NGF, ASGCA, GCSAA, PGA ) supportive of efforts
to address environmental issues? begins to gauge the broader level of support for environmental
measures in the golf industry. The question asks if the architect is alone in his approach to the
environmental issues. Question subsets explore the depth of support.
Question H, In your opinion, does an environmentally designed golf course meet the golfing
public’s perception of what constitutes a high quality golf course?, spotlights the end user of the
golf course and the person most affected by any environmental design measure. Without the
golfing public’s acceptance of environmentally sensitive courses, success would be hard to
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obtain. Consistent with previous questions, subset questions explored golfer perceptions to a
greater degree. Questions on the end user end the interview.

Procedure - Interviews:
The golf course architects in the study were contacted by phone and appointments for interviews
were scheduled. The nature and purpose of the interviews were explained at this time.
Interviews took place in the architect’s office. The nature and purpose of the interviews were
explained again as a preface to the interview. In all cases, permission to record the interview was
granted. Taping the interview was efficient and much more reliable than depending on
potentially faulty memories. Notes were also taken during the interview. Within hours of the
meeting, the interview was transcribed from the tape recordings. Before the report of the
interview was finalized, the subjects were given the opportunity to review their input for
accuracy.
After the interview in some cases, the interviewer, the author of this study, toured the offices and
viewed golf course construction documents from recent projects. This provided a broader
understanding of the design process and helped later in analyzing the environmental issues.

Site Visit Rationale:
The next stage of research involved site visits to nine environmentally sensitive golf courses
identified and discussed during the interviews. Nine golf courses allowed for an in-depth study,
yet was not unwieldy, and fit within the framework of the budgeted resources. Two geographic
regions were included in the study. One region spanned from Laurel Fork, Virginia to
Hendersonville, North Carolina. These courses fell within a radius of 150 miles. The second
region included courses from Williamsburg to Virginia Beach, all within a radius of 50 miles.
The following is the list of courses visited (See Appendix C):
•

Apple Valley Golf Course

•

Bayville Golf Club
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•

Champion Hills

•

The Colonial Golf Course

•

Ford's Colony Country Club / Blue Course

•

Governor's Land, Two Rivers Country Club

•

Olde Mill Golf Course

•

Roan Valley Country Club

•

Virginian Golf Club

Geography, terrain, and climate were similar enough within each region to allow for significant
comparisons between golf courses. Between regions, comparisons were more difficult. However,
the marked dissimilarity between regions offered a broader perspective of the environmental
issues.
The issues specific to each course and identified during the interviews were a primary focus of
the site visits. By actually relating the spoken word of the architect to the physical form of the
golf course a more accurate picture could be secured. In effect, the environmental aspects of the
study moved from the zone of verbal imagery to actual substance. Cross referencing also greatly
assisted in establishing greater validity for the identified issues and design measures. An
understanding of the environmental issues and the design measures was also augmented.
The purpose of the site visits was just not to confirm and flesh out the issues and measures
discussed in the interview, but to additionally cover any environmental aspect of design that may
have been overlooked. Today's neglected issue may possibly become tomorrow's headline. In
that light, the site visits were open to new data. Any relevant environmental issue arising during
the site visit would also be noted and explored.
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Procedure - Site Visits:
In this second stage of research, environmentally sensitive golf courses identified during the
interviews were visited. To obtain the most from each site visit, those most knowledgeable of the
environmental issues on each course were contacted. That involved talking to the golf course
superintendents in all but one case. The one exception was an owner who had played an active
role in developing the property. This approach is consistent with that of interviewing the
architects, for those most aware of the issues were the ones contributing to the research.
Superintendents at the golf courses under study were contacted by phone and site visits were
scheduled. The nature and purpose of the visits were explained at this time. Site visits occurred
within a few days after each interview.
Initial on-site contact was usually made at the maintenance facility. The nature and purpose of
the visits were again explained. Those contacted at each course were not formally interviewed.
However, they were asked questions specific to their courses. These questions were based on the
golf course architect’s interview. Mostly information was sought to help quantify the issues
raised during the interviews. However, general questions were also asked to solicit any other
environmentally related information regarding their courses. Overall, their input came in the
form of broad assistance and guidance in examining the extant environmental issues at their
respective courses.
All the golf course superintendents and the owner were supportive of the study. Beyond the
information obtained, a map, a golf cart, and directions for getting around were often willingly
offered. The most environmentally sensitive areas were visited on each course. A photographic
(See Appendix G) and written record was made of each site visit.

Methodology Summation:
The final step in the methodology was to merge the data from the interviews and the site visits.
In a qualitative study of this nature, bias is a potential danger. By systematically referencing both
the interview and site visit record, it is hoped that subjectivity was suppressed. The extensive
literature review preceding this chapter also assisted in this regard.
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Beyond guarding against bias, the three main research supports for this study (literature review,
interviews, and site visits) provided a means for triangulating results. A frame of reference for
designing out-of-play areas was on a firm footing by having three supporting elements.
In the next chapter of this thesis, the research will be reviewed in more detail and analyzed.
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Chapter 4: Results

Discussion and Analysis:
As discussed in the chapter on methodology, three interviews (See Appendix D) and site visits
were conducted in support of the research. Considerable data was generated. That data calls for
analysis. The purpose of the analysis is to support the aim of the thesis which, as stated earlier, is
to produce a frame of reference for designing out-of-play areas on the golf course. To serve this
end and in the interests of pulling together the separate segments of the research, a common
reference is needed. For that purpose, the research questions outlined in the introduction were
used to organize the data. The analysis begins with answering the subsets to the principal
question.

•

What is the nature of the environmental factors influencing golf course design?

There is a consensus in the interviews, reinforced by the literature review, and site visits that
every golf course has an environmental component. Environmental factors may change from
course to course, the nature of the environmental factors may vary, and the overall range of
environmental factors may fluctuate, but there is, nonetheless, an environmental factor(s)
influencing the design of every golf course. The environmental constraints require constant
attention in the design process. Besides being constant, they need to be identified right up front.
The importance of this was affirmed by Lester George in a response to an interview question,
“Ideally, I would like to know all the constraints before I place a golf course.”
The architects interviewed agree that each course is unique. A commonly shared insight was that
a great number of environmental factors were site specific. This was borne out by the site visits.
Every course was an application of a design solution to an environmental constraint. Whether it
was a high water table, an archaeological site, steeply sloping terrain, or wetlands, the design of
each course was a response to a unique set of circumstances.
Many factors scaled in the questionnaire were rated common and very common. The most
common issues were water quality, chemical use, and wetlands. Although not present on every
site, wetlands was the most common factor. Despite the fact that many factors were rated
common, there was certainly enough differences between courses to support the contention that
environmental factors did indeed vary considerably from course to course. Much of the rated
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commonalty likely applied to the broad definition of the factor and not to the specific
manifestation of the factor on the site.
Environmental issues have a significant impact on the design program. In confirming this point,
Tom Fazio states that, “Erosion and sediment control, endangered species, and wetlands have all
become an integral part of golf course design.” Even factors that were rated uncommon, were
rated very important to design when present.
In addition to being the most common factor, wetlands were also rated the most important. This
was convincingly evident by the breadth of design measures taken on the golf course. The design
importance of wetlands is further underscored by the efforts expended to discover their presence
and to delineate their boundaries. In the view of the architects interviewed, a critical prerequisite
to undertaking design is the identification and delineation of wetlands.
Although every course is unique, impacts can be loosely grouped by region. While mostly absent
in highland courses, wetland issues were manifest in the courses along the Chesapeake Bay. In a
similar fashion, erosion and sediment control issues were much more serious in the steeply
sloped mountain courses.
There is universal agreement among the architects that environmental regulations are a very
important factor influencing golf course design. As Lester George states, “Regulations have
influenced design and will continue to do so.” Environmental regulations are so powerful that
special consultants are on board at an early date for the purpose of insuring compliance.
In many cases, through permitting and regulations, political bodies set the requirements of
whether an architect needs to respond and how an architect needs to respond to an environmental
issue. Just as golf courses differ from site to site, so too does the extent and complexity of laws
differ from one jurisdiction to another. Laws and regulations are stricter in the Chesapeake Bay
area than in many other regions. This may be a factor of the underlying environmental issues, or
it may be a factor of greater environmental awareness. Likely, both play a part in influencing the
political climate which in turn, as suggested, influences the design of the golf course.
A golf course that does not comply with environmental regulations will not get built. It is as
simple as that. However, forced compliance is a much different motivation than willing assent. A
golf course begrudgingly built to meet the requirements of law will probably turn out much
different than one built in the spirit of cooperation and shared environmental values.
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The collective opinion of the architects is that the environmental regulations are part of the
ground rules for designing a golf course. They are just as much a part of design as shot values
and strategic concepts. ‘Can do’ was the prevalent attitude towards meeting environmental
targets, and “Just give us the program and we can make it happen” was the common refrain.
The history of golf is replete with stories of players penalizing themselves during tournaments
for inadvertent transgressions that no one would know but themselves. Compliance with the rules
is part of the persona of golf. Observing the rules has elevated players like Bobby Jones into
admired legends. Playing by the environmental rules during the design of a golf course appears
to be an extension of the commitment to playing by the rules during the game itself. Golf is a
game of rules, and so is the pursuit of environmental sensitivity.
In the minds of the architects, environmental sensitivity may not begin and end with rules and
regulations. Throughout the interviews, it was evident, that for the architects, environmental
issues were more than just those identified by law. Lester George corroborates that in saying,
“Everything we do is environmental first....” Many environmental measures applied to the golf
course exceed those required by law. Sodding steeply banks, planting native grasses, and
expanding wetlands may have been chiefly motivated by golf considerations, but in the final
analysis the environment was a decided beneficiary.
•

What influence does environmental factors have on how a course is sited?

There are two aspects to how a course is sited - site selection and routing. Site selection involves
choosing the actual property to be developed. This aspect is of crucial importance to the
environmental nature of any golf course. Because of experience and training, a golf course
architect is well qualified to contribute in the site selection process. However, as most often the
case, a developer usually has the site purchased long before the golf course architect appears on
the scene. Occasionally, an architect may have some site selection input, but this is more the
exception than the rule.
Without much influence in the selection process, the architect's most important environmental
role becomes embodied in the routing plan. In scaling design measures, routing was rated, by far,
the most common and most important design measure employed to mitigate environmental
impacts.
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Unquestionably, routing is used as the primary tool in producing an environmentally sensitive
golf course. An environmentally responsible routing scheme avoids wetlands, habitats, and other
sensitive areas. By avoiding sensitive areas an architect also avoids the costs and delays of
regulatory forced mitigation and habitat restoration. Just as importantly though, routing is used to
produce a layout for the game of golf. As determined by the interviews and the site visits, these
purposes are inseparable.
Herein lies a defining inner tension that plays itself out during the permitting process. As
indicated, routing is a bit more involved than just laying out a playing surface or avoiding
environmental impacts. If avoidance was the only objective, many golf holes would be located
much farther away from sensitive areas than they are.
As evinced by the numerous courses cited in the literature review and by many of the courses
visited, golf is continually attempting to reaffirm its place in the natural landscape. Golf holes
hug wetlands, skirt sensitive habitat, and play around, over, and through aquatic features. This is
not by accident. Extraordinary landscapes are a much pursued setting for golf. Often, special
variances to environmental setbacks are sought for the express purpose of positioning a golf hole
as close as possible to an environmentally sensitive area which, in most cases, is an extraordinary
landscape. The 6th hole at the Colonial Golf Course is a notable example. This sensitive siting
married golf to a wetland producing a spectacular result without negatively impacting the
environment.
Supported by the evidence gathered in this study, routing has not been a cavalier architectural
exercise. Golf holes have been sensitively sited vis-à-vis golf and the environment. Although the
largest contributor in the design process, the golf course architect is not the sole author of the
sensitively designed golf course. Routing does not fall under the architect's sole purview. The
permitting process driven by a host of environmental rules and regulations exerts tremendous
influence on routing and the shape of the golf course. The final say rests with the grantors of the
permits.
As expressed by the architects interviewed, the regulatory agencies understand that we have no
intention of harming the environment, for the environment is a major component of quality golf.
Architects and regulatory agencies may have different interests, but they are not mutually
exclusive nor are they antagonistic. The eventual product, the built environment of the golf
course, represents a cooperative effort of those involved.
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•

What is the relationship between golf and environmentally designed out-of-play areas?

Out-of-play areas have been rated to have a moderate to a very important role in the design
program. Previous analysis addressed how a golf course architect uses a routing plan to avoid
sensitive areas. In effect, the more sensitive areas are incorporated into the out-of-play areas.
But, it is not a case of out-of-play, out-of-mind. Again, as previously discussed, the natural bias
of the designer is to route the golf hole as close to environmentally sensitive areas as possible.
Beauty attracts. The beautiful landscape is a natural venue for golf. More than just being
beautiful, however, the visual impact of the out-of-play areas in many cases defines the golf
course.
Golf courses have many characteristics in common. All have tees, greens, and fairways of closely
mowed turf. Each hole begins with a tee box and ends with a hole in the ground. Tee markers
and flags may change from course to course, but the pattern remains the same. As suggested in
the introduction to this thesis and successively reiterated, the appeal of the golf course lies not in
its uniformity but in its uniqueness. Golf course architects use the natural features of the land to
design each golf hole as a singular composition. Given nature's abundant palette, there is an
infinite number of looks to a golf hole. However, every golf hole still is a slave to the
programmed formula of tee to fairway to green.
An invariable formula does not apply to the design of the out-of-play areas. In this space the
architect has an opportunity to shape a distinctive response to the landscape. A resonant theme in
golf architecture's approach to the out-of-play areas has been one of setting off and framing the
golf holes. The out-of-play areas act as a unifying backdrop for the game. The singular
composition of the golf hole now becomes an element in the larger image and feel of the entire
golf course. In other words, the golf course is anchored in the broader context of the unifying
out-of-play areas.
At the Virginian Golf Club, the undulating karst topography rolls across the open spaces
unimpeded by structures. Marshes with ancient laurel set the stage at the Colonial Golf Course.
Ford's Colony Blue Course in the heart of a residential development uses the backdrop of
forested wetlands to merge the game with its environment rendering the housing no more
obtrusive than the surrounding trees. Each course echoes its architect's design philosophy
towards out-of-play areas.
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The significance of the out-of-play areas is summed up in Tom Fazio's words, “The areas
between the golf holes are just as important as the golf holes themselves.”
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•

What is the nature of the design measures applied to out-of-play areas?

The architects interviewed regarded erosion and sediment control as an important component in
the approach to the out-of-play areas. It is during the construction of a golf course that the
sensitive out-of-play areas are most vulnerable to impacts. Erosion and sediment control plans
are directed at eliminating short and long term impacts from earth moving. Many new
regulations seek to improve erosion and sediment control measures. Since the construction of a
golf course involves earth moving operations, sometimes on an incredible scale, erosion and
sediment control will likely remain a critical aspect of design.
Directly related to erosion and sediment control measures is the use of fill in integrating a golf
hole with a sensitive area. In discussing environmental factors, it was determined that wetlands
were both the most common and the most important issue. Having such a presence, wetlands are
accorded special attention in terms of design measures to promote visual impact and playability.
The playing surface, particularly the tees and greens, are built up to create wetland views. When
sensitive wetland areas are perpendicular to the line of play, the areas in play are filled to allow
for shots to carry the hazards. Landing areas are often contoured to direct shots away from
sensitive areas. These measures often require substantial earth moving and rely on erosion and
sediment control measures for successful implementation.
Another design measure employing fill is the protection of archaeological sites. As was the case
at a number of courses visited, a layer of fill over the archaeological site acted as a layer of
protection.
With the physically abutting juxtaposition of golf and sensitive areas, potential environmental
impacts arise. When integrating golf with sensitive areas, the golf course architects interviewed
relied on design measures to retain an environmental separation. Foremost among these measures
has been the use of buffers and swales. Ratings for both measures have averaged close to very
common and very important.
Swales involve earth moving and, as such, are a part of the erosion and sediment control plan.
Swales often tie into larger drainage systems. Through channeling runoff away from sensitive
areas, swales help to maintain the integrity of these areas.
Buffers, as the name implies, are shields for environmentally sensitive areas. They can take many
forms. Vegetative buffers are very common. Some buffers are designed for a specific application
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like the grass bunker on the 6th hole at the Colonial Golf Course. At some courses visited,
specially designed sand bunkers are being used as filtering buffers along sensitive aquatic
environments.
Swales and buffers are not solely devoted to the interest of environmental sensitivity. In all the
courses visited, these environmental design measures also made a design contribution to the
game. Although the underlying purpose was an engineered solution to an environmental issue,
the outward swale and buffer design supported the intended look of the golf course. For that
matter, the eventual look of all environmental design measures, regardless of their importance,
seem to conform to the architect’s intended design concept.
•

How large a role does habitat play in the design of the golf course?

Habitat restoration is not rated very high as a common design measure. This is likely a result of
the success of routing in avoiding sensitive areas, which in turn is likely a result of the success of
the permitting process in forbidding encroachment.
When required, habitat restoration was rated very important. From all indications, habitat
restoration is a specialized field much outside the portfolio of the golf course architect. The golf
course architect is wholly dependent on the experts in structuring habitat. Nothing discussed in
the interviews or observed during the site visits changes this perception. If a site requires habitat
restoration, the experts are called on board. However, with an eye to the design of the golf
course, the architect will fashion the look of the habitat to fit the design scheme for the entire
course. The architect's interest in habitat is definitely weighted toward visual impact rather than
ecological suitability.
•

How are plants used to structure environmentally sensitive areas?

Ratings on plant selection ranged from one extreme to the other in terms of commonness and
importance. In effect, the ratings by themselves are inconclusive.
But, by taking the interview discussions, literature review, and site observations, very similar
conclusions to those reached in regards to habitat are probable. A comparable dynamic exists in
that experts are relied upon to select plants for cultural requirements whether it be habitat
restoration or just surviving site conditions. On the other hand, the architects use plants to
promote the overall design intent. To the architect, plants are primarily design tools valued for
their ability to render contrast, definition, color, and variety. Again, the architect's approach is
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very similar to that of habitat, plants are valued for their visual impact more than their ecological
virtues.
Any existing specimen plants, are usually incorporated into the design program. Besides the
obvious aesthetic appeal, retaining specimen plants also promotes environmental sensitivity.
•

What role does golfer perceptions and expectations play in environmental design?

The typical golfer is blithely unaware of the measures employed to produce the environmentally
sensitive golf course. The special drainage protecting the karst topography at the Virginia, the
mounds shielding the archaeological sites at the Colonial, or the erosion and sediment control
measures preserving the wetlands at Ford's Colony - all go unnoticed. Just as the water from the
kitchen tap is taken for granted, so too the environmentally designed golf course.
Golf is first and foremost a game. Good conditions, fast play, good shot values, and low scores
are definite expectations. That is not to say the setting is not appreciated. Part of golf's special
appeal as a game is its intimacy with perceived ‘nature’. The one expectation a golfer may have
that relates to the environment on a golf course is that the scenery should be ‘naturally’ beautiful.
Partly, because of this expectation, golf courses end up in or near sensitive environments. As
discussed earlier, natural settings are sought for golf development.
Meeting the expectations for a natural setting, opens the door wider to environmental impacts.
Environmental issues exist for any golf course, or, for that matter, any construction project, but
for environmentally sensitive sites the issues are greater in number and scope.
To avoid impacts, environmental design measures are required. They are not a response to golfer
expectations, but rather to the community's and the golf architect's environmental consciousness.
However, in meeting the environmental requirements, the architect is charged with the additional
task of conforming the shape of the design measures to meet golfer expectations.
Sensitive environmental areas in close proximity to play represent hazards and as such, increase
the difficulty of play. A course that is too difficult will likely fall short of golfer expectations.
The architects interviewed feel that their courses have successfully responded to this concern.
Courses that have addressed many environmental issues have been readily accepted as quality
golf courses. This is probably due to the ability of the architect to adapt the environmental design
measures to the context of the game.
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The most common approach utilized is the placement of tee boxes as a way to change the line
and distance of play. In effect, this offers an acceptable degree of difficulty option to the golfer.
This is not a new design tool, for it has traditionally been used to accommodate different skill
levels. In relation to the environmentally sensitive hazard, it is employed in a similar fashion.
Aligning the golf hole to the hazard, a facet of routing, also plays a big part in creating the
conditions that meet expectations. If the flow of play is directed around rather than into sensitive
areas, golfer expectations have a greater chance of being met. Contouring the landing zones to
guide shots away from sensitive areas can achieve the same result.
Courses built near environmentally sensitive areas generally seemed to be more difficult.
However, this tentative conclusion was drawn from a limited number of observations. Many
other variables other than a proximity to sensitive areas influence the degree of difficulty.
Additionally, just because a course is difficult does not mean it fails to meet golfer expectations.
The final score is not always indicative of the quality of the round. Many times the process is
weighed more heavily than the result. But, if a particular course does fall short of golfer’s
expectations because of difficulty, the golfer can return when skill levels improve, and at that
point, expectations may be met.
The absence of environmental awareness for the typical golfer may not continue. From the site
visits, it is clear that the direction of change is towards greater awareness. There are noticeable
differences between the old and new courses in this study. The more recently built courses use
buffers more frequently to shield waterways and other sensitive habitats. Out-of-play areas are
configured and maintained in a more natural state rather than being cleared. Many of the newer
courses make it a point to advertise the measures taken in harmonizing with the environment.
Times do change. Recycling, organic farming, and fuel efficiency were unheard of concepts just
a generation ago. Younger people seem to have taken notice. In addition to the steady stream of
environmental news in the media, the golf industry has continued its own campaign for
environmental awareness. On the golf course, effluent irrigation and the use of native grasses is
beginning to catch the golfing public’s attention. Although as yet undefined for the public,
environmental measures on the golf course are coming into focus.
Having answered the subset questions, the principal question remains.
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•

What role does the marginal areas of a golf course have in design?

In many ways the answers to the previous questions have gone a long way in answering this
question. What remains to be explored is the grand view of the relationship between design and
the environment. It is here that we venture into the realm of aesthetics. During the interview,
Mike Gleason broached the subject when he said, “Many of the golf courses with environmental
issues turn out to be the most spectacular.”
Once committed to an environmentally sensitive site, and being fully aware of the challenges, the
developer usually devotes the resources to doing it right. Resources not only include money but
talent.
Possibly the application of design talent is spurred by the special challenges of an
environmentally sensitive site. In explaining this Mike Gleason offers, “The more problems that
you have the more inventive you get.” The interplay of the environmental design with the golf
design process conceivably brings out the best in the aesthetic value of the landscape.
Undeniably, golf benefits from its relationship to natural environment.

Discussion - Site Visit:
The results from the site visits were incorporated into the previous section entitled Discussion
and Analysis. Incorporation consisted of using the site visit results to confirm and concomitantly
expand on the golf course architects' interviews.
In all cases, the specific environmental issues discussed during the interviews were corroborated
on the respective courses. Site visits, linked to the interviews, made a much stronger impression
than the interviews would have had standing alone. Specific sites on each golf course where
design measures had been employed to address specific environmental concerns were examined.
No disparities was discovered between what was talked about and what was found. In the
common parlance, the architects seemed to have ‘walked the talk’.
The effectiveness of each design measure could only be analyzed in terms of the general design
configurations examined in the literature review. As a qualitative study, this research did not
invoke the hard science of parts per billion, peak discharge rates, or a specific habitat's biodiversity. The design measures were explored to see how they conformed to the broad
environmental design vocabulary outlined earlier.
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The use of native plants gave many of the golf courses their signature appeal. In many cases, this
was exemplified by a no touch or minimal touch design posture towards the out-of-play areas.
This was the case on many holes at the Colonial Golf Course, Ford’s Colony Blue Course, and
Two Rivers Country Club. This design aspect was likely influenced by regulatory dictates
prescribing a particular vegetative structure for sensitive wetland habitat. To differing degrees on
other courses such as Bayville Golf Club, Virginian Golf Club, and Apple Valley Golf Course
native grasses were willingly used to achieve similar effects. Partly because of the use of native
grasses, fertilizer use at Bayville Golf Club was in the lower 10 per cent for the state. In support
of native species, Bayville Golf Club is also attempting to control stands of English ivy and
phragmities.
Routing schemes seemed to play a major role in skirting sensitive habitats. This was readily
apparent in the Chesapeake Bay watershed courses: Colonial Golf Course, Ford’s Colony Blue
Course, and Two Rivers Country Club. Large portions of wetlands laid away from the golf
course proper and some sections that were visible occurred between green and tee, definitely outof-play. However, it seemed opportunities to involve spectacular wetland habitats with golf were
fully exploited. The finishing holes at Two Rivers Country Club play over a wetland and press
against the mouth of the Chickahominy River. The Mill Creek wetland carry at the 6th hole at
the Colonial Golf Course is becoming legendary. The Blue Course 5th at Ford’s Colony is
positioned along the length of the Powhatan Creek wetland interface. Once construction is
complete, the setting will likely rival the best. The structure of a solid connection between golf
and nature is already apparent.
One common method of keeping separation but retaining close physical proximity to
environmentally sensitive areas was the use of the pylon supported bridges. This type of bridge
spanned wetland habitat at Ford’s Colony and Two Rivers Country Club.
Questions could be raised as to the depth and nature of the vegetative buffers around aquatic
environments such as wetlands, streams, rivers, and ponds. Rarely did any of the courses comply
with the most stringent recommendations. Many golf holes played perpendicular to water
hazards. In most cases buffers were not 100 feet deep and were not heavily vegetated. On
occasion, filters and other drainage structures were used in lieu of vegetative buffers. Weighing
in on the validity of recommended structure for buffers is not a purpose of this thesis. That lies
outside of behavioral research. All the courses designed in the past seven years have treated
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buffers in a very comparable manner. Since the courses were built, the buffer designs obviously
complied with environmental regulations.
The in progress work at Ford’s Colony utilized many erosion and sediment control measures. It
seemed some of the measures may not have been performing as described in the text book.
Marginal erosion and some sediment movement seemed to be occurring. To the unpracticed eye
of this observer, this seemed to be a problem. Regardless, impacts may be falling within
acceptable environmental parameters, and thus so to speak, par for the course.
Promoting wildlife, particularly in respect to birds, was evident on all the courses. Putting out
bird houses was the manifestation of this intent. The sensitivity for siting the bird houses varied.
Some courses located the houses in out-of-play areas away from human disturbance. Others not
so attuned had placed the houses near cart paths. Champion Hills with many sensitively sited
bird houses was in the process of extending the program to setting out owl boxes. Promoting
wildlife through the placement of bird houses is more a factor of course maintenance than golf
course design, but it does indicate a growing environmental consciousness.
At Bayville Golf Club, wildlife was considered important enough to keep an on going wildlife
inventory. Current tallies logged 8 raptors and 11 foxes.
In addressing water use issues, Champion Hills is using effluent water to irrigate the golf course.
Water quality is within 1 per cent of potable. Rigid standards are internally enforced to contain
its use to the golf course and avoid runoff.
Internal drainage systems on many of the courses controlled runoff. This is a particularly
important aspect at Bayville Golf Club because of its high water table. Drainage systems are also
an important factor at the Virginian Golf Club because of the karst topography.
However, tentative observations at the Virginian Golf Club call for a closer look at the drain
inlets near the surface low points of the sinkholes. The ground has settled around many of the
inlets leaving the inlets above the ground surface plane. Because of this settling, the inlet’s
effectiveness can likely be questioned.
This observation opens the door to examining the long term efficacy of design measures.
Although not a focus of the research, sustainability of design bears scrutiny. Initial
environmental requirements hammered out through two to ten years of permitting do not seem to
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be as stringently applied once a course is open. This impression is mostly unsubstantiated but
does exist nonetheless. As designs age, what mechanisms are in place to protect against
depreciation? Perhaps another study? It seems that once a projects is built, the level of
environmental concern is nowhere near as intense as that at the start of the project.
Beyond just looking for and examining what was already identified, the site visits were open to
discovery. Tentative insights were made regarding the differences in courses on the basis of
when they were designed which correspondingly impacted how they are currently maintained.
Older courses often ran close cut fairways to the water’s edge. Additionally, many of the older
courses maintained a wide open cleaned up and cleared out look between many fairways and
well up and into out-of-play areas. A smattering of trees haphazardly scattered in the short
roughs between holes seems to be a common token gesture towards nature on many of the older
courses.
However, strict comparisons would not be fair since the older courses would be taken out of the
context of their times. The differences in environmental sensitivity between the old and new
courses probably reflects the growth of environmental awareness. These differences certainly
indicate that environmental design consciousness is moving towards greater sensitivity. If the
rate of change continues, the environmental structure of future courses may be significantly
different. Differences may be as great as those observed between today’s courses and those of
just twenty years ago.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

Overview - Discussion and Interpretation:
Before bringing this thesis to a close, a fundamental assumption regarding man’s place in nature
needs to be examined. Basically, that assumption asserts that, indeed, man does have a role in the
natural order of things - not a role mired in passivity but a role embracing active participation. A
manifestation of man’s participation embodies the manipulation of his environment through acts
of creation.
Without this assumption, any growth or development could be viewed as a violation of the
sanctity of nature or the natural environment. However, with this assumption, the acts of man can
be evaluated on the basis of their effect on the entire realm of nature which includes man an
integral part of that realm.
Most development involves the loss of open space with concomitant impacts on the natural
environment. Forest, field, and fen are often buried in an cascade of buildings, parking lots, and
roadways. This degree of impact is not always acceptable.
Often, with the potential loss of open space has come appeals for land uses sympathetic to open
space and to the natural environment. Nature preserves or state parks are an option as well as
returning the land to a natural state. Public and private moneys have been devoted to this end.
But, as in most endeavors, resources are limited.
By its very nature, the golf course offers a means for achieving community goals without an
expense to the community. Golf courses measure up well against residential, commercial, and
industrial development. By comparison, the golf course is much more compatible with the
natural environment. In simple terms, the golf course represents upwards from 150 acres of open
space devoid of structures. Additionally, the inherent nature of a golf course is compatible with
the natural environment. Vegetation is an integral part of the golf course. Water, when available,
is a common golf course feature. All of these advantages and more have already been discussed.
However, designing a golf course is not an purposeful effort to benefit the environment. As
addressed in the previous chapters, the primary role of the golf course architect is to produce a
playing field. However, a byproduct of producing that playing field can be an environmentally
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sensitive landscape. Golf can certainly benefit the environment. The literature review, the
interviews, and the site visits all point to that conclusion. However, the finished form a golf
course takes is not a prescribed by a preset formula nor is it a take it or leave it proposition. In
this regard opportunities exist to shape the relationship between golf and the environment
through permits, rules, regulations, education, oversight, and vision.
A golf course does not solely belong to the owner, or members, or those who walk its fairways.
As with any landscape, its shape is determined by a host of influences. The architect has a major
influence. But the architect’s contribution is not predefined. The expression of the architect’s
contribution is open to interpretation. In that light, the next section will examine the implications
and contributions of an environmental frame of reference.

Implications and Contributions:
A great number of environmental issues from erosion and sediment control to golfer perceptions
were addressed in the preceding chapter. Although they were specific issues, they were explored
in terms of achieving a deeper understanding of their implications for golf course design. Part of
this process examined specific design measures and how they were applied to specific
environmental design concerns. None of the design measures were proffered as cure-alls. In the
same vein as the environmental issues, the design measures were explored for the deeper
meaning they may hold for environmental design. Overall, the issues and the measures were
addressed in terms of developing a broad understanding of environmentally sensitive design.
This particular approach to developing a frame of reference was spelled out in the introduction.
In short, the frame of reference is an understanding of the relationship between golf and the
environment. Research points to a relationship that may be far more complex than what is often
portrayed on the surface. The literature review and the interview analysis all touched on this
connection. A core finding not surprisingly revealed that designers often desire to position a golf
course as near as possible to environmentally sensitive areas. Golf courses inappropriately
encroaching on sensitive areas may not be entirely benign. A key question becomes, “How
closely can the golf course embrace nature without having a negative environmental impact?” To
provide assistance in answering that question is an underlying purpose of an environmental
frame of reference, and the production of that frame of reference was the principal aim of this
research thesis.
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The nature of the frame of reference is more of an attitude and an understanding than a package
of specific design measures. A Zen saying echoes the validity for a proper mind set in stating
that, “...if you want to paint such a picture, you must first be capable of grasping such a form.”
Grasping environmentally sensitive design form is enabled in a designer with the accurate
visualization of how golf relates to nature. In essence, the frame of reference for environmentally
sensitive design in out-of-play areas developed in the last chapter is an open construct. It is
intended to support design efforts. As an open structure, it can accommodate many differing
environmentally sensitive design applications.
The central theme in the frame of reference for environmentally sensitive golf course design is
balance. A workable frame of reference relies on recognizing the balance between golf and the
environment. The relationship is simply not a teeter totter effect with golf on one end and the
environment on the other. The operative balance more closely resembles that of a mobile. Each
piece in the balancing scheme is dependent on each other to retain the desired form. Likewise,
there are a myriad of factors impacting the eventual shape of the environmentally friendly golf
course. And, because of the varied nature of actual sites, no two sets of factors are ever the same.
The frame of reference as developed in the previous chapter takes that into account. The pursuit
of balance is what drives the frame of reference.
As pieces are added or pressures applied, the configuration of the environmentally designed golf
course will need to be adjusted to conform to the new circumstances. Growing environmental
awareness documented in the introduction is just one fundamental source of change impacting
the look of a golf course. Other pressures may spring from the research conducted by golf
organizations in their push for environmental sensitivity. Even golf equipment technology
impacts the shape of the golf course by moving the likely landing zones farther out. Out-of-play
areas may come into play. Undoubtedly, designers through their own creative efforts influence
the shape of the golf course. Environmental rules and regulations impacting golf courses are
under continual change. These may be driven by advances in environmental science. Golfers
exert pressures, if not vocally, at least by where they spend their money. Developers, in turn, will
only build a golf course if the economic incentives are right. With environmental costs as a large
component of golf development, more pressure for change is generated. Whatever the reason, the
shape of the golf course is under constant pressure. But, always it comes back to a sense of
balance.
The strength in the frame of reference, as sketched out, relies on the recognition of the balanced
nature of the relationship between golf and the environment. Recognizing the nature of that
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balancing process is possibly the major contribution of this thesis. The design of the golf course
is a dynamic process constantly adjusting to new pressures.
Many benefits can be subscribed to the frame of reference developed in this thesis. For one, with
the proper application of the frame of reference a more ecologically sound golf course can be
designed. Thus, the environment is a decided beneficiary. Permitting delays and developmental
costs may correspondingly be reduced. The beneficial nature of the frame of reference may vary
in breadth and depth from one party to the next.
An environmental frame of reference may offer a benefit to those architects who already
recognize the nature of the balance necessary to design an environmentally sensitive golf course.
Restating the proposition in this thesis in the manner somewhat different than the usual golf
related information sources may confirm what was already known. However, confirmation has a
value in its own right regardless of how slight. Confirmation reinforces attitudes, and possibly by
using a different format, a clearer or wider perspective is gained.
An environmental frame of reference may encourage a proactive stance by the golf course
architect towards the environment. In this era of specialization, the environmental issues are
often solely identified and delineated by others. The experts and consultants are probably best
suited to perform this task. However, it seems this has led to having the environmental design
agenda set by others. Environmental expertise does exert enormous design pressure. But, an over
reliance on experts can lead to a partial abdication of setting the design program. Golf course
architecture seems to have taken a bye on structuring the environmental program. Often, outside
parties set the targets and programs, and in turn the architects respond. This is, in essence, a
reactive exercise for the golf course architect and may in fact diminish the architects role.
As pointed out earlier, the golf course architect’s intentions are good, and the modern golf course
architect is very good at meeting environmental targets and programs. The environmental frame
of reference can serve a useful purpose in guiding and enabling the golf course architect to hit the
proscribed marks. But the frame of reference is anything but a call for narrow expertise.
Glimmerings of initiative have promoted native plantings, sodded fairways, and effluent
irrigation, but for the most part, to date, environmental design measures have been substantially
reactive. As outlined, the proper application of an environmental frame of reference is more than
just responding to the environmental concerns of the experts and permitting authorities.
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By delegating the framing of the overall environmental structure to others, opportunities to
mutually benefit the environment and golf are missed. As a common dictum asserts, “The person
with big dreams is more powerful than one with all the facts.” The architect is probably the one
person on the team structuring the design program with the capacity to chart a course most
sympathetic to the needs of both the environment and golf. Just as the broad thinkers of the
Renaissance made an imprint on their times, so too can golf course architects leave a mark on the
environmentally designed golf course. By experience and training the architect is well qualified
to frame the larger picture. An environmental frame of reference can facilitate this process by
advancing the broader perspective. Possibly by being a stronger presence at the table in the
programmatic phase of design, the architect can have a decisive voice in the environmental look,
feel, and function of the golf course. This is a proactive position for it would champion an
environmental focus envisioned by the architect rather than one dictated by others.
The Signature Program of Audubon Society International is a proactive measure to promote an
environmentally sensitive golf course from the moment of inception. Unlike the Audubon
Cooperative Sanctuary Program, the designer is still on stage and opportunities for structural
design input are possible. An environmental frame of reference is exceedingly compatible with
the goals of the Signature Program.
Just because a site is devoid of protected species or sensitive habitat does not mean there are not
environmental issues. The architects interviewed strongly concur that environmental issues are
always present. The recognition of this fact lies at the core of the frame of reference. The prairies
of the heartland may not be as fragile as coastal wetlands, but habitats still exists and should be
treated in the spirit called for by the environmental frame of reference. On sites with fewer issues
an architect has a larger voice, for the other parties normally involved play smaller roles.
Opportunities for the architect to forge ahead with a vision of environmental sensitivity are
expanded. Habitat issues such as fragmentation and bio-diversity can now be addressed by the
architect not because he has to but because he wants to. Corridors, patches, and succession can
now be factored into the structure of the golf course as an initiative of the architect and not a
forced compliance.
Another aspect in the design of the built environment is its impermanence. For the architect it
appears that design is finished when the course is open. Whatever modifications that were made
to the site to produce the golf course seem to be static in the first few years after the course is
open. As addressed earlier though, pressures for change are continually being exerted. At some
point an architect may need to be called in to redesign a course to address a new set of
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circumstances. With a solid environmental foundation, restructuring the course can be a
continuation of a design expression rather than environmentally starting from scratch. An
environmental frame of reference employed in the initial design is conducive to this ideal
extension. However, if an environmentally sensitive structure is not present, the environmental
frame of reference should still be applied.
The rising tide of environmental sensitivity documented in the literature review will likely exert
strong influences on the shape of future courses. By taking the environmental lead through the
use of a frame of reference, architects can establish themselves as serious contributors. Thus,
architects could shape the future rather than being shaped by it. In this way, they would no longer
be relegated to responding to an agenda but rather would be setting it. Again, this would
represent a shift in attitude from the current position.
For architects not currently subscribing to an environmental frame of reference, the findings of
this thesis may have immeasurable benefit. By discovering the environmental values already
practiced by their contemporaries, they too may grasp the interrelationships between golf and the
environment. Their work may begin to reflect the environmental sensitivity present in the work
of the architects interviewed. If they take environmental design to the next level through the use
of an environmental frame of reference, golf and the environment will likely be further enhanced.
To students like myself discovering an environmental frame of reference was an eye opening
introduction to the complexities of golf course design particularly in regards to environmental
factors. To other neophytes this thesis may have the same effect. If so, I believe, it is a solid first
step which can set the tone for future quality environmental design. Anyone entering the broad
realm of golf course design will definitely benefit by understanding this key relationship. It
seems being responsive to environmental factors is just an extension of what is typically taught
in general design education. Academic benefit may reside in specifically linking an
environmental frame of reference to the nuts and bolts classes on golf course design. Technology
and ecology courses are not mutually exclusive. The promotion of a broader perspective should
be encouraged much like the understanding of the relationship between golf and the
environment.
In the grand scheme of things, this design frame of reference will probably not have an
immediate impact on a developer’s approach to a site. As suggested in the interviews, developers
are already receptive to environmental design measures. Their approach is to do whatever is
necessary to complete the project. Signing on to an environmental frame of reference may
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condition a developer to be more open to a golf course architect’s advice. If understanding design
through an environmental frame of reference helps the process, so much the better. But, having
any appreciable influence on a developer’s approach is unlikely. How much do we really care
about which tool a mechanic uses to fix our car? We just want a good mechanic. In the same
manner, the developer wants a good designer. Any influence on the developer would be indirect
and likely through an association with the golf course designer.
Influences if any from this thesis on the environmental rules and regulations impacting the golf
course may only emanate from the core recognition that rules and regulations are part of the
equation that keeps the mobile of the environmentally sensitive golf course in balance. A one
sided allegiance to environmental purity throws the composition out of kilter. Likewise however,
misapplied golf design blind to environmental factors also upsets the balance. As stated in the
Overview - Discussion and Interpretation section, golf has a place in mankind’s environment and
as such, it is to be balanced with nature. Any influence the frame of reference would have on the
process of making or interpreting the rules and regulations would be indirect. But, that is the
intrinsic character of the frame of reference depending on attitude and understanding to achieve
balance.
The interviews suggest that golfers are relatively oblivious to the environmental design measures
employed on the golf course. However, as also suggested they may resist measures that
negatively impact the game. If golfers believe that environmental measures don’t work for the
game of golf, it will be to the detriment of both golf and the environment. As touched on in
previous chapters, this comes down to perceptions. Perceptions may not be accurate. For golf
courses to be recognized as environment assets and not just playing fields, perceptions need to
change. The frame of reference developed in this thesis may be part of an education effort to
influence golfer perceptions. With an acknowledgment of the balance between golf and the
environment comes the acceptance of environmentally sensitive design measures. Comparable
derivative perceptions will likely spill over to the general public. Public perceptions may shift
accordingly in recognizing the inherent environmental benefits of the golf course.
Environmentally sensitive golf courses were designed and built before this thesis was written.
The courses visited in this study are evidence of that fact. Golf courses and the environment will
likely continue to be balanced at new sites without anyone involved having read this thesis.
However, if this thesis is read, hopefully, it will have advanced the cause of the environmentally
sensitive golf course by offering a way to respond to the dynamic environment. Change is
inevitable, and as new factors are thrown into the mix, offsetting actions need to made in order to
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retain a sense of balance. New actions will need a guide and that guide can be an environmental
frame of reference. And that is this thesis’s contribution.

Research Needs and Future Directions:
A common proverb asserts that even a journey of 10,000 miles begins with a single step. Like
that first step, this thesis is only a beginning. Much ground needs to be covered in reconciling the
needs of golf and the needs of the environment.
Given the constraints of time and money, the research in this thesis was limited to a few golf
course architects and defined geographic regions. Similar studies in other regions may prove
beneficial, especially by comparing results. Likewise, the population of golf course architects
interviewed in the study can be expanded to provide a broader range of data. Overall research
findings could be bolstered by including results obtained from additional architects and
additional courses.
A method to achieve that end could possibly employ the interview questionnaire as a mail out
survey to the larger population of golf course architects. Granted, the interview questionnaire
format would need to be amended to reflect the new application, but it could prove to be a good
starting point for a broadened endeavor. Given their common roots, the results from the survey
could be correlated with findings from this thesis.
Also in the realm of a broader range, input from those outside the golf community can be
incorporated into a study. Relevant governmental bodies, community groups, and environmental
organizations can all be included (See Appendix F). In other words, survey all the other
participants involved in developing an environmentally sensitive golf course. Even those openly
hostile to golf courses may have something to offer to the process.
Another possible vehicle for research could be a case study of an accepted environmentally
sensitive golf course. Those courses fully certified in the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary
Program would probably make ideal candidates. Perspectives of all the parties involved could be
solicited, compared, and analyzed. Results can influence how golf courses are built, particularly
in regards to securing community acceptance.
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Although specific golf courses obtained from the interviews were evaluated, considerable room
remains to do an in depth post occupancy evaluation. The main question here would be, “Did the
environmentally sensitive golf course design accomplish what it set out to do?” A comparison of
result with intent will be attained with a greater degree of understanding. Having broken ground
in the area, this thesis may provide a starting point for the next study. This avenue of research
can more readily determine which practices are effective and which are not. A practical guide for
environmental design may be a potential outcome from a post occupancy evaluation.
Golfer landscape perception studies are probably the most fertile ground for research, because
results can likely make an immediate impact. And, since golfer perceptions are key to producing
an environmentally sensitive course, further research in this area would be thoroughly warranted.
Golf courses exhibiting many environmentally sensitive features such as native plants, dead
vegetation, buffered waterways, habitat, and off-season brown turfgrass may not rank high on a
golfer's preference scale. Anecdotal evidence strongly points in this direction. If this is the case,
efforts to produce an environmentally sensitive golf course may be hampered. The paucity of
research in golf landscape preferences may hinder efforts in gaining golfer acceptance for many
environmentally sound measures. If preferences were more clearly known, golf courses could
possibly be tailored to address these perceptions without a loss of environmental compatibility.
This may be accomplished through attitudinal analysis by determining if golfers will accept less
than perfect playing conditions in the interest of environmental quality. Attitudes may also help
to determine the degree habitats and play need to be separated. Additionally, by identifying
perceptions, educational endeavors can be better managed to further the acceptance of
environmentally sensitive golf courses. Addressing exposed and blatant misconceptions may be
the first educational application resulting from the attitude studies.
Another possible venue for research is to track the evolution of an environmentally sensitive
course. Determining if the course stays true to the environmental design intent will help guide
the golf course architect in designing a course more disposed to sustaining environmental
sensitivity. The impact from maintenance practices over time would likely be a significant factor
in this study. In this regard, golf course superintendents and their attitudes may merit a separate
study.
Elementary steps having been taken with this thesis; the journey is underway. As indicated in the
preceding paragraphs, there are many possible paths the journey can take from here. Knowledge
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gained from further research will hopefully guide the development of environmentally sensitive
golf courses. Opportunities for exploration await.
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Appendix A

Architects Interviewed:
•

Colonial Golf Design, Inc.
619 Twin Ridge Lane, Suite A
Richmond, VA 23235
804-272-4700
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Lester George
Interview date: March 16, 1998

•

Dan Maples Design, Inc.
Post Office Box 5768
Pinehurst, NC 28374
910-295-3437
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Mike Gleason
Interview date: March 17, 1998

•

Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.
109 South Main St.
Hendersonville, NC 28792
704-693-0052
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Tom Fazio
Interview date: March 23, 1998

Architect Interviewed in Pretest:
•

Robbins and Associates International
100 Parkthrough St.
Cary, NC 27511
919-319-1004
Golf Course Architect interviewed: Rick Robbins
Interview (pretest) date: March 5, 1998
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Appendix B

Interview Questionnaire:

An Environmental Frame of Reference:
Golf Course Design in Out-of-Play Areas
Preface: Thank you for taking the time for this interview. As previously discussed, the interview
will be included in a thesis for a Masters in Landscape Architecture. The thesis research has been
approved by the Institutional Review Board for Research Involving Human Subjects (IRB) at
Virginia Tech (540-231-5281). Only professional issues related to golf course architecture will
be addressed. And, as indicated by the title, the interview will focus on the environmental aspects
of golf course design in out-of-play areas. To lend weight and credibility to the research, you, as
an expert, will likely be quoted. In the interest of accuracy you will have the opportunity to
review the research in places where you are quoted. For the purposes of this interview,
environmental will refer to ecological considerations such as water quality, habitat, wildlife, and
natural conservation.

A. What golf courses have you designed that are particularly sensitive to environmental issues?
• What were the specific environmental issues involved at each course?
• Did the environmental issues impact or complicate the design program?
~ If yes, on a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being insignificant to 5 being very
significant, how significant an impact did the environmental issues have on the
design program?
~ What was the nature of the impact?
~ Were you able to mitigate the impact through design?
~ On these courses what specific design measures were employed?
~ Were all the environmental issues resolved to your satisfaction?
~ If not, what are the unresolved issues?
• When and how did the environmental issues become evident?
• Did the out-of-play areas have an environmental role in the design program?
~ If yes, on a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being not important to 5 being very important, how
important a role did out-of-play areas have in resolving
the environmental issues?
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~ What was that role?
• Did mitigating environmental impacts affect the playability of the courses?
~ If yes, on a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being insignificant to 5 being very significant, to
what degree was playability affected?
› Was playability better or worse for having addressed the environmental
issues?
› How was playability affected?
• Did addressing the requirements of playability negatively impact the environment?
~ If yes, on a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being insignificant to 5 being very significant,
how significant was the negative impact on the environment?
› What was the impact?
~ If no, why?
• Was it necessary to balance playability against environmental sensitivity?
~ How was that accomplished?
• In your opinion, did addressing the environmental issues impact the aesthetics of the
course?
~ If yes, on a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being insignificant to 5 being very significant,
how significant was the impact on aesthetics?
› Were aesthetics better or worse for having addressed the environmental
issues?
› What was the impact on aesthetics?

B. In your opinion, what are the most common environmental factors (ecological considerations)
influencing the design of a golf courses today?
• The following is a list of environmental factors that have influenced golf course
design programs. As the list is read, would you indicate how common and how
important the environmental factor is in golf course design.
~ On a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being uncommon / not important to 5 being very common
/
very important, how common / important is ( fill in environmental factor ) as an
environmental factor in influencing the design of a golf course?
Factor List:
Common
Important
water quality............................................................................................
water conservation ..................................................................................
habitat......................................................................................................
wetlands ..................................................................................................
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aquatic environments ..............................................................................
land use ...................................................................................................
chemical use............................................................................................
natural conservation ................................................................................
soil type ...................................................................................................
plant selection ( invasive/exotics ) ..........................................................
( environmental factor ) .........................................................................

C. In your opinion, what are the most common design tools / measures employed on the golf
course to mitigate environmental impacts?
• The following is a list of design tools / measures that have been employed to
mitigate environmental impacts on the golf course. As the list is read, would you
indicate how common and how important the design tools / measures are in
mitigating environmental impacts?
~ On a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being uncommon / not important to 5 being very common
/
very important, how common / important is ( design tool / measure ) in mitigating
environmental impacts on the golf course?
Factor List:
Common
Important
plant selection .........................................................................................
habitat restoration....................................................................................
sanctuary .................................................................................................
mitigation ................................................................................................
buffers .....................................................................................................
expanded out-of-play areas .....................................................................
nature trails..............................................................................................
nest boxes................................................................................................
islands......................................................................................................
snags........................................................................................................
dead trees.................................................................................................
swales ......................................................................................................
site selection............................................................................................
routing .....................................................................................................
( design tool / measure ) .........................................................................
• How do you evaluate the effectiveness of these design tools?
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D. Which parties outside of the golf industry have a significant influence on the environmental
aspects of golf course design?
• Would you rank the following list of organizations in the order of those having the
most influence to those having the least?
EPA ..................................................
Army Corp of Engineers ...................
Sierra Club ........................................
Federal Agencies...............................
State Agencies...................................
Local Agencies..................................
Urban Land Institute .........................
( other ).............................................
• Have the design measures commonly utilized on the golf course to address
environmental issues been acceptable to parties outside of the golf industry?
~ If not, which measures lack general acceptance?
~ Are new design tools / measures needed?
~ If yes, what may be the nature of these new tools / measures?
• If proposed design measures are not acceptable to outside parties during the
design of the golf course, what is commonly done to seek a resolution?

E. Are environmental regulations an important factor influencing golf course design?
• On a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being not influential to 5 being very influential, how
influential a factor is environmental regulation on golf course design?

F. Are clients / developers receptive to addressing the environmental impacts arising from
golf course development?
• On a scale of 1 - 5, 1 being not receptive to 5 being very receptive, how
receptive are developers to addressing the environmental impacts arising from
golf course developments?
• If not receptive, what are the environmental issues and what is the nature of those issues
that are objectionable to developers?
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G. Are golf organizations ( USGA, NGF, ASGCA, GCSAA, PGA ) supportive of efforts
to address environmental issues?
• What form does support take?
• Can these organizations do more? In breadth? In depth?
• Have you worked with or are you familiar with the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary
Program and the Signature Program?
~ Are these programs effective in helping to create an environmentally sensitive
golf
course?

H. In your opinion, does an environmentally designed golf course meet the golfing public's
perception of what constitutes a high quality golf course?
• Have all the design measures employed to address the environmental issues been
accepted
by the golfing public?
~ If not, which measures are not well received?
~ Why?
~ What can be done to further the golfing public's acceptance of environmental
design measures?
Thank You.
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Appendix C

Golf Courses Visited:
•

Apple Valley Golf Course (1986)
210 Boulevard of the Mountains
Lake Lure, NC 28746-9796
704-625-2840
Golf Course Superintendent: Doug Terrell
Architect: Dan Maples Design, Inc. (Dan Maples)

•

Bayville Golf Club (1995)
4137 First Court Rd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23455-2848
757-460-5584
Golf Course Superintendent: Cutler Robinson
Architect: Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.

•

Champion Hills (1991)
1000 Indian Cave Rd.
Hendersonville, NC 38739-9200
704-697-2651
Golf Course Superintendent: Bill Maynard
Architect: Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.

•

The Colonial Golf Course (1994)
Diascund Rd.
Williamsburg, VA 23187
757-566-1600
Owners: Francis Fenderson, Jr.; Terry Fenderson
Golf Course Superintendent: Bobby Friend
Architect: Colonial Golf Design, Inc. (Lester George)
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•

Ford's Colony Country Club / Blue Course (expansion, projected opening, Fall
1998)
240 Ford's Colony Dr.
Williamsburg, VA 23188-6412
Golf Course Superintendent: Chuck Thompson
Architect: Dan Maples Design, Inc. (Dan Maples; Mike Gleason)

•

Governor's Land, Two Rivers Country Club (1992)
1950 Two Rivers Rd.
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
757-258-4605
Golf Course Superintendent: Tim Phillips
Assistant Golf Course Superintendent: Fletcher Dilday
Architect: Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.

•

Olde Mill Golf Course (1974)
Route 645
Laurel Fork, VA
540-398-2007
Golf Course Superintendent: Bill Helms
Architect: Dan Maples with Ellis Maples

•

Roan Valley Country Club (1983)
Highway 421 South
Mountain City, TN 37683-9804
423-727-5298
Golf Course Superintendent: Bob Littleton
Architect: Dan Maples with Ellis Maples

•

Virginian Golf Club (1993)
15219 Club Ct.
Bristol, VA 24202-4946
540-645-6950
Golf Course Superintendent: Dan Taylor
Architect: Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.
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Appendix D

Interview Transcripts:
Although not verbatim, the interviews transcribed in this appendix are a conscientiously faithful
record of the responses to the interview questions. Accuracy has been verified by the subjects
involved. The interviews follow:
Colonial Golf Design, Inc.
Lester George Interview:
A. What golf courses have you designed that are particularly sensitive to environmental issues?
All courses, every course in some respects, is sensitive to the environment. At the Colonial Golf
Course in Williamsburg, we worked with wetlands and a number of archaeological issues. At
Newport Bay in Ocean City, Maryland, wetlands were the dominant environmental issue. In
Texas, we designed a golf course over the Edward’s aquifer, a major drinking water source. The
course was engineered to be irrigated with effluent and has set a standard for sensitive
environmental design.
What were the specific environmental issues involved at each course?
At the Colonial, wetlands influenced clearing and grading operations. Water quality was also an
issue because the intake was on Mill Creek, an environmentally sensitive body of water feeding
the Chesapeake Bay. The water intake design was specific to Mill Creek.
Did the environmental issues impact or complicate the design program?
The environmental issues impacted (4 / 5) the design program. Everything we do is
environmental first; golf design second. Permitting took about 2 years. At the start of the project
there were potential threatened and endangered species. These species were specifically looked
for, but none were found. Additionally, there were over 44 sites of potential archaeological value.
These were factored into the design and left undisturbed.
Part of the permitting involved acquiring a 50 foot variance to work within a 100 foot setback
from wetland areas. The variance required hand clearing and a special filtration system
composed of 14 inches of sand and a special manifold engineered for the locale. The
archaeological sites were filled over without disturbance. Bunkers, some as long as 300 feet,
have been used as buffers along waterways. Besides being more effective than vegetation as a
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buffer, the bunker is a work of art. Used in this manner, the bunker serves the dual role of being
an architectural element and an engineering tool.
At the end of the day all the issues were resolved. I am happy with the product. The players are
happy with the product.
When and how did the environmental issues become evident?
Prior to the start of the project, we were well aware of the environmental issues involved. We had
worked earlier under the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, and we knew that James City County
had a strong environmental track record. The site for the Colonial was on a tidal marsh with an
eagle’s nest nearby. Early on, we hired an environmental engineering firm with golf experience to
delineate wetlands and other sensitive areas. This firm also worked with permitting and zoning
issues. Routing needed to be adjusted as more was learned about the environmental nature of the
site. This became an environmental learning process. Ideally, I would like to know all the
constraints before I place a golf course.
Did the out-of-play areas have an environmental role in the design program?
The out-of-play areas had an important (5) role in the design program. The role is one of visual
impact. Out-of-play areas are critical to the final look of a golf course. Out-of-play areas are used
to set off the design. These areas have their own beauty and unique qualities. I specifically look
for opportunities in design to see them and play along them.
Did mitigating environmental impacts affect the playability of the courses?
Mitigating environmental impacts did not significantly affect (1) the playability of the golf
course. Once the constraints were known playability was achieved. The course turned out exactly
as envisioned. This is even true regarding the more sensitive holes [ 6,7,15 ] at the Colonial.
Possibly, the course could have been marginally better if we had been given a little more leeway
in addressing the environmental issues.
Did addressing the requirements of playability negatively impact the environment?
Addressing the requirements of playability did not significantly impact (1) the environment.
Once the constraints were known and the rules and regulations determined, the project proceeded
on track. Environmental targets were met and the holes were built with no depreciation in
playability.
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Was it necessary to balance playability against environmental sensitivity?
There was a balance between playability and environmental sensitivity. The tees were placed to
allow for different skill levels and in consideration of environmentally sensitive areas. Landing
areas on the fairways were shaped and contoured to accept shots.
In your opinion, did addressing the environmental issues impact the aesthetics of the golf
course?
Addressing the environmental issues impacted the aesthetics. The look was different but not in a
negative sense. Without the environmental issues, the Colonial would probably have had more
turf. The aesthetics at the Colonial are awesome in May when the 200 to 300 year old laurel are
in bloom. The site was blessed with these plants and we avoided disturbing them.
Tees and greens were built up to take advantage of the views at the site. By personal preference, I
design to achieve a natural look. My design style is to use a rough natural edge to set off the
elements on the golf course. In addition to the artistry, this approach creates natural buffers and
areas preferred by wildlife.
B. In your opinion, what are the most common environmental factors (ecological considerations)
influencing the design of a golf courses today?
Important
Factor List:
Common
water quality.................................................. 3.............................. 4
water conservation ........................................ 2.............................. 2
habitat............................................................ 3.............................. 3
wetlands ........................................................ 5.............................. 4
aquatic environments .................................... variable................... 5
land use ......................................................... 4.............................. 4
chemical use.................................................. 5.............................. 3
natural conservation ...................................... 3.............................. 5
soil type ......................................................... 2.............................. 2
plant selection ( invasive/exotics ) ................ 3/4........................... 4/5
The factors of water quality, water conservation, and aquatic environments are very much site
specific. The habitat issue is growing in importance. Chemical use is a topic that is discussed
very often and seems to be foremost in many people’s minds. In the area of natural conservation,
golf usually conserves much more of nature than alternate uses. Golf architects normally do not
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select the site. Soil types come with the territory. Bad soils can always be worked with and any
problem is usually just one of logistics. Terrain is usually a much more difficult problem than
soil.
C. In your opinion, what are the most common design tools / measures employed on the golf
course to mitigate environmental impacts?
Important
Design Measure List:
Common
plant selection ............................................... 3.............................. 4
habitat restoration.......................................... 3.............................. 5
sanctuary ....................................................... 1.............................. 4
mitigation ...................................................... 3/4........................... 3/4
buffers ........................................................... 5.............................. 3
expanded out-of-play areas ........................... 2.............................. 4
nature trails.................................................... 1.............................. 1
nest boxes...................................................... 3.............................. 5
islands............................................................ 1.............................. 1
snags
dead trees ..................................................... 4.............................. 4
swales ............................................................ 4.............................. 4
site selection.................................................. 4.............................. 5
routing ........................................................... 5.............................. 5
Habitat restoration is something to be avoided. Avoiding habitat restoration can simply be done
by keeping the golf course out of sensitive habitat areas. Nature trails can open the door to law
suits and should probably be avoided for this reason. Snags and dead trees add character and
habitat to a site. They can become big time bird houses. Knowing the environmental constraints
up front influenced the design measures.
D. Which parties outside of the golf industry have a significant influence on the environmental
aspects of golf course design?
The following is a ranking of organizations outside the golf industry (in a descending order of
importance) who have the most influence on the environmental aspects of golf course design.
1. Army Corp of Engineers (heavily involved with wetlands)
2. State Agencies
3. Local Agencies
4/5. Federal Agencies; EPA
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6/7. Sierra Club; Urban Land Institute
Consultants are an important influence on the environmental aspects of golf course design. The
design of a golf course does not need additional input from parties outside of the industry. We
have too many oversights already. By having more oversight, the cost of the golf course will be
driven up without any environmental gain.
Have the design measures commonly utilized on the golf course to address environmental issues
been acceptable to parties outside of the golf industry?
Common design measures used on the golf course to address environmental issues have been
accepted. We work together and cooperated. No one is intent on destroying the environment.
Projects do not get done without a lot of cooperation.
Are new design tools / measures needed?
New design measures and tools are not needed.
If proposed design measures are not acceptable to outside parties during the design of the golf
course, what is commonly done to seek a resolution?
When there is an area of disagreement, 9 out of 10 times it can be worked out. When it cannot,
the developer just bites the bullet and goes along mostly for economic reasons.
E. Are environmental regulations an important factor influencing golf course design?
Environmental regulations are a very important factor (5) influencing golf course design.
Regulations have influenced design and will continue to do so. We could have had better golf
courses and still not any impacts to the environment if we had been given more leeway in our
environmental design approaches. Regulations need to be watched. A proposed 1,000 feet buffer
requirement in Maryland could render large parts of the state unbuildable. Some erosion and
sediment control measures may be over done. Installing silt fences on the high side of a
construction site is one of them. Water does not move up hill. In the last five years construction
practices are vastly improved. They have also sped up, and disturbed earth is now exposed a
minimal amount of time. Many overlapping regulations have increased costs without enhancing
environmental results.
F. Are clients / developers receptive to addressing the environmental impacts arising from golf
course development?
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Experienced developers are receptive (5) to addressing environmental issues, while
inexperienced developers can be unreceptive (1) to addressing environmental issues. The degree
of receptiveness is somewhat dependent on a developer’s experience.
G. Are golf organizations ( USGA, NGF, ASGCA, GCSAA, PGA ) supportive of efforts to
address environmental issues?
Golf organizations like the USGA, ASGCA, and the GCSAA are very supportive of efforts to
address the environmental issues. They all are, need to be, and have been supportive. I have
received 100% support. Support takes the form of public relations. People are being informed
that golf has changed and is working with the environment. All the organizations can do more.
They need to be responsive to proposed legislation that affects golf.
Have you worked with or are you familiar with the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program
and the Signature Program?
The Ocean City, Maryland course is applying for certification in the Audubon Cooperative
Sanctuary Program. I have found the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program more beneficial
than the Signature Program.
H. In your opinion, does an environmentally designed golf course meet the golfing public’s
perception of what constitutes a high quality golf course?
The typical golfer is unaware of the environmental measures employed on the golf course.
Golfers are more concerned with their game. They do not make distinctions between a golf
course that addressed environmental issues and one that did not. Comparisons are not made.
Most are not concerned with what an architect had to do to build the course. In general, good
conditions, good shot values, and fast play take precedence. Scenery is noticed, but gratification
comes from play. Environmental awareness may be growing, but there is a ways to go.

Dan Maples Design, Inc.
Mike Gleason Interview:
A. What golf courses have you designed that are particularly sensitive to environmental issues?
The Blue Course at Ford’s Colony is just one of the many courses that we have done that is
particularly sensitive to environmental issues. Another is a recent golf course project in Portland,
Maine.
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What were the specific environmental issues involved at each course?
Every course is unique and environmental issues vary from course to course. The design of
Ford’s Colony in Williamsburg was heavily involved with wetland’s issues. Much of this
specifically dealt with the installation, maintenance, and removal of erosion and sediment control
measures. At the site in Portland, Maine, one particular issue involved a blueberry patch which
needed to be protected. In the Pinehurst area the protection of the red-cockaded woodpecker is a
considerable environmental concern.
Did the environmental issues impact or complicate the design program?
Yes, environmental issues certainly impact (4) the design program. The severity of the impact
varies from course to course. Generally, mountain courses have less of an impact than courses
along Chesapeake Bay.
Environmental impacts require constant awareness. In designing a golf course, they are always
on your mind.
Were you able to mitigate the impact through design?
In all cases environmental impacts were able to be mitigated through design. But prior to any
mitigation the design intent was to avoid any possible need for mitigation. Avoidance is much
preferred to mitigation. Avoidance is partially accomplished by relying on consultants who were
in effect environmental experts.
On these courses what specific design measures were employed?
The most important design measure an architect has at his disposal is routing. Through routing, a
golf course architect can avoid environmentally sensitive areas. The erosion and sediment control
plan is also an important design tool. Another widely accepted environmental measure is to keep
cut and fill in the same area. The Ford’s Colony Blue Course was actually used to mitigate an
environmental impact from one of the development’s roads. The mitigation was about 2 for 1,
and the environmental mitigation did not have a negative impact on playability. In this case the
golf course proved to be a solution to an environmental impact. The environmental issues at the
courses were resolved to my satisfaction.
When and how did the environmental issues become evident?
Since we had worked at Ford’s Colony for over 15 years, we were well aware of the
environmental issues on the site. The largest issue was the wetlands. Through experience, we
have been conditioned to be aware of most of the environmental issues that may impact design.
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The environmentalist have done a good job in making everyone aware of what needs to be done.
In all cases, we bring in environmental experts to survey the site before we even look at a project.
Delineating wetlands is a large part of the initial surveys. At the site in Maine a sensitive
blueberry patch came as a surprise and a hole needed to be rerouted. Many environmental issues
vary by geography and political jurisdiction.
Did the out-of-play areas have an environmental role in the design program?
Out-of-play areas do have a moderate role (3) in the design program. The role of the out-of-play
areas had a direct bearing on routing. The sensitive environments were located in out-of-play
areas.
Did mitigating environmental impacts affect the playability of the courses?
Addressing environmental impacts affected (5) the playability of the courses. Tees and fairways
were built-up so wetlands could be carried (with golf shots). This requires considerable earth
moving. Additionally, wetland vegetation needs to be kept low through selective clearing in
order for shots to carry.
Did addressing the requirements of playability negatively impact the environment?
In addressing the requirements of playability, impacts to the environment were insignificant
Was it necessary to balance playability against environmental sensitivity?
There is not a standard procedure for balancing playability against environmental sensitivity.
What it requires is a commitment to making it work for both the golfer and the environment.
Because environmental sensitivity is so important it is a given, and the nature of the resulting
playability accepted as a matter of fact. In the broad issue of maintenance and IPM’s, others are
more involved than designers.
In your opinion, did addressing the environmental issues impact the aesthetics of the golf
course?
Addressing the environmental issues impacted (4) the aesthetics of the golf course. Aesthetics
were definitely better for having addressed the environmental issues. The more problems that
you have the more inventive you get. It makes design more interesting. It is fun to make a golf
course work. In the past golf courses were placed directly in the wetlands, because the land was
thought to be invaluable and not amenable to other uses. Today, golf has been moved out of the
wetlands, but is still as close as it possibly can be.
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B. In your opinion, what are the most common environmental factors (ecological considerations)
influencing the design of a golf courses today?
Factor List:

Common

Important
water quality.................................................. 5.............................. 5
water conservation ........................................ variable................... 5
habitat............................................................ 2.............................. 5
wetlands ........................................................ 5.............................. 5
aquatic environments .................................... variable................... 5
land use ......................................................... 4.............................. 3
chemical use.................................................. 4.............................. 5
natural conservation ...................................... 2.............................. 5
soil type ......................................................... 4/5........................... 5
plant selection ( invasive/exotics ) ................ 1.............................. 1

Factors such as habitat and natural conservation may not be common, but when they are present,
they are very important.
C. In your opinion, what are the most common design tools / measures employed on the golf
course to mitigate environmental impacts?
Important
Design Measure List:
Common
plant selection ............................................... 1.............................. 1
habitat restoration.......................................... 1.............................. 5
sanctuary ....................................................... 1.............................. 5
mitigation ...................................................... 3.............................. 5
buffers ........................................................... 4.............................. 5
expanded out-of-play areas ........................... 2.............................. 2
nature trails.................................................... 4.............................. 2
nest boxes...................................................... 1.............................. 5
islands............................................................ 1.............................. 5
snags.............................................................. 1.............................. 1
dead trees....................................................... 1.............................. 1
swales ............................................................ 5.............................. 5
site selection.................................................. 1.............................. 5
routing ........................................................... 5.............................. 5
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Design measures such as habitat restoration, sanctuary, and islands are not very common but
when they are present they are very important. Possibly the most important issue above all others
is site selection. However, the architect rarely picks the site. The developer normally has the site
selected before calling on the architect. A golf course architect is likely much more sensitive to
the environmental issues than the average man.
There are no standard procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of the design tools.
D. Which parties outside of the golf industry have a significant influence on the environmental
aspects of golf course design?
The following is a ranking of organizations outside the golf industry (in a descending order of
importance) who have the most influence on the environmental aspects of golf course design.
1. Army Corp of Engineers (heavily involved with wetlands)
2. EPA
3. Federal Agencies
4. State Agencies
5. Local Agencies
6. Sierra Club
7. Urban Land Institute
Have the design measures commonly utilized on the golf course to address environmental issues
been acceptable to parties outside of the golf industry?
Design measures commonly utilized on the golf course to address environmental issues have
been acceptable to parties outside the golf industry. Organizations have been receptive to design
measures, because we have been receptive to their needs. This has been possible by establishing
a relationship based on trust. We have established a good reputation.
Are new design tools / measures needed?
If a new design tool is needed, it may be in the area of coordinating erosion and sediment control
plans. Proposed changes in erosion and sediment control call for the construction of a golf course
in 20 acre parcels - one at a time. This could turn into a nightmare without adequate
coordination. The thrust of this proposal is probably to lessen environmental impacts during
construction.
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If proposed design measures are not acceptable to outside parties during the design of the golf
course, what is commonly done to seek a resolution?
In seeking resolutions to problems, tell us what you want and we’ll figure a way to deal with it.
E. Are environmental regulations an important factor influencing golf course design?
Environmental regulations are an important (5) factor influencing golf course design. If
regulations are too controlling in terms of dictating methods, problems can arise. This has the
effect of taking away from design. Regulations are best when targeting objectives rather than
methods, for we can always figure a way to make it work for all parties involved.
F. Are clients / developers receptive to addressing the environmental impacts arising from golf
course development?
Developers are moderately receptive (3) to addressing the environmental impacts arising from
golf course development. Developers are knowledgeable, aware, and educated to environmental
impacts. Most developers know the rules and are willing to play by them.
They know that wetlands and sensitive areas are factored into the purchase price of the land.
G. Are golf organizations ( USGA, NGF, ASGCA, GCSAA, PGA ) supportive of efforts to
address environmental issues?
Golf organizations particularly the USGA and GCSAA have been very supportive of efforts to
address environmental issues. The support takes the form of advancing the public’s awareness of
golf’s sensitivity to the environment. We are no longer the bad guys. These organizations can
likely do more, but cost becomes an issue. I have not worked with the Audubon Cooperative
Sanctuary Program and Signature Program, but I am familiar with them. They seem to be
effective in helping to create an environmentally sensitive golf course.
H. In your opinion, does an environmentally designed golf course meet the golfing public’s
perception of what constitutes a high quality golf course?
The public does perceive an environmentally designed golf course as a quality golf course. The
golfing public has accepted environmental design measures. Many of the golf courses with
environmental issues turn out to be the most spectacular. They have been well received by the
public. Informed developers are aware of possible problems on an environmentally sensitive site.
Once they go ahead with development, they are usually willing to spend the money to do it right.
Additionally, environmentally sensitive sites inspire inventiveness.
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Fazio Golf Course Designers, Inc.
Tom Fazio Interview:
A. What golf courses have you designed that are particularly sensitive to environmental issues?
Every golf course today is sensitive to the environment. Every course has at least one
environmental issue. It is hard to imagine a golf course without an environmental issue. Every
course needs to respond to the land. Golf holes should relate to the land as if they naturally
evolved. Environmental issues are broader in scope than laws, rules, or regulations.
What were the specific environmental issues involved at each course?
At Bayville Golf Club in Virginia Beach, wetlands were a big issue. A two hundred foot
elevation change from high to low points at Champion Hills in Hendersonville was a major
environmental concern because of potential erosion problems. The climate at the Virginian Golf
Club in Abingdon needed to be addressed in terms of selecting a turf that could survive
temperature extremes. Two Rivers Country Club in Williamsburg along the James River and
Chickahominy River had many archaeological sites in addition to wetland issues.
Did the environmental issues impact or complicate the design program?
The law is an obvious given, and as an architect, you play within the rules. Erosion and sediment
control, endangered species, and wetlands have all become an integral part of golf course design.
The approach to environmental issues needs to be positive. Environmental issues should not be
viewed as challenges but as advantages, for they help golf. They add another dimension to golf.
They may be more time consuming and difficult for the developer, but that is the way it is. Those
are the ground rules. We design within the environmental parameters. Environmentally sensitive
areas create different and wider spaces for golf. One example is the location of golf near a
wetland. In this instance, open spaces are retained, created, and protected. Both golf and the
environmentally protected spaces can stay forever.
Were you able to mitigate the impact through design?
On these courses what specific design measures were employed?
At Bayville the wetlands frame a number of golf holes. They offer good contrast and definition
with their trees and vegetation. On another part of the same course, pasture land was shaped into
new contours. This was accomplished without impacting the water table which was very near the
surface. Different grasses with colors in contrast to the turf were used to set off the golf holes. At
Champion Hills capturing the grandeur of the views was of primary importance. With steeply
sloping terrain, some erosion was likely. Although not required by law, the entire course was
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sodded to address this issue. This was done in addition to the standard erosion and sediment
control requirements of hay bales, silt fences, mulching, and detention and retention basins.
Nature’s impacts can be much more intensive than those anticipated by law. In designing a golf
course, we take that into consideration. Because of archaeological sites at Two Rivers in
Williamsburg, disturbance in these sensitive areas was not permissible. No cutting was done in
the archaeological sensitive areas and fill was used for added protection. Without the
archaeological sites, a number of these areas would have been cuts instead of fills.
When and how did the environmental issues become evident?
Generally most environmental issues are evident up front. Surveys are made and base maps are
developed delineating sensitive areas. Wetland delineation is a major part of this process. Part of
the reason these maps are developed is to produce a tool for complying with the requirements of
the law.
Did the out-of-play areas have an environmental role in the design program?
Out-of-play areas have a very important environmental role in the design program. The areas
between the golf holes are just as important as the golf holes themselves. Reforestation and
replanting in these areas can be used to create contrast, variety, and change. How you treat the
details is very important. Out-of-play areas are not out of view and in effect can be used to create
wider spaces for golf. They frame the golf holes and create visual separation. At the Virginian
out-of-play open spaces were very important in producing an overall feel. No housing or
buildings were placed in the open spaces. A frame for the setting of golf was created.
Did mitigating environmental impacts affect the playability of the courses?
Environmental issues can certainly have a direct impact on the layout - where a golf course can
be and how it will play. Once you know the issues impacting a site, they become part of a design
element in the program of making a golf course happen. In some states setbacks can be as great
as 125 feet. This reduces the amount of land available for golf. Sensitive areas perpendicular to
the line of play, force the play of golf into the air. More shots are required to be lofted in order to
avoid playing into the ground hazards.
Did addressing the requirements of playability negatively impact the environment?
Through sensitive routing, playability can be secured without negatively impacting the
environment.
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Playability always needs to be addressed in designing a golf course. All levels of players from
high to low handicaps need to be considered in design. Golf courses should accommodate
different levels of play. At Champion Hills, the hilly terrain meant considerable elevation
changes on the golf course. For design this meant considering blind spots over knolls and ridges.
Additionally, this meant factoring in the bounce of the ball off of side hills and slopes.
Was it necessary to balance playability against environmental sensitivity?
An underlying issue involved in golf course design is the acceptance of growth and development.
It comes down to a question of values. Decisions at this stage are usually based on economics
and jobs and often worked out in the political arena. Decisions on the value of growth and
development precede decisions on building a golf course.
In your opinion, did addressing the environmental issues impact the aesthetics of the golf
course?
Environmental issues certainly impact the aesthetics of a golf course. Actually, locating golf
courses near environmentally sensitive areas is preferred, for it offers more beauty for golf. Golf
is much more environmentally sensitive than housing, business, or roadways. Golf does not need
an environmentally sensitive area to have good aesthetics. An aesthetically pleasing golf course
can be built on a parking lot.
The sinkholes at the Virginian were a unique part of the land. These natural features were
incorporated into the design of the golf course. A spring and water course very much dictated
where a golf hole needed to be sited in order to take advantage of the natural setting.
B. In your opinion, what are the most common environmental factors (ecological considerations)
influencing the design of a golf courses today?
All of the following environmental factors are extremely important. Some of the factors like
water quality vary from site to site. In certain areas of the country like the Chesapeake Bay many
more of the factors take on added importance. In the past, land use was much more restrictive.
We had to struggle for space in order to comfortably work in a golf facility. Now, even large
practice areas from 6 to 20 acres are easily fit into a development. Soil types are less important
than the others but they are still important. Plant selection is very much dependent on budget.
Environmental Factor List:
water quality
water conservation
habitat
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wetlands
aquatic environments
variable
land use
chemical use
natural conservation
soil type
plant selection ( invasive/exotics )
C. In your opinion, what are the most common design tools / measures employed on the golf
course to mitigate environmental impacts?
Design Measure List:
plant selection ...................... very important (5)
habitat restoration.................. depends on the site and local conditions
sanctuary ............................... depends on the site and local conditions
mitigation .............................. depends on the site and local conditions
can become a critical issue
buffers ................................... very common now and at times can be a (5)
in importance
expanded out-of-play areas ... puts the frame on the picture of the golf (5)
nature trails............................ not common and can be a legal liability
nest boxes.............................. part of being a good environmental neighbor
islands.................................... not as important
snags...................................... important as a visual impact
dead trees............................... important feature which can be used as target
swales .................................... important but should not be over engineered
site selection.......................... important but often comes with the job
routing ................................... important (5+) major factor in avoidance and
setting the views
How do you evaluate the effectiveness of these design tools?
The effectiveness of the design tools can be evaluated by the end result. As long as the
environment is honored and not destroyed and the laws are obeyed, the tools are effective. All
tools should be readily available to produce quality golf. Earth moving is neither good nor bad.
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The amount of the earth moved bears no relationship to environmental sensitivity. The end result
should be the measure of environmental sensitivity.
D. Which parties outside of the golf industry have a significant influence on the environmental
aspects of golf course design?
The following is a ranking of organizations outside the golf industry (in a descending order of
importance) who have the most influence on the environmental aspects of golf course design.
1. Army Corp of Engineers (Had a big role at the Williamsburg site)
2. EPA
3. Federal Agencies
4. State Agencies
5. Local Agencies
6. Sierra Club
7. Urban Land Institute
If proposed design measures are not acceptable to outside parties during the design of the golf
course, what is commonly done to seek a resolution?
By the fact that a golf course is built, all the environmental issues become resolved. The
permitting process and laws can resolve the issues in the end.
E. Are environmental regulations an important factor influencing golf course design?
Environmental regulations are an important factor (5) influencing golf course design. A Pebble
Beach golf project that began 8 years ago is still in the permitting process. In the 60’s,
environmental issues were non-existent by law. Even erosion and sediment control was not
required by law. Erosion and sediment control should have been done anyway. The reason there
is a law now is that erosion and sediment control was not always done. Regulations are the rules
we play by.
F. Are clients / developers receptive to addressing the environmental impacts arising from golf
course development?
Developers are receptive to the environmental impacts arising from golf course development.
The constraints of a site are part of the development’s equation and automatically become part of
the program. Developers involve many consultants, experts, and disciplines to build a golf
project. You cannot sell or build your product without being a good steward of the land.
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G. Are golf organizations ( USGA, NGF, ASGCA, GCSAA, PGA ) supportive of efforts to
address environmental issues?
The allied association of golf organizations have been supportive of efforts to address
environmental issues particularly over the last 5 years.
Have you worked with or are you familiar with the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program
and the Signature Program?
Golf courses covet the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary certification.
H. In your opinion, does an environmentally designed golf course meet the golfing public’s
perception of what constitutes a high quality golf course?
Design measures used to address the environmental issues have been readily accepted by the
golfing public. Younger people seem to be more sensitive to the environmental issues. So much
has been written over the last 5 years that environmental awareness has been raised. People feel
good if they are part of reclaiming the land and protecting and enhancing the environment.
Creating open space and taking care of the land is part of golf.
Some courses are more difficult than others. This results in lost balls and slow play. Players seem
to seek their level of difficulty in a course and return to a more difficult course when their skill
improves.
Environmental awareness is growing, and we are all getting use to the way it is.
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Appendix E

Glossary:
aquifer: a layer of sand or porous rock filled with water.
best management practices: (BMP) those practices or measures that are generally recognized as
being best suited to achieving commonly sought results and objectives.
bio-diversity (biological diversity): refers to the variety of life in all its forms and levels of
organization (Harker et al., 1993).
climax community: assemblage of species that can successfully reproduce and maintain a stable
relationship without any internal pressure to change.
corridors: narrow strips of habitat that allow movement between patches of similar habitat.
cultivars: an assemblage of cultivated plants distinguished by any characteristics (size, shape,
hardiness, color, disease resistance, etc.) that when reproduced sexually or asexually, retain their
distinguishing features.
community: an assemblage of species at a particular time and place. Interrelated assemblage of
plants and animals associated with the abiotic or physical community (Forman & Godron, 1986).
ecology: the scientific study of the relationship between organisms and their environment.
ecosystem: all of the organisms in a given place in interaction with their non-living environment.
Basic functional units in nature which includes the biological community and the non-living
environment.
ecotone: a relatively narrow overlap zone between two communities. Zone where two distinct
habitat types meet. Referred to as edge. Transition zones or boundaries between two habitats,
community types, or ecological systems (Harker et al., 1993).
ecotype: subspecies or type within a species adapted to a particular set of growing conditions,
generally within a geographic area.
endangered species: any species whose populations have been reduced to the point that it is at
risk of becoming extinct in the near future (Art, 1993).
environment: the entire complex of factors that effect an organism or community and ultimately
determine its form and survival.
environmental impact statement: (EIS) formal environmental analysis that identifies potential
impacts of a proposed project.
environmental impact report: (EIR) describes specific impacts of a project and proposes
measures to mitigate impacts. Provides greater detail than EIS.
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environmental sensitivity: the state or quality of being aware and responding positively to
ecological considerations such as water quality, habitat, bio-diversity, etc.
eutrophication: the process in which a water body becomes rich in nutrients with the resulting
loss of oxygen.
evapotranspiration: the total loss of moisture through the process of evaporation and
transpiration (Turgeon, 1996).
fragmentation: the process of altering the landscape and creating isolated remnants of natural
communities.
habitat: necessary biological component for species survival comprised of food, shelter, water,
and space. The place that a plant or animal lives.
hazard: an obstacle on a golf course that makes play more challenging, for example, trees, water,
and sand (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
IPM: integrated pest management, the coordinated use of pest and environmental information
with available pest control methods to prevent unacceptable pest damage by the most economical
means and with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the environment (Leslie, 1989).
invasive species: an aggressively growing non-native plant which successfully establishes itself
in a native community.
links land: coastal terrain characterized by rolling topography, windswept sand dunes, and stiff
grasses.
mat: a tightly intermingled organic layer, composed of living and partially decomposed stem and
root material and soil, that develops between the zone of green vegetation and the soil surface.
native: refers to a species place or region of origin. A native species is one that occurs in a
particular region as a result of natural forces and without known or suspected human causes or
influence. Well adapted to the climate and soils of their region of origin.
naturalize: to restore a plant and animal community to a condition that existed prior to human
intervention (Harker et al., 1993).
non-point source pollution: contamination of water from diffuse sources; for example
agricultural and municipal runoff.
open space: horizontal distance visible from a point and also referring to an area free of built
structures associated with urban or suburban development.
plant material: living organisms such as trees, shrubs, bushes, vines, perennials, annuals, and
grasses which are used in design.
point source pollution: contamination of water from a specific location or area; for example, a
leaking underground storage tank, back-siphoning of an agrochemical into a well or water
system, or spillage of a chemical near a water supply.
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rough: an area where the turf is maintained at a greater height than the fairway. May include
shrubs, trees, other plants (Muirhead & Rando, 1994).
strategic design: an arrangement of golf game elements, particularly hazards, which allows for
alternate routes. A potential game premium adheres to successfully pursuing the more hazardous
route.
successional process: a directional species replacement process, often leading through a series of
recognizable stages to a climax community.
threatened species: species with populations that are declining sharply in parts of their range,
and which may be in danger of becoming extinct in a specific area, as a result of human actions;
species that are likely to moved to the endangered category in the near future ( Allaby, 1989; Art,
1993).
turf: a covering of mowed vegetation, a turfgrass community, growing intimately with an upper
soil stratum of intermingled roots and stems.
turfgrass: a species or cultivar of grass, usually of spreading habit, which is tolerant of close and
frequent mowing.
thatch: a layer of undercomposed or partially decomposed organic residues situated above the
soil surface and constituting the upper stratum of the medium that supports turfgrass growth.
population: a group of individuals of a single species that interact, interbreed, and live in a given
area.
wetland: areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include
swamps, marshes, bogs and similar areas (Section 404, Clean Water Act, 1979).
watershed: an entire area drained by a river or river system.
zonal maintenance: the practice of delineating areas and managing those areas differently based
on their specific and individual needs.
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Appendix F

Stakeholders:
National Groups With a Direct Interest in Golf Course Development
•

American Society of Golf Course Architects
221 N. Lasalle St.
Chicago, IL 60601
312-372-7090

•

Club Managers Association of America
1733 King St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-739-9500

•

Golf Course Builders of America
920 Airport Rd., Suite 210
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
919-942-8922

•

Golf Course Superintendents Association of America
1421 Research Park Dr.
Lawrence, KS 66049
800-472-7878

•

Golf Digest
5520 Park Ave.
Trumbull, CT 06611
203-373-7127

•

International Association of Golf Administrators
6550 York Ave., Suite 405
Edina, MN 55435
612-927-4653
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•

Ladies Professional Golf Association
2570 Volusia Ave., Suite B
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
904-254-8800

•

National Club Association
3050 K St., N.W., Suite 330
Washington, DC 20007
202-625-2080

•

National Golf Course Owners Association
14 Exchange St., PO Box 1061
Charleston, SC 29402
803-577-5239

•

National Golf Foundation
1150 South US. Highway One
Jupiter, FL 33410
407-624-8400

•

PGA of America
100 Avenue of Champions
P.O. Box 109601
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
407-624-8400

•

PGA Tour
Sawgrass
112 TPC Blvd.
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
904-285-3700
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•

Rain Bird - Golf Division
145 N. Grand Avenue
Glendora, CA 91741
818-812-3649

•

Toro Company
5825 Jasmine St.
Riverside, CA 92504
909-688-9221

•

United States Golf Association
Golf House
Far Hills, NJ 07931
201-234-2300

National Groups With Related Interests in Golf Course Development:
•

American Farmland Trust
1920 N Street NW, #400
Washington, DC 20036
202-659-5170

•

American Institute of Professional Geologists
7828 Vance Drive, Suite 103
Arvada, CO 80003-2125
303-431-0831

•

American Planning Association
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, IL 60637
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•

American Society of Civil Engineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017
212-705-7496

•

American Society of Landscape Architects
4401 Connecticut Avenue NW, Fifth Floor
Washington DC 20008-3202
202-686-ASLA

•

Audubon International
46 Rarick Rd.
Selkirk, NY 12158
518-767-9051

•

Center for Resource Management
1104 E. Ashton Ave., #210
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
801-466-3600

•

Community & Environmental Defense Services
P.O. Box 206
Maryland Line, MD 21105
410-329-8194

•

Ecological Society of America
Arizona State University
Box 873211
Tempe, AZ 85287-3211

•

Environmental Defense Fund
1875 Connecticut Avenue NW #1016
Washington, DC 20009
202-387-3500
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•

Friends of the Earth
1025 Vermont Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20005
202-783-7400

•

Greenpeace
1436 U Street NW
Washington, DC 20009
202-462-1177

•

National Audubon Society
666 Pennsylvania Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20003
202-547-9009

•

National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides
701 E Street, SE, #200
Washington, DC 20003
202-543-5450

•

National Fish & Wildlife Foundation
1120 Connecticut Avenue Northwest
Washington, DC 20036
202-857-0166

•

National Trust for Historic Preservation
1785 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20036
202-673-4059

•

National Wildlife Federation
529 14th Street NW, #452
Washington, DC 20045
202-233-9533
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•

The Nature Conservancy
International Headquarters
1815 North Lynn St.
Arlington, VA 22209
703-841-5300

•

North Carolina Coastal Federation
3609 Highway 24
Newport, NC 28570
919-393-8185

•

SENES Oak Ridge, Inc. - Center for Risk Analysis
102 Donnor Drive
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
615-483-6111

•

Sierra Club
1642 Great Highway
San Francisco, CA 94122
415-665-7008

•

Society of Wetland Scientists
P.O. Box 1897
Lawrence, KS 66044
913-843-1221

•

Southern Environmental Law Center
201 West Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
804-977-4090

•

US Army Corp of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenue Southeast
Washington, DC 20003
202-665-0816
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•

US Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street
Washington, DC 20460
202-260-6045
703-308-8727

•

US Fish & Wildlife Department Services
1849 C Street Northeast #3256
Washington, DC 20240
202-208-4717

•

US Forest Service - Land Management
201 14th Street Southwest, FL 4
Washington, DC 20250
202-205-1248

•

US Natural Resource Conservation
14th Street & Independence Avenue Southwest
Washington, DC 20250
202-720-4525

•

Urban Land Institute
625 Indiana Ave. NW, #400
Washington, D.C. 20004-2930
202-624-7000
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Appendix G

Site Visit Images:
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VITA
David J. Kiss

Son, brother, husband, and father, personally defines my life - the life of David J. Kiss.
Intertwined with my family life are the occupational endeavors roused by every day existence.
The passage from growing up on a rural golf course to attaining a Masters in Landscape
Architecture has been fulfilling. Stops along the way encompassed pursuits and passions that
engaged the world. Instructing in adult education, marketing horticultural products, traveling
abroad, and designing and building a home all energized my drive to do more. The successful
completion of this thesis is a long sought opening to the wider arena of the human landscape. My
vocation is genuine. I look forward to having an opportunity to make a difference.
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